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Postcolonial Trauma in the Mediterranean: the Italian-Libyan
Transnational Community

Rosario Pollicino
Abstract
This study aims to recuperate the Italian collective remembering originating from the colonial
offense in Libya. Focusing on works of testimony in different genres of contemporary literature
written by the Italian former settlers in Libya, I analyze how these former settlers who moved to
Libya have been subjected to different kinds of traumas by the Fascist government. I focus on
how these traumas, individual and collective, are documented through these works and discuss
how they continue to be relevant today. Drawing on sociology, anthropology, history, literary
and trauma studies I argue that these cultural representations prove the existence of a
transnational and transcultural community, which still today is traumatized by the postcolonial
vicissitudes.
Chapter One focuses on the deportation of the settlers ‘children from Libya to the mainland
boarding schools opened by Mussolini, as documented in Grazia Arnese’s testimonial work I
tredicimila ragazzi italo-libici dimenticati dalla Storia. In chapter Two, I analyze the historical
trauma of the Sephardi Jews of Libya, due to their permanent statelessness, through Victor Magiar’s
novel (inspired by his childhood in Libya) E venne la notte. Chapter Three highlights the intellectual
exile of Andrea Amedeo Sammartano, focusing on the way he identifies as Libyan rather than Italian
through his novel Festa Grande alla Dahra based on his life experience. In the last chapter I focus on
the trauma of forced repatriation of the Italian former settlers who were expelled from Libya to Italy
in 1970. Specifically, putting in dialogue the testimonies’ collection Tripoli 1970 by Luisa Pachera
and Capretti’s novel Ghibli I analyze how the Italians lived in Tripoli in preparation to leave Libya
and through Mennuni’s novel I Ventimila I highlight the exile and ensued traumas experienced on
their forced repatriation to Italy in 1970.

This work shows that postcolonial, migration and diaspora studies focusing on Italy and
the Mediterranean area have left out the Libya’s settler perspective. By revisiting the
consequences of colonialism and postcolonialism, the works in question are now intended as
solid tools of social denunciation of the trauma(s) suffered as they aim to legitimate the past of
their community by recovering a collective remembering that is still in process.

Keywords: Libya, postcolonial, Italy, trauma, transnational, Mediterranean, Jew, Sephardi,
diaspora
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Introduction
This dissertation analyzes a body of contemporary literature written by former Italian settlers in
Libya. Although this literature has been neglected by scholars, it shows the important link
between the trauma(s) that this community of Italian citizens, former settlers, has suffered due to
Fascist political ideologies. A brief historical excursus is useful to understand how this literary
production originates in traumas experienced by these settlers. Italy invaded Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica in 1911, and only one year after this invasion, a few Italian rural settlers started to
move to what was considered the “fourth shore” of Italy, officially called Italian Libya. It will be
only with the start of the Fascist regime in 1922 that Italy will come closer to attaining its
colonial imperialistic goals with the conquest in 1934 of another region, the Fezzan, which was
then added to the Italian colony.
1938 marks the beginning of steady demographic colonization, when Mussolini
organized, together with Italo Balbo, the governor of Libya, the move of 20,000 rural settlers,
which were followed by 9,000 more settlers the year after. These 29,000 settlers were assigned to
many colonial villages that the Fascist regime had built in the desert around the two main cities:
Tripoli and Benghazi. As part of the outcome of the Second World War, Italy lost all its colonies
and its authority over the Italian Libya, and the British Administration Authority (BMA) was put
in charge of administering the former colony. The temporary administration of the BMA
oversaw the transition of the country to the monarchy of King Idris in 1953, which was supposed
to bring about the “official” liberation of Libya from Western power. In 1969 Colonel Qaddafi’s
coup d’état overthrew King Idris’ monarchy and launched a new regime. As Qaddafi’s policy
aimed to accomplish a strong decolonization from the Western powers, the leader expelled all
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Italians who had remained in the country despite the end of colonization. The 20,000 settlers still
present in the Libyan territory were then forced to return to their country of origin and to leave
behind any economic means and all properties in Libya.
From this very brief historical excursus, it may seem that the settlers’ expulsion from the
country in which they had settled might be the only source of the settlers’ trauma. However,
while the expulsion certainly represents an important trauma that these settlers suffered, they are
affected by other traumas which began with the colonization and continued until these settlers
arrived in Italy, as I elucidate throughout this dissertation. I argue that even though the Italian
settlers chose to move to Libya to seek out better opportunities, they were mistreated
psychologically and physically by the Italian nation-state (as well as the Italian society in the
postcolonial era) and, still today, they face different postcolonial traumas that involve them as
other victims of the last century’s colonial system. In other postcolonial contexts like those of
Australia and South Africa the tendency is to consider the settler as the perpetrator of the
colonial atrocities, however, the case of the Italians who settled in Libya is different as it
illuminates trauma among the settlers.
Australia, for instance, has a state-sponsored “National Sorry Day” that aims to offer an
apology for the stolen generations of indigenous people and is incorporated into a sort of day of
acknowledgement of white settler heritage.1 In South Africa the TRC (The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission) was established and played a pivotal role in the transition from
apartheid to full democracy.2 In other words the fact of admitting to be a perpetrator of the
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“National Sorry Day 2018.” Indigenous.gov.au, Australian Government, 29 May 2018,
www.indigenous.gov.au/news-and-media/announcements/national-sorry-day-2018.
2
See “Truth and Reconciliation Commission.” Justice/Newsroom/Statements/2018, South Africa
Governement, 2018, www.justice.gov.za/trc/.
2

apartheid ruling system did not automatically entail the guilt of the person who was giving their
testimony, as the political situation and the proportion of the crime were also taken into
consideration. The perspective of what I refer to as Italian-Libyan literature3 is opposite because
the former Italian settlers are not present on the Libyan territory when they write their literary
works; as the colonization was relatively short (it officially ended with the Treaty of Paris in
1947), it did not create many generations of descendants of colonists. More importantly, the vast
majority of Italian settlers were rural settlers and, as such, they worked the harsh and sandy
land—which the Italian government had given to them— but did not enforce any of the Fascist
government’s ideologies. This is to say that they could not understand the Italian imperialistic
vision and could not fathom that the land they received had been the consequence of a war that
killed many indigenous Libyans in atrocious ways, including the use of chemical weapons. The
only thing the rural settlers knew was that they had been assigned a farm, which would be their
means of subsistence, given the poor shape of the Italian economy between the First and the
Second World Wars.

Postcolonial Literature in Italy
Italy’s position in the Mediterranean made it the perfect country through which to reach Europe
from the east and above all from Africa. The latter is the continent from which Italy has certainly
received, and still receives, the highest volume of immigrants, including from the area that is the
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The term “Italians from/of Libya” or “Italian-Libyans” refers to those who moved from Italy to Libya as
settlers after 1911, as well as to those who were born in Libya during the colonial period and lived there
until 1970.
3

focus of this dissertation. These migrations from Africa to Italy in the 1990s produce what
Armando Nisci and Graziella Parati have called “migration literature.”4
Caterina Romeo highlights a subsequent development of migration literature in the
middle of the 1990s, highlighting how these immigrants became capable of writing
independently without the help or supervision of a native speaker of Italian as co-author (8).
Caterina Romeo suggests a new frame in which to include this literature coming from non-Italian
authors from the 2000s onwards and written in Italian by referring to it as postcolonial literature.
Romeo uses this category to refer precisely to the writings of authors coming from postcolonial
countries and dealing with themes related to their postcolonial experience, including “racism, the
processes of racialization, both past and present, enacted by Italian society, the difficulty of
obtaining Italian citizenship for second-generation immigrants, the construction of an Italian
identity for immigrants and for their children, and the ways in which migratory processes help to
redefine a sense of italianità” (Romeo 12).5 In this classification she divides postcolonial
literature between that which is directly postcolonial and that which is indirectly so. Directly
postcolonial literature is produced by writers who come from one of the former Italian colonies
(Ethiopia, Somalia, Eritrea, Libya, the Dodecanese, Albania and the concession of Tientsin in
China) while indirectly postcolonial literature encompasses writers who originate from a
postcolonial country that had not been colonized by Italy. Caterina Romeo refers to the
literatures from many countries in each of these two categories, which include texts from former
Italian colonies like Eritrea, Somalia, Albania (to name a few). She also considers second-
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See Parati, Graziella ed., Margins at the Center: African Italian Voices, special issue of Italian Studies
in Southern Africa. 7/2, 1995. Gnisci, Armando. La letteratura italiana della migrazione. Rome, Lilith,
1998.
5
Italianess
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generation writers who were born in Italy to postcolonial families for example Igiaba Scego who
was born in Italy to Somali parents or Ubax Cristina Ali Farah born in Italy to a Somali father
and an Italian mother.
Postcolonial literature has existed for less than thirty years in the Italian context and has
only recently been acknowledged as such. Still, it refers only minimally (as do all scholars of
Italian postcolonial literature) to the literature produced by Italian settlers in Libya. I say
minimally because in Romeo’s discussion of her classification of direct and indirect postcolonial
authors, she mentions Luciana Capretti’s novel Ghibli together with another (directly)
postcolonial writer from Eritrea, Erminia Dell’Oro, explaining that:
While these novels are important within the context of Italian postcolonial
literature, there is a significant difference in the positions occupied by these two
writers compared to those discussed later in this section. Their social identity was
that of white settlers and not of colonized subjects, and the colonial world, as
noted by Frantz Fanon, is a polarized world in which the two parties are in no way
complementary, but are in fact irreconcilable. (Romeo 22)
While she points to how this perspective (that of the settlers examined in this dissertation) is
different in terms of race and culture, she does not propose a solution, but problematizes it in
quite a contradictory way. She considers this literature to be directly postcolonial, namely, a
literature that fits within the frame of Italian postcolonial literature but, at the same time, she
excludes it because of Fanon’s characterization of the colonial world. Instead, two broad
questions I want to ask here are: how can the colonizers’ perspective contribute to understanding
a postcolonial period? Why should we pay attention to literature and any cultural production that
recounts postcolonial historical moments from the metropolitan settler’s point of view? Because,
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by considering the literature I propose in this work we can discover important aspects of the
Italian-Libyan vicissitudes not considered sofar.
This dissertation contributes to this broader discussion by presenting an approach to study
this Italian-Libyan literature that is currently missing from that discussion. This dissertation does
more than simply analyze a mostly unexplored corpus of literature; rather, it presents the
perspective of the settler who, as I have stated earlier, was not aware of what it meant to be a
colonist and, above all, were victims of the colonial system enforced in Libya by the Fascist
regime. To Romeo’s open question of how to consider a novel like Ghibli, we can respond with
Daniele Comberiati’s suggestion that the boundaries of Italian postcolonial literature should be
expanded to include writers who were white and originated from colonist families like Dell’Oro
from Eritrea, Capretti from Libya (2010:168) and, I add, to consequently include the corpus of
Italian-Libyan writers analyzed in this dissertation. However, what I deem to be worthy of
critical attention is not the inclusion or absence of Italian-Libyan literature in the corpus of
Italian postcolonial literature but, rather, the lack of clarity as to what the literature of the former
settlers of Libya transmits and what it uniquely represents by focusing on the perspective of the
Italian former settlers who represent a minority, either because they belong to a specific social
class, farmers, or because of their cultural and religious identity (Jews, for example). The
approach adopted and outlined throughout this dissertation expands the existing interpretation of
Italian postcolonial literature and also contributes to the broad field of (European) postcolonial
studies by adding a new perspective to Fanon’s description of colonial societies—a perspective
which he could not have envisaged at the time. The present examination of the Italian-Libyan
case yields a new standpoint, which shows how the settlers are also victims of the Fascist
regime’s colonial action. Without neglecting the certainly greater offense suffered by the
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indigenous Libyans and in all other colonized countries, this new perspective must also be
acknowledged. Indeed, only by looking at the other side involved we will be able to understand
better the Libyan colonial offense and the vast complexity of the trauma(s) that continue to be
felt —up until the present— among the authors considered in this work and also by their entire
distinct community to which I refer, because of specific characteristics that I will explain shortly,
as Italian-Libyans.

Italian-Libyan Literature
The field of Postcolonial studies in the Italian context has attracted the attention of
scholars from both Europe and the United States. Their work has focused more on the former
Italian colonies of the Horn of Africa: Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somalia. Even if some scholars have
recently shifted their attention toward Libya, the former Italian colony has mostly been forgotten
with the exception of the work of Italian colonial historians such as Angelo del Boca and Nicola,
La Banca and more recently the historians Barbara Spadaro and Gabriele Proglio. While
historical approaches are essential to this study, they are not exhaustive because they have
mostly ignored the literary production of the Italians of Libya. This literary corpus gives voice to
the most intimate facets of the experience of these colonists (mostly farmers) and that of their
children who found in literature the way to express how these experiences have definitively
affected their lives for good in many different ways. My primary research questions are: Who
were and who are the Italian-Libyans? What are the different facets of the suffering of the
Italian-Libyans? In addition, I am, also, interested in why has this literature been neglected? And
why is this diasporic phenomenon relevant today and for whom is it relevant?
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By looking closely at the literary production of Italy’s former settlers in Libya, this
dissertation has among its main objectives to prove that trauma caused by the actions of the
Fascist Regime reached beyond the colonized country and its people. By prioritizing the
conquest and settlement of the new country, the Fascist regime caused different types of traumas
to its own people—the settlers who were directly involved in the process of colonization. My
focus on the settlers’ perspective aims to challenge the view of the colonial offense as a process
that is only harmful for colonized peoples, by demonstrating how this offense is also harmful for
the citizens of the colonizing nation. Indeed, this kind of trauma(s) changed the colonizing
country because it profoundly affected the relationship with its citizens who moved to the colony
as well as with the following generations, for whom this relationship plays out in a postcolonial
context. This relationship, then, becomes even more important not only from the perspective of
the distant ties that citizens of European nations who live in the colony have with the metropolis,
but also in a process of de-colonization, when people are forced to go back to what they are told
is their homeland.
Following an approach informed by contemporary trauma studies, I investigate not only
the more obvious individual trauma in the settlers’ experience but also I adopt a comparative
perspective between individual and collective trauma(s). The latter is pivotal in my critical
approach to this new corpus of literature because I demonstrate how it is the expression of
different trauma(s) that originate from the colonial offense and continue to disturb up to today, in
different ways and intensities, these writers in their individuality but mostly in the community to
which they belong. In the broad frame of trauma studies, I adopt a comparative approach that
also considers the colonial space versus the postcolonial space, children versus adults’ traumas,
the Italian ethnicity versus the Sephardi Jew ethnicity, rural versus urban settlers, and, more
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importantly, the colonial and postcolonial identity versus the nation-state’s identity. However,
these analyses do not compare the elements mentioned above in a binary relationship but, rather,
by adopting the approach that Natalie Melas suggested: “comparison no longer points to a
method but rather to a scope and a disposition toward knowledge that clearly aims to displace the
Archimedean view of the traditional comparatist with a transversal practice of comparison”
(199). The transversal comparison is, then, the “tool,” which will allow me to draw my
conclusion by outlining a critical approach to this new corpus of literature which sees it as a
“minor literature” defined by Deuleuze and Guattari as: “not the literature of a minor language
6

but the literature a minority makes in a major language” (16). However, this understanding of
this new corpus of literature is not its final result. Indeed I will argue in my conclusion that this
“minor literature” is the authors’ tentative to construct their collective remembering and then
become acknowledged in their past. The latter would obviously change their acknowledgement
also in the present. Melas continues, citing James Clifford: “the comparative scope I am
struggling toward is not a form of overview. Rather I am working with a notion of comparative
knowledge produced through an itinerary, always marked by a way in” (31). My “way in” in this
dissertation is precisely trauma and, above all, collective trauma.
Cathy Cartuth defines trauma in its general definition as “an overwhelming experience of
sudden or catastrophic events, in which the responses to the event occurs in the often delayed,
and uncontrolled repetitive occurrence of hallucinations and other intrusive phenomena” (10).
Beginning from this general definition we have to consider that in characterizing collective
trauma, Kai Erikson specifies that a traumatic experience is considered collective not because it
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In my use of “major language” here, I consider language as a powerful tool of the colonizer. For further
information see N’gugi Wa Thiong’o – Decolonising the Mind.
9

is experienced by a group of people who suffered the same events—which they did, of course—
but rather because an ongoing stressful situation impacts the sense of unity among the same
community of people (187). The same traumatic experience at stake here can cause collective
traumas as well as individual ones because it deeply changes the relationship with the homeland,
both in the ideological perspective of the colonial and postcolonial, but also, in some extreme
cases, up until today. This inevitably affects the ties amongst national citizens creating a different
transnational community separated from the Italian community because of those traumatic events
that have affected all the settlers of Libya. Settlers are displaced subjects who, as soon as they
decide to go to the new colony, are already victims of the imaginary of the colony, as Gabriele
Proglio has stated in his recent book Libia 1911-1912. Immaginari coloniali e italianità (8).
However, Libya, in the postcolonial years, became a classic example of a culture mix from
different people (mostly from Meditarranean countries but not exclusively) where people of
different nationalities and religions managed to live in peace and full mutual respect. But, due to
the vicissitudes that these same people suffered during the historical events that resulted from the
Fascist colonial policies and the Second World War, as well as the pogroms against the Jews,
Qaddafi’s coup d’état, the year-long preparations for expulsion from Libya and the arrival to
Italy, Libya became a place of political instability and trauma for these protagonists. The settlers
inevitably took all that to Italy. While in this dissertation I focus on the Italian and Sephardi Jew
ethnicities, it is important to state that Libya was home to many nationals from Mediterranean
countries such as Greece, Malta, Armenia, Tunisia and from other European countries such as
the UK, France, and from the U.S., Canada, and so on.
The people originating from the Mediterranean countries were the ones who had been
established in Libya for generations. These same people, regardless of their cultural background,
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suffered the same fate of being misrepresented in their homeland and, as such, would continue to
be displaced subjects. Specifically, for the Italians of Libya, the displacement meant migrating to
Italy and/or other countries all over Europe or the United States, Canada, and Australia. Their
existence as former settlers has only been acknowledged by a few historians with, however, no
reference to the diaspora countries other than Italy. Because of this scarce acknowledgment and
the consequent total denial from Italy, Italians of Libya were pushed to ignore that they have
experienced together an important part of their life in the North African country and forced to
simply pretend that they exclusively originate from (and belong to) Italy. By doing so, they
negate themselves and renounce to being represented at all. As I emphasize in chapter four,
many Italians of Libya will suffer a double diaspora by migrating once more, this time due to
economic reasons, after the expulsion from Libya. One of the sources examined in chapter One,
Vittorio Palumbo’s memoir titled Italian Days, Arabian Nights, attests to this phenomenon as it
is written also in English. The peculiarity of the diaspora of the Italians of Libya, indeed, means
that their identity was dispersed both within Italy and, above all, in the second host country to
which some of them decided to emigrate.
The memoirs, novels based on true stories, and the collection of testimonies I analyze
testify the experience of the Italian former settlers in Libya. All these books come to operate as
testimonial literature in a specific way: because of the way trauma, literature, and the
postcolonial experience are intertwined, this relationship creates a tension that literary writing
can ease and, in doing so, surely contribute to soothing the settler’s trauma, as this dissertation’s
literary corpus demonstrates. Specifically, this tension is represented by the history of the Italian
colonial and postcolonial period and the former settler’s perspective who lived that period and
bear witness also to other people involved. Through this literature the settlers’ aim is to convey
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their traumatic experiences not included in the history. Even if writing these novels and memoirs
can soothe different traumas in a variety of ways, the relief they bring will be partial or
ephemeral. This tension exists within the traumatized person when s/he realizes that s/he needs
to speak about the trauma suffered in order to overcome it, so these texts—different in their
literary genre—voice traumas by speaking out about their authors’ stories and the traumas
suffered, denouncing in some cases a history that has not been legitimated, as in Chapter One, or
by simply recounting their perspective of what happened to them and to their community, as in
Chapter Two. Or by speaking out about how they experience their identity and denounce a
legacy of Fascist ideologies in the postcolonial society both in Libya and in Italy, as in Chapters
Three and Four. Ultimately, this corpus of literature made of testimonies, memoirs and novels
that are all very close to the reality from which the authors come, aims to inform the reader about
an unknown historical past related to the former settlers from Libya.
However, this tension also necessarily involves those who listen to the retellings of
traumatic experiences. Dori Laub, states that the listener (of the trauma which is being
recounted) has an enormous responsibility not only to document the fact (if the listener is an
historian) or in its interpretation (if the listener is a historiographer) but above all towards the
traumatized person (if the listener is a psychoanalyst, a psychologist, or even an untrained
listener like a close friend) (58). If we recall Sartre’s claim that the creation of a literary work is a
result of the joint effort of the writer and the reader (51), because the writer has the clear intent of
being read and the reader needs to understand their own creative freedom; we must therefore
agree that literature cannot exist without a reader. The reader’s essential role in the creation of
literature is crucial to understanding the role of the listener of traumatic experience, which,
according to Laub, is a very important element for overcoming trauma. This accounts for the
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importance of memoirs, testimonies, and novels in trauma studies because they allow the
traumatized person to communicate their sorrow and suffering to a vast number of people
beyond the original listeners, in a process in which readers assume the role of new listeners.
Indeed, trauma literature, often in the form of memoirs or novels, consists of retellings of
traumatic experience. What is important in this study, however, is not only the analysis but also
to understand the attempt that all these Italian-Libyan writers do by producing this literature.
This is certainly connected with the testimonial nature of these writings that comes, mostly,
through novels expressing different traumas.
If we consider the particular manifestations of postcolonial trauma across the
Mediterranean in the Italian-Libyan literature discussed in this dissertation, the traumatic tension
involves literature and history. Testimony is an unstable genre since it appears to borrow
elements from memoir, autobiography, even literature and history. Its instability, however, is
productive in the way that it can intervene into official history to disrupt its silences and gaps.
The testimonial literature, whether in the form of a memoir or novel, has mostly been regarded
as facilitating a learning process about events that are a part of other people’s experience and are
distant from the space and time that the reader inhabits. In particular, in Italian Studies, the
category of testimony is exclusively dedicated to the experience of the Holocaust because no
other experiences compare to this horrible atrocity, at least not in Italy. However, as the colonial
experience in Libya has a strong transnational component in the traumatic situations that it
voices, it needs to be added to the corpuses of Italian literature and of contemporary
Mediterranean Studies. Indeed, by examining postcolonial trauma in the Mediterranean area, I
aim to regroup all the traumas that delve into the Italian experience, which embed the trauma of
the Holocaust and reaches all the way to the contemporary postcolonial reality. The trauma of the
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Holocaust is inevitably a part of postcolonial trauma in the Mediterranean, as (Fascist) Italy
inflicted it upon part of its Jewish citizens both in the mainland and in Libya.7 The Holocaust
survivors have produced memoirs and testimonial literature, documentaries and films, which
justly have garnered, and continue to garner, a good deal of attention; they have, at least, had an
opportunity to partially soothe their trauma by sharing it with many “listeners.”
Instead, the postcolonial reality of the Italian-Libyans, and the different traumas
generated by this historical period, did not receive much attention. In the case of the Italians of
Libya, beyond the scarce or inexistent economic compensation granted to very few of them for
all the possessions left behind in Libya, these 20,000 colonists have been nearly ignored by the
Italian government. But the economic aspect is just a single component of the deeper traumas
these people suffered and for which their literary production becomes an important tool both for
them to inform about and to share their traumatic experience. We can now state that this Italian
postcolonial literature from Libya has been neglected because these voices show how despicable
Italian colonization was and how the nation-state refused to assume its responsibilities towards
the settlers.
To illustrate this neglect, we can recall that the Berlusconi administration signed an
agreement with Colonel Qaddafi in 2013 to give the former colony a US$5 billion compensation
for the colonial offense, whereas the Italian settlers, and not even all of them, received a derisory
amount from the Italian government in compensation for being forced to leave Libya without any
money and for the loss of their possessions. My study therefore highlights the other ways in
which the Italian government could have helped the settlers beyond the economical fact and did
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See Salerno, Eric. Uccideteli Tutti: Libia 1943: Gli Ebrei Nel Campo Di Concentramento Fascista Di
Giado: Una Storia Italiana. Il Saggiatore, 2012.
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not do so; for example, it could have publicly recognized them, by acknowledging their work for
their nation-state and the traumas they have endured due to the imperialist desire of Fascist Italy.
My analysis of the settlers’ experience is a first step towards giving dignity to these people for all
they have suffered in experiences such as deportation of young children to Italy to make them
true Fascists, the failure to grant Italian nationality to the population of stateless Jews during the
colonial period, expulsion from Libya without any compensation and, also, intolerance in the
former metropolis, among other related traumatic events. The Italian nation-state has inflicted
trauma among settlers of different ages, from childhood to adulthood, from colonialism up until
Qaddafi’s coup d’état and the ensuing forced repatriation of approximately 20,000 Italians.

Structure of this dissertation
This dissertation is organized in a sequence that follows the chronological development of
historical events that have had a traumatic impact on the colonists in Libya, from the massive
settlement of 1938 up to their forced repatriation to Italy in 1970 and the subsequent process of
adjusting in the new country. In the dissertation’s four chapters, I analyze and explain different
facets of the traumas inflicted on the settlers, which I trace in my readings of mostly unexplored
literary works authored by the Italians of Libya. My analysis is anchored not only in the national
(post-)Fascist setting but also in a more compelling and broader Mediterranean and then
transnational framework. In Chapter One, titled “Childhood Trauma in the Fascist Italian colony
of Libya,” I analyze the tragic event of the forced separation of settlers’ offspring from their
families that occurred less than two years after the demographic colonization of Libya in 1938.
In the first half of 1940 the Fascist regime, on the initiative of Italo Balbo, Governor of
Libya, declared a beach holiday to “pay homage” to the children of Italian settlers in Tripolitania
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and Cyrenaica. Children between the ages of four and fourteen years old were forcibly sent to
summer camps in Italy, with all expenses covered by the regime. As Mussolini had already
planned on joining Second World War, this summer camp, which had been advertised as an
opportunity to turn the settlers’ children into true Fascists, was an excuse to have those children
back into the “Fascist motherland” and use them immediately or in the near future as
professional or military labour. Grazia Arnese Grimaldi, author of the memoir I tredicimila
ragazzi italo-libici dimenticati dalla storia (2014) (The 13,000 Italian-Libyan children forgotten
by history), was one of 13,000 children who suffered, together with the families, the difficulties
of a colonial displacement that had resulted from their own choice—a choice which, for those
thousands of settlers families, did not include being separated from their children. Indeed, the
Fascist propaganda to entice potential settlers to Libya had advertised the move to the colony as
an opportunity to achieve prosperity while remaining united.
This chapter analyzes this testimonial piece of Italian-Libyan literature that has been
neglected by scholars, focusing on how Arnese’s memoir illustrates how these children and their
families experienced trauma and the violation of their rights, and on the peculiar story and
structure of this memoir. Interviews I did with the author as well as with other people involved,
as well as Vacanze di Guerra, a documentary produced by the Istituto Luce about this tragic
event, corroborate the author’s highly traumatic experience as well as that of the other children
involved in this dreadful episode. All these sources also bear witness to how the vicissitudes of
these citizens have been marginalized; indeed, up to the moment of writing this dissertation,
history has not conducted any research on this controversial topic. Because of the lack of official
history, this chapter is also informed by the analysis of another memoir, Italian Days, Arabian
Nights by Vittorio Palumbo (2011), the first ever English-language book published on this topic
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in the U.S. Finally, I will highlight the inability of rural settlers to deeply understand the Fascist
regime, as they were farmers who did not have any example of political critique. In addition, this
analysis also highlights how war, especially following a colonial offensive, does not exclusively
involve binary relationships such as colonizer and colonized, European and indigenous, and so
on, but much more complex ones, like the structure of the family within the Fascist Italian
nation-state, and the identity space of these children who had been pushed into a transnational
space by their traumas. All this history must be acknowledged in order to give dignity to all these
former children, now elderly people, victims of the events presented by these two authors.
Chapter Two, titled “From Individual to Collective Traumas: The Case of the Sephardi
Jews of Libya,” explores postcolonial relationships and their disrupted binaries by analyzing
Victor Magiar’s novel E Venne la notte – ebrei in un paese arabo (2003) (Suddenly, the night
came – Jews in an Arab land). Indeed, in examining a novel that was also written with the goal
of acknowledging the variety of local peoples present in Libya before and during the European
colonization, this chapter corroborates and expands on the evidence brought forth in the previous
chapter by showing another reality of postcolonial Libya, which is different from that which
involves fixed understanding of colonizer or colonized. If Chapter One clearly spoke of the
colonists’ community during the colonial period in ways that highlighted the unique traumas it
experienced, in Chapter Two I examine the Libyan community in the postcolonial era. My
perspective on this community is not, however, that of the Arabs (generally, the indigenous
community of the entire North Africa region) but, rather, that of the Italophone Sephardi Jewish
community in postcolonial Libya. However, as will be highlighted throughout the chapter,
Jewish communities of different origins were also present in all North African countries.
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By analyzing narratives of trauma among this community, this chapter therefore aims to
contribute to the current critical discourse on literary production by Italian/Italophone Jews. In
1967, the Jewish community in Libya was forced to leave, abandoning all their properties and
economic funds. Victor Magiar, a Sephardi Jew born in Libya in 1957, was among those who, as
all the Jews who lived in Arabic lands, experienced trauma due to myriad factors. Through
Magiar’s novel E Venne la notte – ebrei in un paese arabo, I examine the traumas of different
pogroms, the trauma of being stateless, the trauma of the Six-Day War and the forced diaspora of
the writer and his stateless community. I highlight how two types of historical events traumatize
the writer and his community: those that occurred before the author’s birth and those that
followed it. This allows me to show the relationship between individual and collective trauma
and how they affect individuals and the community, becoming a real challenge to overcome.
Moreover, a personal interview with the author informs the analysis of such trauma(s), which
also includes the elucidation of Jewish identity in postcolonial Libya. This chapter shows that
Jews have always been displaced due to the various diasporas to which they were subjected and
that, in the case of the Italophone Sephardi Jews of Libya, were also fueled by the Zionist
movement. Ultimately, the chapter highlights the details of history and stories, which go beyond
the novel itself by portraying a nearly unknown facet of Italian history. In doing this, the chapter
sheds a critical light on Italy’s current understanding of itself as a multilingual and multicultural
society.
Chapter Three, titled “Postcolonial Exile in Libya: The case of Andrea Amedeo
Sammartano,” aims to show how, for Andrea Amedeo Sammartano, emotional and intellectual
exile constituted a traumatic experience which he elaborates through his novel Festa Grande alla
Dahra (2012) (It was a great party at Dahra). This chapter focuses on the Italian community of
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former settlers who remained in Libya after the colonial period. Sammartano was born in 1950 in
postcolonial Tripoli and felt more Libyan than Italian. He experiences a historic moment in
which, for Libyans and Italians, it is easy to understand political identity and/or ethnic origin but
it is more challenging to understand personal identity which, as it deeply blends with one’s
beliefs and values, requires difficult analytical work from within (Pollicino, 219). The childhood
of Amedeo, the main character of the novel who bears the second name of the author, unfolded
in Tripoli and is marked by the presence of his grandmother who lived with the protagonist’s
family. The grandmother had moved from Italy to Libya in 1912, the first year in which the very
first and sporadic settlers arrived from Italy to Tripolitania. She told her grandchild the history of
Libya since his childhood. The elderly lady had already understood what her grandchild’s life
would be like, as a child of colonialism, and aimed to inculcate him with an accurate awareness
of the historical facts of the Italian colonial offense and also of the Italian presence. Colonial
history is connected to the biographical story of Andrea Amedeo Sammartano as he looks at the
history of Libya, the history of the Italian colonization, and his personal story through the lens of
the grandmother’s narrations, just like Amedeo’s grandmother, which are different from the
perspective of the other Italian-Libyans who only learned history as it was taught in the
textbooks of the Italian colonial school system. Amedeo’s grandmother wanted him to know the
true facts so that he could have his own understanding of these and, later, of his identity. This
chapter shows the profound relationship that the protagonist tries to establish with the indigenous
Arabs and illustrates his intellectual and emotional curiosity in trying to understand them and the
colonial history that socially divided Italians and Libyans in the postcolonial era. More
importantly, the chapter highlights his attempt to move from one identity space into another one,
which necessarily also entails a Libyan political identity.
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Sammartano’s identity, reflected in the main character of his novel, is based on his sense
of belonging to Libya; as such, Amedeo, the main protagonist, wants to see a Libya free from
any Western power and, then, also from the monarchy of King Idris which was sympathetic to
Europe. This chapter retraces the author’s path of self-analysis in building and understanding his
identity, and then acting according to this identity. This analysis is achieved through the
examination of his novel (inspired by his life) Festa Grande alla Dahra, and through ongoing
interviews with the author that highlight differences between what Sammartano feels during this
period of Italian colonial history and the feelings of others who have been through the same
experience. Sammartano’s novel also shows how a marginal community exists within the minor
community of the Italian-Libyans. Amedeo represents an example of this marginal community
but he also represents its existence when he bears witness to his grandmother’s trauma. This
chapter then also highlights the important role that a traumatized person can play when they bear
witness to the narration of other people’s trauma. The title of this novel describes the party that
the people in the neighbourhood of Dahra held on September 1st 1969, the date of Qaddafi’s
coup d’état. Sammartano takes part in the celebrations despite his fears for the future because his
identity is perceived as Italian rather than Libyan.
Finally, the last chapter in the chronological sequence of the postcolonial history of Italy
in Libya begins with Qaddafi’s coup d’état. Qaddafi expels all the foreign military bases
(especially those of the U.S. but also of the UK) and soon after announces the decree of
expulsion for all Italian settlers who will have to leave behind all properties and economic
means. This chapter titled “The Trauma of Forced Repatriation” is divided in two parts, which
represent the two facets of the same trauma which plays out on two shores. The first part of this
chapter focuses on Libya while the second examines Italy at the time of the arrival of the 20,000
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former settlers. Luciana Capretti’s novel Ghibli describes the period that begins with Qaddafi’s
coup d’état and with the promulgation of the expulsion decree and continues until the moment in
which the Italian-Libyans, who each have their own story and their personal challenges and
suffering, leave for good the Arabic country in which all of their offspring were born and raised.
The novel is based on testimonies of the author’s family and friends who recount their last year
in their beloved Libya, during which they were preparing to leave behind the country and their
life. The author herself was born in Tripoli but left the country with her family at an early age.
The writing of this novel shows how the trauma of leaving the country is passed on across
generations because the author grew up in a family context traumatized by this diaspora and, as
an adult, felt the urge to write a novel about it. Ghibli is a novel that is articulated in fragments:
its chronological organization is fragmented and shuffled and the stories of all characters are
apparently divided. This fragmentation elucidates precisely the collective trauma which has a
hold on the Italian-Libyans and characterizes their recounting. Indeed, this time, we witness the
disintegration of a community whose members can no longer help one another, as everyone
needs to find the least painful way to leave Libya while finding the smoothest possible way to
begin a new life in Italy, a country that was now new to them. In 2011, Luisa Pachera edited a
collection of testimonies of Italian-Libyans on this very same topic, titled Tripoli 1970. This
collection bears witnesses to their experience and, more importantly, their relationship with the
traumatic memories that are still present today. By reading the novel Ghibli with Tripoli 1970, I
demonstrate how collective trauma is as strong as the individual trauma and how the community
of Italian-Libyans suffered the diaspora as a trauma that destroyed their community.
The second part of this chapter examines the trauma of forced repatriation, as
experienced among the former settlers in Italy. Specifically, it focuses on how the Italian-
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Libyans have been received in what was their land of origin but had certainly ceased to be their
homeland. Through the novel I Ventimila: Ritorno in Italia (The twenty thousand: return to Italy)
by Francesco Mennuni (2006), I analyze another marginal part of this minor community: the
rural settlers. The novel is a social novel but still probably linked to the experience of the
author’s family, as they had been farmer settlers in Libya so it certainly includes memory of this
rural community’s return. This novel illustrates well this chapter’s mostly exclusive focus on
collective trauma. The entire community is the real protagonist, a community of former rural
settlers and the few rural people still present in the countryside of Corato, a little town in the
inner part of Apulia (the heel of Italy). The second part of this chapter highlights the fact that
mainland Italians referred to the Italian-Libyans as refugees and how this term instilled the false
perception that these people did not belong to Italy and were foreigners looking for assistance,
which is similarly to the present-day perception of immigrants from Africa to Italy. Mennuni’s
novel also shows how while the rural community of mainland Italy is recognized as belonging to
that place, its economic situation is equally dire, as, like the refugees, they also represent the
proletarian social class of a new society that is neglecting the primary sector. In this new Italy’s
economic system, the former settlers are victims of a nation-state that does not aim to give land
to the Italian-Libyans so that they could allow them to live in peace after the trauma that they
have suffered. In 1938, the incentive for the settlers to move to Libya had been to find land to
cultivate and, here, land is again the problem, both because of difficulties in receiving it from the
Italian government and also in fighting the rural Italians from the mainland for same piece of
land. The new economy and the continuous stressful lifestyle in which the former settlers live
encourage the young Italian-Libyans to change their destiny by emigrating. This community of
rural settlers consequently experiences a second diaspora, which causes its extinction.
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To conclude this introduction, and to finish characterizing the corpus analyzed here and
outlining analytical perspective, it is important to state that the Italian-Libyan literature stems
from trauma and this is the most important trait that links all the authors considered in this
dissertation. While the writings of the Italian-Libyans show trauma from different perspectives, I
chose the authors above because, through them, I can present this literature as a whole new body
which follows the exact chronological order of their experience in the former Italian colony.
Indeed, the writers that I chose to include in this study all represent the traumas of ItalianLibyans through the two important historical periods, colonial and post-colonial, and the social
categories of children and adults, women and men, young and elderly people. I also chose these
books because they recount these trauma(s) through different literary genres. This literature is a
whole body also because the individual and collective trauma(s) are different but deal with a
specific Mediterranean space, which obviously includes Libya and Italy. This Mediterranean
space involves indistinctly colonists and post-colonists, emigrants and immigrants, children and
adults from all the social classes. All of these authors are strongly linked to Libya—even if they
write in Italian—and their work is different from the migration literature of the 1990s, often
written by a ghostwriter. More importantly, migration literature did not originate from or address
former Italian colonies while the Italian-Libyans are in a direct postcolonial relationship with
Italy, to recall Romeo’s category. These specific conditions make the Italian-Libyans unique in
their literary production because these traumas push them in a transnational space. These authors
occupy the latter “as though one had global (or conceived) space to one side and fragmented (or
directly experienced) space to the other . . . For space ‘is’ whole and broken, global and fractured
at one and the same time. Just as it is at once conceived, perceived, and directly lived” (Lefebvre
356). Each chapter shows how the narratives of Italian identity reject these people and this is
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exactly what pushes these authors into this transnational space. The children of Mussolini’s
boarding school will be perceived as Italian (settler’s children) in Libya and African in Italy
without belonging to either. The Italophone Sephardi Jews are stateless and therefore do not
belong politically to any country and will not have any political right or freedom of movement
until many years after the last pogrom in 1967. Sammartano does not identify with the Italian
identity imposed by the colonial history despite being a settler child himself and the Italians
former settlers discussed in the last chapter will not be perceived as citizens by mainland Italians
while their “italianness” was the cause of their expulsion from their home in Libya. While the
authors have in common the traits that I mention above, they interpret them differently creating a
space and a corpus that is a testimony to both historical and transhistorical traumas (LaCapra
700) as well as to the existence of this community. Ultimately, the literature of the ItalianLibyans demonstrates how all Italians who were settlers in Libya represent, still today, victims of
the Italian imperialistic ideas.
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Chapter 1
Childhood Trauma in the Fascist Italian colony of Libya
During the Italian colonial occupation in Libya, the Fascist regime acted upon the
initiative of the Governor of Libya, Italo Balbo, to “pay homage” to the motherland by designing
and implementing an obligatory “vacation” targeting the children of Italian settlers in
Tripolitania and Cyrenaica. With all expenses paid by the regime, children aged 4 to 14 years old
were forcibly sent to summer camps in Italy in 1940.8 Grazia Arnese Grimaldi was one of those
children. She wrote the book I tredicimila ragazzi italo-libici dimenticati dalla storia (2014; the
first edition was published in 1990) to bear witness to her suffering and that of the other families
and children involved.9 This chapter aims to analyze this work of testimonial literature, which
accounts for the experience of Italian postcolonial settlers, neglected by scholars up until now. I
analyze this piece of contemporary postcolonial literature by examining how the human rights of
these 13,000 children and their families were violated, and by paying close attention to the
ensuing trauma(s). Particularly, I highlight that the structure of the Fascist family, the rural
settlers’ difficulty in interpreting it, the deprivation of the children’s identity as offspring of
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As attested in Vittorio Palumbo’s memoir, attending the special boarding school for the settlers’
offspring was an ordinance, an assignment from the Fascist government. Every settler family was
supposed to obey this and part with their children aged 4 to 14 years old for three months, so that these
young people could be educated as good Fascists. Only one testimony gathered by Francesco Prestopino,
that of Ms. Antonia Tinè, states that children could choose whether to participate in the program, because
her father asked her if she wanted to go. However, she went, as did the 13,000 offspring of the settlers
who were in the age range identified in the ordinance. It was common practice to follow the ordinance
promulgated by the Duce.
9
All translation from Italian into English are mine. “The thirteen thousands Italian-Libyan children
forgotten by history”
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Libya’s settlers, and the imposition upon them of the identity of the youth of the Lictor, created
both collective and individual traumas for all parties involved (parents and offspring).
Following Dominick LaCapra’s work on history and trauma and, consequently, his
discussion of the importance of testimonial texts for historiography, I focus on the testimony
given by Grazia Arnese’s memoir and on a personal interview of the author. As Arnese’s memoir
is the most complete and also the first memoir ever written about this topic, I read her testimony
as the main source through which I can extrapolate information about these children’s story. In
order to corroborate the information provided in Arnese’s testimonial narrative, this chapter will
also take into consideration an interview with another victim of these children’s deportations,10
who today lives in New York City, Mrs. Nicolina De Bellis, and, more importantly, I will also
consider Mr. Vittorio Palumbo’s memoir titled Italian Days Arabian Nights: Coming of Age in
the Shadow of Mussolini (2011). He is the author of what is, until the time of writing, the only
memoir which includes the experience of the Italian children of Libya that has been published
also in the U.S. in English.11 These additional sources (a memoir and personal testimonies)
enrich the content of Arnese’s book and, above all, they corroborate her information and shed
light on the particular structure of Arnese’s narrative. Indeed, this structure, which over the three
editions shifted from memoir to testimonial literature and also became an archive by including
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I purposely adopt the term “deportation” to refer to the conditions of forced displacement from which
these children suffered due to the ordinance of the Duce. They suffered with the poor hygienic
and overcrowded condition of the journey, the very short hair cut imposed upon them before their
departure and the identification number printed on large numbers on the little canvas bag (to be
catalogued and identified because of this mass displacement) they were allowed to take with them. All
this resembles the Jews’ deportation to the concentration camps.
11
Vittorio Palumbo’s memoir titled Italian Days Arabian Nights: Coming of Age in the Shadow of
Mussolini can be divided into three parts, according to his experience. The first would be related to the
experience of deportation from the colony—analyzed in this chapter—the second, to what happened after
this experience while the third is related to his emigration to the USA.
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stories and photos of other children involved in this forced displacement, reveals Arnese’s
interpretation of history and (traumatic) memory.
By following the approaches to trauma suggested in contemporary literary theory, which
focuses on both the individual and the collective spheres of trauma, I show the persistence, up
until the time of this chapter’s writing, of a lack of history about this episode,12 which details the
vicissitudes that these children and their families underwent. This lack is pivotal to understand
why Arnese’s book is so necessary: it is a clear attempt to historicize these children’s
vicissitudes and indeed, it is through this historicization that Grazia Arnese tries to overcome the
trauma(s) involved in this nearly unknown chapter of Italian colonial history.13
While the most traumatic event of this part of the Italian settler experience in Libya is,
without any doubt, the separation of the children from their families, the whole experience of
relocating to Libya, the Mussolini boarding school, living during Second World War and after
the War involved other traumatic events. Indeed, I will also show how the concurrence of the
move to the desert of Libya, with the ensuing separation from Italy and the farmers’ lack of
awareness of the nature of moving to a colony, constitutes, as I argue, the origin of a postcolonial
trauma because all the traumatic events, while different in their nature, were all linked to the
experience of being colonists, to which the people involved still continue to bear witness today.
Each section of this chapter will focus on a phase of the families and children’s experience and,
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Until the moment of writing this dissertation there is no historiographical work that reconstruct the
history of the thirteen thousands children sent to Mussolini boarding school.
13
While Alessandro Rossetto’s documentary Vacanze di Guerra – l’odissea dei bambini italiani di Libia
(2010) has been useful in preparing this chapter, this documentary does not add much detail to what
Arnese tells in her book which is the first book ever published on this topic. For this reason, the
documentary is not an object of detailed analysis here but is considered in the very few details that can
add to the vicissitudes experienced by these Italian children from Libya.
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in each of these parts, the manifestations of trauma will be analyzed in the children’s experience
of time, space, age and identity.
1938 and 1939 are historical moments in which Italy, and in particular the
administrations of Giolitti, first, and then Mussolini, encouraged the Italian people to move to
Libya, then identified as “the fourth shore.” The colonization of Libya started in 1911 with
agricultural colonization fueled by Italian investments and local labor. It is only in 1928 that
settlers begin to move from Italy to Libya and, with the creation of the Ente per la
Colonizzazione della Cirenaica (Public Institution for the colonization of Cirenaica) which later
became the Ente per la colonizzazione della Libia (Public Institution for the colonization of
Libya), colonization became more vigorous starting 1938 (Prestopino 17). The colonization of
1938 is the very first agricultural colonization of Libya that also expanded into territories in the
desert and thus created a real need for more labor in order to cultivate that “scatolone di sabbia”
(big sandbox), in the words of politician Gaetano Salvemini.14 This definition was not entirely
wrong because Libya had vast deserted areas, and a hard task awaited the colonizers, rural Italian
citizens who were about to move to the fourth shore to turn the sandy soil into profitable
cultivated land. The Italian farmers achieved this goal and settled in Libya in colonial villages
close to Tripoli and Bengasi. These colonial villages were built in the desert where all the
colonial housing (typically a big farm with on average plot of 25 acres of land) was scattered.
1938 is the exact historical year in which Grazia Arnese Grimaldi arrived to Tripoli with her
family and settled down on the outskirts of Tripoli, in a colonial village named Giulio Giordani
inhabited by 1,200 people, or 120 families (Arnese, personal interview, Torino 2014). A bit more
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That Libya was a “big sandbox” was a famous statement made by Salvemini during the war against the
Ottoman Empire to colonize Libya in 1911.
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than a year later, on October 28, 1939, Vittorio Palumbo and his family moved to the fourth
shore and settled in a colonial village named Garibaldi. What is important in the year that
separates the arrival of the first wave of 20,000 settlers and that of the second wave of 9,000
(which included Palumbo’s family), is that the second wave of colonists had already seen the
actions, which at that time they considered to be positive, of Italian colonization: “the Libyan
economy had recently flourished as a result of Italian investment in roads, ports, hospitals,
schools, and other public works” (Palumbo 17). They were therefore even more enthusiastic to
join their predecessors. None of those 29,000 settlers could have imagined how this settlers’
experience would turn out for them and their families. The peculiar structure of Arnese’s book
bears witness to the magnitude of this traumatic experience for all rural settlers.

1.1 From Memoir to Testimonial Literature: The structure of Arnese’s book
Grazia Arnese who, in 1990, published the first edition of her book under the title I ragazzi della
quarta sponda (The youth of the fourth shore) never considered that she had fulfilled her
testimonial mission once the book was published. Instead, she continued to look for the causes of
and historical proof of the origin of all these vicissitudes: the abrupt separation of the colonists’
offspring from their families. Indeed, the summer camps were an excuse to motivate the
colonists to accept this “temporary” resettlement of the colonists’ children, and there were other,
more tactical and urgent reasons why Mussolini wanted to have those children back in Italy
during the first week of June 1940—reasons that history had not justified yet. Chronology
becomes a key factor to understand why the relocation of Italian-Libyan children began roughly
on the 1st of June and finished on the 7th of the same month, at least as pertains to the wave of
deportations that involved Grazie Arnese and Nicolina De Bellis (another victim interviewed for
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this study). From the moment the ship left the Libyan coast we have to count an average of two
to three days of boating from Libya to Italy, depending on which route was followed, in addition
to the weather. Considering this time for travel, we can easily understand how all the boats
carrying Italian-Libyan children had reached their destination by June 10. What is also certain is
that Italy officially declared that it was joining the Second World War on June 10.15
In the book’s 2014 edition (the latest one) Arnese adds a letter dated May 11, 1940
(written the same year as the children’s deportation) and published by the Italian Army Historical
Office in which Balbo wrote to Mussolini and where Grazia Arnese eventually identified the real
reason behind so much suffering: “Duce ieri mi avete detto e stamane me l’avete confermato, che
per la fine del corrente mese devo essere pronto con il minimo indispensabile per entrare in
campagna” (Arnese 317).16 This makes it abundantly clear that the children’s deportation was
thoroughly planned in relation to the imminent war. In particular, the same letter also reveals that
Mussolini not only wanted to take children away from Tripoli, but that he also sought to protect
them in order to regain possession of, as I argue, the entire “armata del lavoro,” the professional
workforce, and soon-to-be military workforce, that he had carefully selected. In the same letter,
Balbo also writes: “Per quanto riguarda l’esodo delle famiglie coloniche, i dirigenti sindacali e
dell’ente di colonizzazione mi hanno fatto osservare che, per non danneggiare la produzione
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It is important to highlight that according to the memoir of Mr. Vittorio Palumbo, his boat departed the
Libyan coast in July 1940, when the war had already started. He was only six years old when this event
happened and, while he strangely did not have any memory of this detail, he states, “I later met a man
who had been on the same battleship with me. How is it that he recalls so clearly being delayed in the sea
of Malta, where we were forced to wait while demolition experts exploded the mines networked through
the water around us?” (32). In the retelling of the collective trauma that was the deportation of 13,000
children, a detail like this one makes us aware of how some children (and their families) suffered from the
fear and the danger of being blown up by hitting one of the mines lurking at the bottom of the
Mediterranean.
16
“Duce yesterday you told me and today you confirmed that, at the end of this month, I will have to be
ready with the indispensable minimum to join the war campaign.”
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delle aziende, sarà meglio, in un primo tempo, limitare l’esodo, ai bimbi e ai ragazzi non atti al
lavoro” (Arnese 318).17 This clarifies the justification for the age limit set for the deportation
(from ages 4 to 14) and, also, that Mussolini wanted ideally to preserve his precious professional
workforce. However, guided by his optimistic perspective of how brief the Second World War
would be and by the economic development of the colony, which was certainly more important
than the lives of some of those farmers, Mussolini agreed that the settlers should remain in Libya
so that they could work and continue to contribute to the economic well-being of the colony. As
he strongly believed that the Second World War would be a “Guerra lampo” (a blitzkrieg), he
felt confident in promising that those children would be sent back to their families in Libya three
months after they had been separated.
But the war did not last a few months and this completely affected the plans involving
these children, who left for a short while but ended up being separated from their families for
years and, most importantly, at such a delicate stage of their life. George Yudice in his article
“Testimonio and Postmodernism” (1991) affirms that testimonial literature is:
an

authentic

narrative,

told

by

a witness who

is moved to narrate by

the urgency of a situation. Emphasizing popular oral discourse, the witness
portrays

his

or

her

own

experience as

a representative of

a collective

memory and identity. Truth is summoned in the cause of denouncing a present
situation of exploitation and oppression or exorcising and setting aright official
history. (40)
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“In regard to the exodus of the colonial families, the union and the body of colonization leaders made
me notice that, in order not to affect companies’ production, it is better to initially limit the exodus to the
children and youth who are not able to work.”
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Grazia Arnese’s book I tredicimila ragazzi italo-libici dimenticati dalla storia fits perfectly
within Yudice’s frame of testimonial literature because it is enriched with the experiences of
what she saw around her during the five years she spent in Italy in Mussolini’s boarding school.
In fact, she depicts the moment the children (not only herself) are separated from their families:
“Poi ad un tratto vi fu la scena di Erode con i figli degli ebrei descritti nella Bibbia” (15).18 In its
simplicity, this metaphor reveals the powerful testimonial dimension in this writing. Grazia
Arnese expresses the abuse with which “le camicie nere con destrezza arrivavano furtive,
afferravano all’improvviso alla vita i recalcitranti e d’un balzo alzatili attraverso le teste, oplà,
ogni piccino veniva stipato su un camion che già colmo, rombante, scompariva agli occhi
increduli dei genitori inebediti” (15).19 This book necessarily became a piece of Italian
postcolonial testimonial literature because Arnese’s strong trauma while affected her also made
the author an observer of all that was happening around her, which makes her, in Yudice’s terms,
a “representative of collective memory” as I discuss here below.
The story of the book’s publishing, as well its structure, reveal important features. The
first edition of this book, published in 1990 under the title I ragazzi della quarta sponda,20 was
written at a critical moment of Grazia Arnese’s life because she was bedridden due to a cancer.
The latter surely played an important role because it somehow pushed all these terrible memories
out of her so that she could communicate them in such a detailed book to her close family
members who, until that moment, did not know them. The author had always wished to
communicate all the emotional turmoil inside of her, but her busy working life did not allow her
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“All of a sudden I saw the scene as Erode in the bible with the Jew children”
“The black shirts, with dexterity, came furtively, suddenly grabbing the recalcitrant children and,
sweeping them quickly over the crowd's heads, every child was packed on a truck already full of other
children. The incredulous eyes of parents saw the truck disappearing and there, kept staring blankly in
shock”
20
“The youth of the fourth shore”
19
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the time to write it or the time to personally engage in those memories which are, as all traumatic
memories, difficult to summon and describe. She had told a few episodes to her husband and
children over the years. However, as also witnessed by another victim of this Italian colonial
history, Nicolina De Bellis: “your family members listen to you once, twice, or three times but at
some point the trauma suffered is filtered through the difference of today’s lifestyle in which we
have been living together and it becomes the usual old story” (personal interview, NY, 2015).
The cancer, which struck Grazia Arnese all of a sudden and, in its tragic diagnosis, gave her a
temporal space in which she could pragmatically write her memories because she was forced to
remain outside of that extremely busy working life to which she had become accustomed. The
cancer also pushed her to decide if she really wanted to write this book, which she had conceived
as an integral compendium of her memories of Italian colonialism. It is very important to point
out that the two subsequent editions of this book were published under the title I tredicimila
ragazzi italo-libici dimenticati dalla storia, (The 13,000 Italo-Libyan youth forgot by history)
respectively in 2012 and in 2014. During the twelve years that separate the first and the second
editions, this book was transformed in ways that made it a point of reference, as other people,
who recognized themselves in this story because they had been part of it, got in touch with
Grazia Arnese to share their stories. All of them spontaneously contributed to her book with
photos and testimonials related to their experience. This book started as a memoir, which aimed
to break the silence and recount her experience, and became a work of testimonial literature over
those 12 years because it was enriched by all the other testimonies collected, and with newly
added historical documents and photos. In both editions of 2012 and 2014 she dedicates “Queste
pagine a tutti i miei coetanei di allora evocando reali personaggi che si sono avvicendati in una
“Vacanza” durata sei anni per taluni, sette, otto lunghissimi anni per altri. Eravamo…13.000
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fanciulli e ciascuno di noi potrebbe raccontarvi la stessa storia, magari più condita di lacrime, di
pene, di atti di coraggio e di vigliaccheria…” (5).21 The book can also be considered to be an
open archive, because Grazia Arnese publishes a new edition every time she collects historical
documents and other testimonies of new people who get in touch with her. The archive, as Pierre
Nora writes, is one of those lieux de mémoire that are created on purpose where none is created
spontaneously (12). In an archive there is, then, an attempt to reach a goal. The nature of the
trauma (stemming from the double perils of the militarized “summer” camp system and also to
the Second World War) has not given any of those survivors the strength to speak up and try to
heal the wounds inside them. Despite this, Grazia Arnese’s strength and her spirit of rebellion
were shared among all those victims who, through her, found a way to gain a voice. The author
wrote the book for herself but also for everyone else involved who wanted to become part of it.
The evolution of the book’s structure from a memoir to a work of testimonial literature
also highlights a resilience that Grazia Arnese had because she was the first child of Libya who
wrote about this experience. This is extremely important because in psychiatry, as Luckhurst
notes, resilience is acknowledged as a response to trauma (210). This is pivotal to understand
how Arnese tried to overcome the traumas suffered because, as suggested by approaches to
trauma in contemporary literary theory, we need to analyze not only the individual trauma(s) but
also the collective one(s) (Visser 109). The latter are linked to the former because, as I will
discuss later, it is through this passage from memoir, which expresses an individual trauma, to
testimonial literature, which turns to collective trauma, that the author seeks to achieve
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I dedicate these pages to my peers of those years, evoking the real people who had been part of a
“vacation” that lasted six years for some of us and seven, or eight long years for others ... We were 13,000
youth and each and every one of us could recount the same story, maybe more enriched with tears,
punishments, and brave or cowardly acts.
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“historical recognition” of their experience (together with the other former children who
contacted her), as a way to legitimate this experience. It is therefore useful to turn to the
collective trauma of the settler families, which inevitably involved these children and their
families at the same time, as one was the piece of the other, because, naturally, they were not
meant to be separated at this early stage of the offspring’s life.

1.2 The Trauma of the Italian Settler Families
It was during the first week of June 1940 that the Italian-Libyan children were separated from
their families, ordered by the Duce to return to their motherland to participate in a three-month
“summer camp.” The official discourse was that this forced stay would make these children
better Fascists by making them interiorize the fascist principles of love for their motherland.
Grazia Arnese quotes Mussolini from the speech he gave on the day of her departure, June 2nd:
“Siate fieri del vostro sacrificio; I vostri bimbi, per merito del fascio hanno l’onore di rivedere il
suolo natio: fra tre mesi, forti e coraggiosi ritorneranno in mezzo a voi” (15).22 In these words
Mussolini shows the rhetoric of sacrifice that permeates much of his writings and speeches.
Indeed, he was aware of the pain he was causing to so many Italian families who, only nineteen
months prior (some, like the Palumbos, even more recently), had moved to Libya believing the
Fascist promise of finding prosperity and unity for themselves and their entire families. The
concept of a united family is crucial here because this colonial immigration was planned in
particular, even if not exclusively, for Italian rural families, as farmers were indispensable for
working the harsh African soil. But, once they settled in Libya, these families were separated
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“Be proud of this sacrifice; your children, thanks to the Fascist party, have the honor of revisiting the
motherland; in three months, they will come back brave and strong”.
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from their children. This forced separation generated a strong sense of grief among those settlers
who felt lost because the Fascist regime had instead advertised the colonial settlers’ move to
Libya as an opportunity for families to become prosperous while remaining united. Indeed, the
criteria for recruiting them to settle in Libya had been based precisely on the family unit. This is
evident in the Arnese’s accurate transcription of the requirements that applied to all those
families:
1. Prova di esperienza Agricola per ogni capo-famiglia con tre unità lavorative
adulte nel nucleo familiare.
2. La famiglia doveva essere composta da un minimo di otto ad un massimo di
dodici persone tra piccoli e grandi.
3. Obbligatoria comprovata moralità di ogni nucleo.
4. Esclusione degli analfabeti.
5. Sana costituzione fisica di ogni componente; comprovata e certificata da una
commissione medica.23 (Arnese 10)
When these same families were standing at the port of Tripoli without their children, they
could not understand why Mussolini had betrayed in such an abrupt way the structure of the
Italian family on which he himself had based emigration to the colony. The Fascist ideological
vision is a complex concept and became the basis of a very powerful regime because, as De
Grand states, “Fascism’s strength derived from its nature as a composite movement which
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1st – Practical proof of farming experience for every head of family, the father, with a minimum of three
adults capable of working
2nd – The family had to be composed of a minimum of eight to a maximum of twelve people, including
adults and children
3rd – Proven morality of all family members
4th – All illiterates were excluded
5th – Physical good health certified by a medical board
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appealed to different constituencies without ever settling on a fully accepted official definition”
(139). However, this is not to say that Fascism was not united in its idea and, indeed, it was
based on the four main points of the “nationalism, statism, authoritarianism [which] culminated
in the cult of the Duce” (De Grand 147). The definition of Fascism offered in The Political and
Social Doctrine of Fascism (1932), signed by Benito Mussolini, but whose philosophical
sections were ghostwritten by Giovanni Gentile, was published in the first Italian encyclopedia
titled Treccani and “was the closest the regime ever came to self-definition” (De Grand 153).
Gentile believed that Fascism realized the ethical state in Hegelian terms: that the state and the
citizens were the perfect union so the state is not inter homines but interior homines (Dessì 180).
This meant that, in his life, every man was acting on behalf of and for the state. Fascism was the
representation of this unity between individuals and the state. The state guarantees the basic
rights of property, which had to be respected by all men belonging to society, and then also
guarantees an order within all the state. According to this perspective, the individual thus had to
be highly thankful to the state as an apparatus, which let him live in a safe, well-ordered and
organized society.
It is especially important to understand the logic of Mussolini’s order that these children
had to be repatriated to the mainland according to the Fascist nationalist idea. The state was
considered to be the mother of the citizens, and Fascism, as a political party, was the
personification of this family. Indeed, one of the Fascist songs intoned by Grazia Arnese and all
the other children said that, “L’Italia è nostra madre e Mussolini è nostro padre.”24All this sheds
light on two very important factors. First, it accounts for why all the settlers heeded Mussolini’s
ordinance to send all children from Libya to Italy for three months. Certainly, they did not
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“Italy is our mother and Mussolini our father”.
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protest much even if the parents were, obviously, unhappy and surprised. We will shortly see that
Palumbo’s parents tried to protest the ordinance but that after receiving a negative answer, they
obeyed and sent their son to Italy. All the other settlers behaved similarly because the cult of the
Duce, as De Grand points out, personifies the idea of an authoritarian statism (147). I argue that
within this authoritarian statism, these farmers obeyed the ordinance because they viewed it as
the only option to both escape poverty and remain united with their families—this was the
conclusion that they drew from the ordinance which stipulated that the children would be absent
from Libya for only three months. Second, it accounts for the way that, in the 1920s, Fascist
family idea shaped the social integration of children through a combination of education and
Fascist youth organization (De Grand 152). Doubtlessly, this is the real reason why children
growing up under Fascism were required, up until their nineteenth birthday to first identify
themselves using the Fascist category specific to the child’s age, and to subsequently give their
first and second names: 6- to 8-year-olds were figli della lupa, 8- to 14-year-old boys were
balilla and girls piccole italiane, 14- to 18-year-old boys were avanguardisti and girls were
giovani italiane. For example, Grazia Arnese who was 7 had to present herself as “figlia della
lupa – Grazia Arnese.” The first part of the personal introduction was, in fact, not simply a
means of framing these children, sons and daughters of Fascism, in a military way. It had a more
profound meaning as it underlined belonging to this “Fascist family,” which was bigger and
more important than the human one, at least from the point of view of the philosophical political
thought behind this mode of identification. Banti highlights how the Fascist notion of family is
based on a concept of kinship and genealogy and as such assimilated to the concept of nation as a
big family that shares a specific territory and the same race: “La comunità nazionale è una
comunità di discendenza in possesso di un proprio territorio e perfettamente distinta da altri
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gruppi etnici” (152).25 From this perspective, it can be argued that Mussolini’s ordinance did not
betray at all the structure of the Italian family or at least, as far as we can tell, of the Fascist
Italian family that he believed to be the true one. Furthermore, the categories of the Fascist
youth, as they each correspond to a stage, outline the strict and organized framing of the
“process” of creating a perfect Fascist who, at the age of 18, was supposed to be fully formed
26

and then be ready to give even their life for his/her family: Italy.

Despite this logic, the “summer camp” inflicted such trauma for all these families, 29,000
Italian settlers, separated from their children because they could not imagine this defined idea of
the Fascist family structure. We can state that the colonial family structure had been permeated
by a collective traumatic experience, as defined by Kai Ericson. This type of traumatic
experience is collective not because it has been experienced by a group of people who suffered
the same events, but rather because it involves constant stress situations that impact the same
community of people in its unity (187). In this case, because a real deportation of children had
taken place (the forced displacement of the children to the Fascist summer camps then called
boarding schools), all settlers’ families were now deprived of their young members and their idea
of living in a united and prosperous family in Libya was failing and certainly demotivating them
increasingly as the Second World War progressed.
These settlers were farmers who were looking for a good piece of land that they could
cultivate and where they could live well with their family. Indeed, Palumbo, in his memoir
Italian Days Arabian Nights, discusses the economic situation of these farmers, which accounts
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The national community is a community of descent which owns its own territory and is well
differentiated from other ethnic groups
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This classification according to age is not specific of the Italian-Libyan children but of all children of the Fascist
era. Here because of the displacements the circumstances are, however, different.
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for their positive feelings upon hearing of the possibility of a better future. The author, who was
only six years old, perceived and remembered these feelings clearly: “it was [original text’s
emphasis] 1939 and even I could detect a new sense of urgency and excitement in the adult
voices . . . something was about to happen. I sensed possibility and swelling hope in the adult
discussions and debate” (16). This is a pivotal detail because these farmers, who became settlers
by moving to Libya, did not have a real understanding of what colonization was and, most
important, of the basic concept that during a colonization colonists settle in a territory which has
been conquered through a war and the use of violence. Indeed, I argue that they became colonists
as a consequence of their economic need, rather than because they believed in an imperialistic
idea of Italy. Palumbo, perhaps unconsciously, clarifies this:
Was it a war my father and a small cluster of other men from our village planned?
No it was dreams of a peaceful harvest. They were being given a chance to serve in
a way that would employ their skills as farmers, tillers of the soil, herders of sheep.
They would bring a desert to life and in the process rescue us from the economic
hardship which gripped so much of southern Italy in those years. We were
desperately poor. Everyone was. Jobs were scarce. Food was scarce. (16)
It is also important to specify that, while the requisite that colonists be farmers had been the one
most enforced in the colonization of Libya, it was not the only one. Grazia Arnese does point out
that other categories of Italian settlers existed and were employed in the tertiary sector in the
cities of Tripoli and Bengasi; however, she recalls that she rarely met children in the “summer
camps” who did not come from a farming background. Mussolini decided that these children,
coming from farms and living in Libya, were people who needed to be involved in this
recuperation of their Italian Fascist identity (as had been the case in the past for the offspring of
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Italian resident abroad) and created “summer camps” intended for the Libyan settler’s offspring.
Indeed both Arnese and Palumbo have always been together with children from Libya.
Like all colonial families, Grazia Arnese’s was large. It included her father from Apulia,
her mother, born in Brazil to Italian parents who came back to Italy, and five offspring.
However, one of the important requirements for Italian colonial families, as mentioned before,
was to be comprised of a minimum number of eight to a maximum of twelve people (at least for
the first wave of settlers). This suggests that the Arnese family was an anomaly, as it only had
five children. Surely, they had been admitted to participate in the “armata del lavoro” (Arnese 9),
the colonial work-force, only because when they went through the assessment (in addition to
meeting the other requirements) they were actually 8, but one of the author’s young brothers died
before the family moved to Africa. The fact that it was thanks to an administrative error that the
Arneses fulfilled the requirements to become a settler family, comes to play an important part in
the author’s acceptance of her story because, for her, it represents a way in which herself and her
family were tragically destined for this atrocious experience. If those requirements had been
double-checked at a date closer to the actual date of departure for Africa, the Arneses would
surely have been substituted for another, more numerous rural family who was hoping to go to
the colony to find a better future. However, their move to Libya, even within the Fascist
framework, presented many difficulties.
The fact of taking such a decision and in particular, of being selected among many other
families who really wanted to have the chance to improve their life, does not mean that the move
to the fourth shore, while so desired, did not prove to be a traumatic experience in itself, even if
it was generated by a free choice. But, was it truly a free choice? When the first colonists, who
were mostly farmers, began to arrive to Libya after 1911 and continued to populate the fourth
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Italian shore, the Italian economy was in poor shape, especially from 1938 onwards. It got much
worse after the Second World War because all the soldiers who had been discharged from their
military duties needed to find employment. The economy was not able to sustain such a massive
influx of workers so, for many, emigration was the only solution. Throughout the first half of the
twentieth century, immigration towards the Italian colonies thus represented a valid alternative
for many who wanted to build a better future for themselves within the same “nation,” rather
than immigrate to foreign countries. As Choate points out, colonization of Libya coincides with
the migration of Italians to the Americas and specifically to South America. There, Italians
typically occupied very humble jobs and were not well regarded because they immigrated in
large numbers. Libya therefore represented an alternative for migrants to be better positioned, as
the emigration took place within the Italian political territory and this emigration would
contribute to the economic growth of Italy (177). Grazia Arnese herself said that her father
wanted to go back to Brazil where they still had relatives, but that Libya was Italy’s territory and
much closer to Italy (personal interview, Torino, 2014). As in many other stories of immigration,
either toward the Americas, or later to Europe, the father of the family emigrated first by himself
and was then joined by the rest of the family. Mussolini wanted to avoid this separation because
he needed a workforce, so he made a selection of those families who wanted to try their fortune
together on the fourth shore. This possibility of a truly organized emigration that involved united
families was appealing for many Italians who wanted to emigrate in a structured and organized
way and, above all, avoid any separation of their families. In light of these priorities, the choice
of resettling in Libya over the Americas, Australia, or other noted destinations, seemed simple.
In Libya, the Fascist party had built nice colonial villages, all painted in white with
everything Mussolini could think of as important for these Fascist families. Every village had a
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nice central square with an office of the Fascist party, a church, an open-air market, a school, and
a general store. The colonial houses were fully furnished, with three bedrooms and a large
kitchen. The only problem was water, as the village and the houses were in the desert. Water,
however, was made available at different quantities every day from a nearby water well. Grazia
Arnese tells us that her father, who was considered a very experienced farmer from his previous
emigration to Brazil, received 35 acres, rather than the usual 25, but these were all sand. In this
regard the author also writes that as soon as they arrived in Tripoli on November 5, 1938, one of
her brothers, Lino, whose eighteenth birthday coincided with the family’s date of arrival, said,
“Ma che bella torta gialla da mangiare…speriamo non sia indigesta” (46).27 This concern was
shared by Michele, the writer’s father, who used to say that “questa terra è maledetta da Dio e da
Allah…non si fa in tempo a piantare qualcosa che subito arriva il ghibli e tutto resta coperto e
bruciato” (42).28 It is easy to understand that these farmers had difficulty maintaining their
enthusiasm. Nevertheless, the Arneses and all the other families sustained their will to work
hard. This immigration’s success was to be achieved entirely by means of the farmers’ arms.
Except for a mule for each family, no other tools were available. The Arneses, however,
benefited from an irrigation system that was designed and crafted by one of the author’s brothers
with Cirio tomato cans imported from Italy, and earned them for 4 consecutive years the first
prize of the Colonial Fascist Body of Tripoli territory’s reclamation Ente Coloniale Fascista di
bonifica del territorio tripolino (42), (Public Fascist colonial institution for the reclamation of
Tripoli’s territory).
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“What a beautiful yellow birthday cake…hopefully it is good to eat and won’t make us sick”
“This land is damned by God and Allah…as soon as we plant something the ghibli (African wind)
arrives and everything is covered and burnt”
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Even considering the Arneses’ success and the fact that all other Italian families benefited
from the irrigation system, which encouraged them to cooperate, we can state that this beginning
in this new “sandy” land was challenging and rather traumatic for all settlers. Palumbo, indeed,
also describes the very strong impact of the geography which was very different from the Italian
peninsula: “what was frightening was the vastness of the landscape. There were no trees. No
mountains. Nothing. Just that long stretch of road that seemed to lead to nowhere” (25). This
clearly brought on homesickness and longing for Italy “in quel deserto ci sentivamo soli, con
tanta nostalgia per il nostro paese, per la nostra bella Patria” (Arnese 44).29 This trauma was
caused by the necessity of reinventing a new lifestyle in such a torrid climate and in the new
reality of the colonial village. The small village represented a microcosm in which everything
was located, while water, the most important element, was available in limited supplies. It could
be argued that, as the settlers were all coming from small villages in the Italian countryside, the
resettlement shouldn’t be such a challenge for them. Yet, despite this being true, the desert is
what represents the traumatic difference here. The desert was, indeed, a constant presence and
took time to get used to. The premature and unexpected division all the families suffered in 1940
perhaps made it impossible for them to become accustomed to it.30

1.3 The Children’s Deportation: Arnese and Palumbo’s experience
Grazia Arnese does not specify in her book how the news of the “obligatory vacation” reached
her and her family. However, in her interview and many other conversations, she mentions that
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“In that desert we felt lonely, with a lot of homesickness for our country, our motherland”
It is mportant to recall the imaginary, which had been created before the exodus of the first wave of
settlers in 1938. The Fascist propaganda used to say “un posto al sole, campi e lavoro” (a place in the sun,
fields, and work). However, this information was propagandistic rather than real. For more on this, see
Gabriele Proglio “Libia 1911-1912, Immaginari coloniali e italianità” specifically chapter 2.
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their parents saw this ordinance on a billboard in the village where they used to live. Other
details emerged over the course of other discussions I had with the writer during the last two
years; she remembers that the Fascist soldiers took a census of all the settler families. This is an
important detail that we can also corroborate in Vittorio Palumbo’s memoir. Palumbo writes that,
after entering into the farmhouse, the Fascist soldier declared: “We are just taking a census . . .
we need to identify all children of the settlers. Mussolini knows the future rests with our young
people and wants to make sure they are enrolled in proper schools” (30). Palumbo recalls
perfectly that, after that census in early April, they received a letter assigning him and his brother
Giovanni to the boarding schools in mainland Italy (31). Although his parents wrote a polite
letter to protest against Vittorio’s recruitment, as he was only six years old (Grazia Arnese was 7
years old when she was deported), they had to respect Mussolini’s ordinance because even
younger children were meant to participate in these camps. Palumbo writes that children aged
from 5 to 14 were enlisted in the camps, whereas Arnese gives the ages of 4 to 15. What both
these accounts highlight is that children in these age ranges were far too young to attend
boarding schools of such military and educational severity. Grazia Arnese writes about the
military-educational activities in her description of one of those days:
Il sole diventava rovente sulla nostra testa; l’adunata e le marce prolungate ci
causavano crampi alle gambe, allo stomaco; la voce cominciava a tremare, ma le
vigilatrici … con lo scudiscio in mano schioccante, come domatrici da circo, a dar
dimostrazione di potenza, autorità, di impero su di noi piccole puledre impaurite
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che dovevamo giostrare, cantare, correre, inneggiando al fascio e a Benito
Mussolini che di noi stava facendo la nuova gioventù italiana (49).31
On the same page, the author chooses to insert a photo she received of Hermes Giacchetto who
was said to be the friend with whom Guerino, Arnese’s brother, usually fought. He testifies to
how, as punishment after beating each other, they (Guerino and Hermes), who were about 11
years old, were locked in a trapdoor and left with an empty stomach for two days. The childrenassistants who watched over them used to tell them “urlate quanto volete, tanto nessuno vi
sentirà” (49).32 The other children in mainland Italy also typically had to attend these Fascist
schools but with the crucial difference that the schools were located in the same town where they
lived, or not too far, which thus prevented a forced relocation and separation from their families
in the years of the Second World War (Palumbo 31).
Grazia Arnese conveys well that this separation started on the eve before of the
deportation to the “summer camps” or “boarding school,” to use the name that Palumbo gives
them. The ordinance in the billboard stated that “tutte le più piccole, specie le più ricciute,
venissero, rapate a zero per tema del propagarsi di parassiti” (17).33 The moment when her father
trimmed his little daughter’s curly hair into a buzz cut was, for such a young child, the beginning
of a new traumatic world in which Grazia Arnese would no longer be the daughter of a loving
family but one “Libyan child” (as they were called on the Italian mainland), amongst many, an
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The sun became hot on our heads; the gathering and the prolonged marching gave us cramps in the legs
and in the stomach; the voice was beginning to shake, but the children assistants who watched guard ...
cracking the whip in his hand, like a circus tamer, to show power, authority, domination over us small
frightened fillies, who were forced joke, sing, run, praise the Fascio and Benito Mussolini who was
turning us into the new Italian youth.
32
“You
can
shout
as
long
as
you
want
because
nobody
will
hear
you.”
These are minimal examples of the punishments and the emotional treatment of those children. The book
is full of those.
33
All younger girls, especially those whose hair was curly, had to have hair in a buzz cut to avoid
contamination of parasites
46

“organizzata” (organized person), as was the Duce’s will. The prelude to this new reality for
Grazia Arnese, and all the other children, was not only the buzzed hair, as this measure applied
to girls only (boys already had short hair). It was also encompassed in a small canvas bag, in
which the author’s mother put the essentials she wanted Grazia to take: “un giocattolo, una
camicia ricamata, il vestitino della festa… tra le cose vidi anche un grande fiocco rosso da
mettere sui capelli quando sarebbero riscresciuti” (17).34 On the small canvas bag, the
identification number 3252 was printed in big letters, confirming that the number had now
become the only way to be recognized in that mass deportation of 13,000 young children whom,
with either very short or buzz cut hair, all looked very similar and had been robbed of their
personal identity. In her interview on December 17, 2014 Grazia Arnese recalls perfectly when
she was told “this is your identification number you must not to forget it.” To this day, she hasn’t
forgotten it.
The day Grazia Arnese was taken away from Libya, marks the beginning of the most
traumatic experience that she and all children underwent as offspring of Italian settlers in Libya.
She had not even had enough time to understand her move to the fourth shore, which would
change her life in several ways. Then, all children, including the author of the book were
compelled to leave the former Italian colony and be separated from their family. The collective
trauma which struck all settler families, as I stated in the previous section of this chapter,
evidently had an individual impact—individual trauma—which manifested in every single child,
beginning with the difficulty of understanding why so much pain was inflicted, a difficulty that
their parents experienced as well. We can therefore state that the origin of the individual as well
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“a toy, an embroidered shirt, the best dress to wear on Sunday…amongst these things I saw a big red
ribbon to wear as soon as my hair would have grown back”
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as collective trauma both for the families and children is the same because the separation,
clearly, traumatizes family and offspring and Grazia Arnese recounts the goodbye to her parents:
“in mezzo a tutta quella confusione capivo solo che non dovevo piangere perché altrimenti
avrebbe pianto anche mia madre, con gli occhi lucidi, soffiandosi il naso mi rivolgeva un sorriso
e mi diceva: ‘stai tranquilla, la lontananza sarà breve e l’Italia non è poi così lontana… se
qualcosa non va possiamo io e papà venire a prenderti’ ma aveva un sorriso amaro dicendolo”
(15).35
If the trauma due to the separation has the same origin for the families and their children,
it changes and evolves differently, and has worse repercussions for children. Just like all the
other children, when Grazia Arnese finds herself without her family at the young age of seven,
she feels profoundly the loss of her sense of belonging. In this extremely difficult moment the
only possibility of comfort was the presence of her brother Guerino who was nine years old, so
two years older than her, and had obviously been recruited for the “summer camps” in Italy.
Unfortunately, she lost him when she said goodbye to her parents and found herself separated
from her brother not only because of the age difference but also because boys and girls were
separated in the ship.
As a young seven-year-old child being transferred in a ship which hosted those 13,000
children (and was not equipped for such mass transportation) her bravery was expressed not
because she made up an excuse when she asked for permission to leave so that she could look for
her brother Guerino. It was expressed because she went to look for her older brother more to
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“Among that entire crowd the only thing I could understand was that I did not have to cry because
otherwise my mother would have also cried. With watery eyes, blowing her nose she smiled at me and
said ‘do not worry, we will not be apart for long and Italy is not that far… if anything does not work well
I and your father can come to pick you up’ but she had a bitter smile while saying this”
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comfort him rather than for her own sake. Guerino was the surviving child of a twin birth, which
left him with speech difficulties. However, for the author, he represented more than a brother but
her playmate with whom she used to spend most of her time in the vast sandy fields that
belonged to her family farm in Libya. It is important to clarify that this bravery stems from the
maturity of understanding the environment in which she and the other children were. They had
been divided into smaller groups of thirty children each, called manipolo, identified by a number
e.g. manipolo 1, manipolo 2, and so on. Each manipolo had a female child assistant (for the
younger children) who was responsible for that group. She, the assistant, had to authorize the
children any movement they needed to or wished to make like standing up from their improvised
camp bed, or pallet, and go to the restroom or simply move elsewhere in the big room in which
her manipolo was kept. Grazia Arnese, as a tiny child who looked even younger than her actual 7
years of age asked, in tears, her child assistant if her brother Guerino was also in that ship but the
answer “come vuoi che cerchi un ago nel pagliaio” (Arnese 20)36 did not even attempt to
reassure that little girl and made her realize that she was alone and had to fight for anything she
wanted. Nobody would have had empathy for her or any other child on that ship. The young
Arnese, after receiving the permission to go to the restroom, ventures in the huge ship in search
of her brother Guerino. When someone finds her, she is mistaken for a boy and taken in another
big overcrowded room just like the one she fled from. With great pleasure, she understands that
everybody in that room was a boy and feels hopeful that she will find Guerino. She starts playing
with the other boys but when she asks to urinate, she is taken in a corner where there is only a
big dustbin with two wooden tables laid alongside of it. Every child, every boy, was lining up,
waiting for his own turn to be able to execute his physiological need while fully standing, like
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“how do you want me to look for a needle in a haystack”
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most boys do, but when Arnese’s turn came she squatted and it was obviously clear what her
gender was. This generated an immediate reaction from the male instructor who grabbed Grazia
by the ear and dragged her back to the female section where she was supposed to stay. The
female child assistant, Marietta Sannicola, slapped her and said, as the author perfectly recalls
her words, “Piccolo verme, cosa volevi fare in mezzo ai ragazzini? me lo sai dire? Vergognati,
scandalosa che non sei altro” (21).37 Regardless of the fact that the young girl was trying to
explain that she was looking for her brother and wanted to stay with him, she was being looked
at with contempt.
The words of Marietta Sannicola, the child assistant, were obviously very harsh and,
together with the slap, made Grazia feel, very sad and frustrated as she had to give up the search
for her brother, so “stesa sul misero giaciglio, schiacciata dall’inconsapevole senso di ingiustizia
e cattiveria che mi sentivo giungere d’attorno, cercai nel mio sacchetto il fiocco rosso che mia
madre mi aveva messo per quando mi sarebbero cresciuti i capelli…finalmente sicura di
mostrarmi a tutti per una normale femminuccia, piansi convulsamente…” (21).38 But she cried
convulsively because as a seven-year-old child she was terribly hurt for being changed into a boy
due to the haircut. Fascist society gendered social spaces in extreme ways, dividing the boys
from the girls and particularly so when it came to educating children to become good Fascists, as
specified at the beginning of this chapter. The young Grazia Arnese was crying because she felt
rejected by the male space, as could be expected, but once she was brought back to the female
space, the harsh words of the child assistant created a distance between her and the other young
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“little worm, what did you want to do among the boys? Would you tell me? Shame on you, scandalous
girl”
38
“laid on the meager pallet, oppressed by the unclear sense of injustice and maliciousness that I felt
around me, I searched in my canvas bag for the red ribbon my mom had put there to be used when my
hair would be regrown…when I was finally sure that I could show myself as a normal little girl I cried
convulsively”
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girls because she was not like the others.39 She was scandalous, according to the child assistant.
She accordingly feels as if there was no space for her on that ship among thousands of children,
even though she had been obligated to be there and neither her nor her parents had wanted
Grazia Arnese and her brother Guerino to leave their farm in Libya. Grazia Arnese’s act of
wearing the red ribbon with her buzzed hair “attorcigliandolo…prima al collo affinché non lo
perdessi” (21)40 does not simply intend to clarify her female gender but, rather, to express that
she was a young girl just like all the others there and that she was not scandalous, even if back
then she could not have understood the real meaning of that adjective and, above all, the implied
meaning behind Sannicola’s words. Indeed, those words were deeply traumatic because asking
“what did you want to do among the boys? … Shame on you” reveals how Grazia Arnese was
accused of being motivated by sexual interest when she was only, I purposely repeat, seven years
old. This crucial detail makes these words extremely abusive and inappropriate. The trauma that
this event spurs in by Grazia Arnese is key to understanding why she remembers these words so
well, but it’s only as adult that she is able to recognize the profound disrespect that she, as a
seven-year-old child, received in that instance. Indeed, immediately after reporting the child
assistant’s offensive words, the adult Grazia’s reflective words bear witness to this other side of
this traumatic happenings: “avevo avuto il coraggio temerario di vedere i maschi che facevano la
pipì e questa storia restò per parecchio tempo come onta al mio nome e creò una diffidente
barriera alle prime possibili amicizie” (21).41 It’s only as an adult that Grazia Arnese is able to
understand the mistrust she faced from the outset of her journey from Libya to Italy. This was
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All this division for the young offspring of the settlers in Libya was new. Indeed, Libya was at the stage
of being populated by the farmers and back then there were just few schools adapted on some farm
40
“twisting it around my neck…fearing to lose it”
41
“I had been so fearless as to see the boy having a pee-pee, and this story remained for a long time as a
dishonor to my name and created also a barrier of reluctance to the first possible friendships”
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something that neither she nor the other girls around her could really understand. To the eyes of
all the other girls, she was scandalous because she had committed a transgression by entering the
male space. However, it is very interesting to highlight that this occurrence, which happened
early in the deportation experience, immediately defines the nature of this kind of trauma as
different from the others. This mistreatment that the children suffer traumatizes each child right
after the event but the meaning of that traumatic experience changes over the years and with the
understanding that the adult age brings. It is a trauma that reveals to the traumatized, in two
different moments, two sides of its nature, based on two different kinds of suffering: the
suffering of the child immediately after the occurrence, and that of the adult who realizes the
meaning of those words. Indeed, as LaCapra writes, “traumatic memory (at least in Freud’s
account) may involve belated temporality and a period of latency between a real or fantasized
early event and a later one that somehow recalls it and triggers renewed repression or foreclosure
and intrusive behavior” (89). The adult Grazia Arnese must have been exposed at least passively
to sentences with sexual innuendo, and this suggests the trigger to her understanding of those
words that she remembered and then of the real trauma in this instance. However, this
mechanism highlights the importance of these two main voices in her writing and in her
understanding of the traumatic events in this experience: the one related to the “reliving” of the
experience and the other in “recounting” it, as I am going to show now.
In the first “summer camp,” named Giambattista Lampucci, at Marina di Ravenna, she
was able to see her brother Guerino every day for brief moments. These brief moments spent
together in the yard, on the edge of the division which separated boys from girls, were obviously
of great help for Grazia herself. While she encouraged her brother she, in turn, was getting not
only a piece of her family there, but also a piece of her world. Guerino thus represented a way to
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maintain her link, even if only mentally, to her previous life “pensi anche tu alla mamma e al
papà e alle patate e al grano che abbiamo piantato con le nostre mani vicino alla vasca?” (25),42
which, up until that moment, still existed through and with Guerino. After three months, Grazia
and Guerino were separated, as each was respectively sent to an all-girls and all-boys “summer
camp.” After this, she truly lost any link to her family, to her life. During her interview Grazia
perfectly recalls another particular moment that she did not include in her book. When she
arrived to this all-girls summer camp they also took away the little canvas bag she had brought
along with all the content, a small rag doll and the big red ribbon. Grazia Arnese told me, with an
agitated tone of voice, about the time when she asked the child assistant why she had taken her
personal belongings away. She was told that they were momentarily held in an attic accessible
through a small door, which Grazia kept staring at for hours and days, daydreaming of having
that small bag and its content again. For a young child, the sense of belonging to the family is
also represented by any object through which they may feel the link with their home, but once
the little bag with personal effects that Grazia had received from her mother is taken away, and
Guerino was separated from her, memory becomes the only source of connection. This memory
of the trauma endured as a child became part of the traumatic memory that stayed and fueled her
book. LaCapra, in his discussion of the relation between history and traumatic memory, further
discusses the belated temporality between the traumatic event and the reliving of the event,
similarly to the instance mentioned above, refers specifically to the testimony of the Holocaust
survivors interviewed by Dori Laub. He points out that this is the moment in which the witness
giving the testimony cannot feel the difference between the event and the present in which s/he
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“you also think of mum and dad and potatoes and wheat that we planted with our hands near the tank”
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retells the experience (90). This allows us to account for the change, that I have highlighted
above, in Grazia Arnese’s tone of voice during the interview where she was both retelling parts
of her book and/or adding new pieces of this traumatic mosaic that her deportation to Italy away
from her family represented. Her tone of voice alternated in function of whether she was reliving
the events and or telling them. She does clearly achieve this separation in her writing, when she
relives the traumatic moment or sensation as a child, she speaks in the first person, and when she
does so as an adult, she uses, as I wrote above, a reflective language. With this, I mean that in the
process of writing the different editions of her memoir, she managed to become increasingly
detached from the events and, as LaCapra, states “when the past becomes accessible to recall in
memory, and when language functions to provide some measure of conscious control, critical
distance, and perspective, one has begun the arduous process of working over and through the
trauma . . . which may enable processes of judgment and at last limited liability and ethically
responsible agency” (90). I will later show that indeed writing the testimonial work is her attempt
at finally overcoming this traumatic experience and to cease reliving those moments again, so as
to be able to accessing them in her memory when she wishes to do so.
When she receives the G.I.L.43 uniform, Grazia Arnese is definitively displaced, along
with the other children, to another reality, another lifestyle, which, despite the Fascist regime’s
logic, didn’t include being part of a family and, most importantly, in which being a child and
being considered as such were not contemplated. Indeed, when Palumbo receives his uniform, he
writes “I reached my hand out and tentatively explored the rest of my uniform” (37). He
hesitantly touches his body wearing the uniform and, just like a younger child, discovers his
body parts, Palumbo discovers his new, imposed, identity. Certainly, this discovery becomes
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“Gioventù italiana del Littorio” (Italian youth of the Lictor).
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complete in all children as soon as they look at themselves in the mirror wearing “the full
regimentals” of the uniform. The moment every child sees the image of themselves in full G.I.L.
uniform is the moment in which they are born again as a youth of the Lictor. Every child
displaced was at least five years old, Vittorio Palumbo was six while Grazia Arnese was seven;
however, now they have become infants: for the Fascist indoctrination, they indeed belong to the
Figli delle lupa the youngest group in the Fascist family configuration and this is the exact image
of themselves they learn now. Little by little they are forced to forget the identity they used to
have when they lived with their family in Italy, first, and then in Libya. Children were divided in
groupings of 20 or 30 members and treated as real soldiers or soldiers-in-training, because they
were being trained to become real Fascists through the hierarchy that divided them according to
their age: figli della lupa, balilla, piccoli italiani, avanguardisti e giovani italiane. But, beyond
this imposed self-image, who were the children and youth of the fourth shore? For Benito
Mussolini, “erano ‘gli organizzati libici,’ ‘la nuova gioventù del Littorio,’ ‘I grandi del domani,’
‘l’avvenire della patria’” (Arnese 5).44
Only a few days after the children’s departure, the launch of the Second World War made
their story much more complicated. They could obviously not return to Libya, and the already
sporadic communication with the family became very rare until it stopped completely. Italy was
engaged in a war that fully involved the country and its inhabitants, who were all trying to
survive, whether or not they were directly involved in the fighting. The children from the Italian
colonies (including the ones from the Horn of Africa amounting to 7,000 children from Eritrea
and Somalia) were moved between several locations, from one “summer camp” to another, in
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“For Benito Mussolini they [the youth and children of the fourth shore] were ‘the organized Libyan,’
‘the new youth of the Lictor,’ ‘the great ones of tomorrow,’ ‘the future of the motherland.’”
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different parts of central and northern Italy. These “summer camps” were hosted in different
types of structures: hotels, military barracks, or any kind of building with a yard that the Fascist
party had decided (and commandeered) to use for these “recreational activities.” They were all
located on or near the seaside, or in the mountains between Abruzzo, Veneto, Emilia Romagna
and Liguria. This situation heightens the feeling of being lost because, over the years, these
children and youth were moved every few months from one location to another, they were mixed
with new and different children coming from Libya, making it difficult for them to establish
other kinds of affective attachments to take the place of the family bonds they had lost. The
consequence of this continuing relocation instilled in Grazia Arnese the need to create a small
group of close friends that, both in the book and in the interview, she calls the “gruppo,” or
group. This “gruppo” is not simply a substitution of her family. It is something closer, not
necessarily in an affective sense but surely in a physical one. As they were doing literally
everything together and also constantly worrying for one another, this bond was uncannily
stronger than within a family. It is a bond created by children who are irrationally forced to react
to incomprehensible circumstances, as they no longer had a real family because of the Fascist
indoctrination. For them, the “gruppo” substituted the lost sense of belonging. Grazia Arnese and
her friends, all girls, knew that their families were waiting for them in Libya but, after being
immersed in such a different world, an “era del terrore e della tirannia” (Arnese 54)45 for such a
long time, they not only substituted their family but also developed an unconscious fear of losing
that group. Composed of close and trusted friends who represented the only source of support to
make it through the ordeal and endure the psychological and physical violence they suffered
every single day. The “gruppo” becomes the only trace of solidarity that the children could
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“Era of terror and tyranny”
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experience in the subordinated position in which they were placed. Not merely as children but as
“Libyan children”, “Little African children.”
Palumbo also experiences the same kind of bond with three other boys he meets as soon
as they stepped off the boat from Libya to Italy. However, in looking back upon his experience,
he offers more information about the bond that this peculiar situation necessarily creates.
Palumbo completed the journey with his brother Giovanni and his cousins, however, he states
that the “memories of the trip are so foggy that I suspect I was more afraid than I was perhaps
willing to admit” (32). Arnese and Palumbo had both a traumatic experience of Mussolini’s
“summer camps” or “boarding schools,” (as Palumbo call them because of the length of time
they spent there) but Palumbo’s memoir, in few instances, refers to his awareness of foggy
memories that, as he himself recognizes, are due to his mind, which tries to protect him for the
manifestation of the traumas happened during the years spent in Mussolini’s boarding schools.
Palumbo’s words corroborate the same process I described above for Arnese’s writing. He
somehow oscillates between reliving the moment and looking at them with more critical
distance. Like Arnese, thanks to an increasing critical perspective on his memories, he
understands his experience and his feelings as a child, and today his reflective writing offers the
reader an account of this. What we can certainly state is that, like Arnese, he has also started the
process of working over and through the trauma but the foggy memory represents that he is still
rather distant compared to the vivid memory that Arnese constantly presents in written and in
oral testimony.
Palumbo arrives to Naples in the same ship with his brother and cousins and, even if he
feels a bit excluded from them, as they were much closer in age they still represented the safety
of the familial environment. Upon disembarking, looking for reassurance, he said to his brother
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“we’ll stay together . . . they will not separate relatives now” (33). He is looking to be reassured
but these words also reveal that, according to him, families should be kept united, following the
same mentality that pushed his family, as well as the other 29,000 settlers, to choose Libya as
destination to which to migrate. Evidently, his reasoning was correct, except that he was talking
about his own experience of the family, which clearly differed from the Fascist “family.” But, it
was the Fascist family that Mussolini had in mind in recuperating those children from the fourth
shore, as explained earlier. The organization of the children’s arrival to Italy in Palumbo’s
narration follows that of Arnese’s story, so Vittorio Palumbo, being the youngest, finds himself
alone when the people who were managing his boat’s arrival were calling the roll. Now, the
narration of how this bond between boys happens offers the children’s perspective on this male
space: “We exchanged last names only. ‘Brisolin’ said the boy who’d indicated the place for me.
‘Palumbo’ I declared and reached out my hand as I had seen my father do. The other two quickly
followed our example. ‘Airo’ ‘La Morgia’ the four of us forged a friendship in that moment”
(34). Here we see how, even at such a young age, these children were the perfect imitation of the
adult society, understanding how they were supposed to behave as male children. Most
importantly all four of them understood that now they were alone and even if they were six years
old (not important for the regime) they had all of the sudden become adults because a specific
behavior was expected from them. Their introduction to one another using only their last name
highlights exactly this passage to understanding that now they are no longer at home and that
they have to take care of themselves. They were Fascist children, coming from Fascist families
(otherwise they could have not been chosen as settlers for Tripolitania and Cyrenaica) and, just
like their families, they could not understand all that was happening; they could, however, try to
accept it. The friendship forged with the handshakes is not revealing because of the gesture itself
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but, rather, because it expresses the mutual understanding of their sudden change in status from
children to Mussolini’s G.I.L. (youth of the Lictor) boys and therefore, as I am going to explain,
the understanding of how important and necessary it was for them to create their own space of
trust.
For Vittorio Palumbo this journey also represents a way of approaching his new identity
that is totally different from Arnese’s approach. During the bus ride to reach the “boarding
school” in Corbola in the province of Rovigo (northwest of Italy), he obviously feels homesick.
However, he re-assesses this homesickness by using it to try to understand who he is, what his
identity is. Palumbo had arrived in Libya in October 1939 with the second wave of settlers, a
year after Arnese. He remains in Libya only 8 or 9 months before being deported to the boarding
school and this makes relationship with Libya and with his sense of belonging unique: “Shutting
my eyes against any onslaught of tears, I pretended to sleep. And with the world around me
blocked out, I tried to focus my longing on a physical place. Garibaldi [the village in
Tripolitania] held my parents… my brothers but Libya still had a foreign feel” (35). Palumbo
understands how his homesickness is not related to the physical place where his family is
currently located. He, himself, realizes that it is normal to miss his family but his thoughts go
towards his sense of belonging and whether is connected to his beloved family. Does he feel that
he is an Italian of Libya or an Italian from the mainland, like he definitely was a few months
before starting Mussolini’s compulsory boarding school? He understands that he would like to
return immediately to be with his family, but acknowledges that this could be anywhere, not
necessarily in Libya and/or in Campo di Giove, the little village in Abruzzo from where he had
originally come. Indeed, his family had left Abruzzo because of extreme conditions of economic
poverty and “coming back so soon after leaving would lack the triumph” (36) that he had
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imagined when they left. When Palumbo is having these reflections on the bus, as a 6-year-old
child, he does not realize that it is then that he started to mature an inner personality, which is an
affront to the tenets of the Fascist ideology of family, as I explained it before, and therefore
detached from the requirement of extreme loyalty to the motherland. What is clear is that
Palumbo and his “gruppo” (to use Arnese’s term) were being formed right in that journey: “we
may have been between homes but in this enclosed space a new sense of home, of family, was
beginning to flourish” (35). This is precisely the creation of their space, which emerged in
circumstances not chosen by the boys, but in which they found the support and the strength of an
uncanny relationship, forced but at the same time pivotal for enduring life in those military
boarding schools.

1.4 From “summer camps” to years of terror
The children assistants, who were supposed to look after them, instead abused the children
psychologically, verbally with an overly strict military discipline, which included corporal
punishments, as discussed in the previous section related to the deportation experience. Grazia
Arnese purposely denounces one case in which the extreme corporal punishment caused the
death of one of her little friends in the “gruppo.” Grazia was now in the Colonia Dux, in Lizzano
Belvedere, in the province of Bologna. Here, Grazia met Rosetta, a young girl of eleven, the
same age as Grazia Arnese (when she was in Lizzano), who was also under the same assistant,
Ms. Botticelli. Rosetta had a sister in the same camp whose name was Teresa and was 18.
Rosetta was emaciated because she was ill, strongly asthmatic, and extremely thin so her older
sister felt more of a maternal love for her than a sisterly love. Despite her weak health, Rosetta
was a young girl who had clear ideas. The partisans’ movement had begun to be successful in its
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efforts to counter Fascism, and Rosetta was expressing the dream of meeting one of the
movement to communicate to them that her and her friends were Libyan (this was how the
children were referred to in mainland Italy), that they were being abused physically and verbally,
and were far away from their family, and that they had been kept imprisoned in those boarding
schools for years. Ms. Botticelli was extremely strict and used all the tools the Fascist regime
gave her to inflict her power on those children and enforce the Fascist discipline. Rosetta’s older
sister Teresa knew this very well and often asked Ms. Botticelli to excuse her younger sister
from the extenuating military marching and fasting, or from corporal punishment because, with
every passing day, she was becoming extremely delicate and weaker.
Rosetta’s dream came true one day when she was left behind in the boarding school,
while all the other girls were out for a walk to the town. Indeed, while she was playing with a
dog, the latter sniffed out and found a partisan who was hiding in a bush. This is an emblematic
moment for Rosetta because she is able to express to this partisan that they are Libyan girls far
away from their families, and the partisan reassures her that “ritornerete a casa…molto
presto…di alle tue amiche di sperare…noi partigiani non vi faremo del male” (Arnese 176).46
Rosetta has something more for which to hope. Even if she understands in that moment that this
matter is a delicate one, a secret to be kept, she decides to share it with her friends once they
return from their walk. After asking them to swear that they would always keep this a secret, she
shares her encounter with the partisan and the entire conversation, which aimed to bring hope
also to all their friends. Unfortunately, while Rosetta was telling them her dream come true, none
of the girls noticed that Ms. Botticelli was listening too. This enraged assistant took the thin
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“You will return home…very soon…tell your girlfriends to keep hoping…we partisans will not harm
you”
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Rosetta in the courtyard “Racconta, su racconta! I Fascisti che ti hanno sfamata sino adesso sono
dei venduti vero? ‘e giù una staffilata alla schiena’ sono dei traditori vero? ‘e giù con quel
sibilante staffile di cavi elettrici’ noi, che vegliamo su di te, siamo traditori venduti? ‘e giù altre
scudisciate’” (177).47 This experience that Arnese recounts is certainly the strongest in terms of
corporal punishment inflicted upon the girls (at least, among the ones that the author witnesses).
It is to denounce such brutality that Arnese has decided not only to write about it but also to
describe in depth the moment of the flagellation, as well as the moment when the older sister
Teresa is summoned to take her younger sister to the infirmary where the poor victim will die
three days later, and to describe the funeral which all girls attended (179).
In addition to denouncing the event and discussing its traumatic impact on her life (as
usual, a vivid memory in her words) the author makes two other important points. As an elevenyear-old child, she understands now, more than ever, how indoctrination of any nature can push
fanatic people to act with such brutality and such disregard towards a child and more generally a
human life: “L’odio implacabile e la rabbia di quella iena scaturivano dall’ottusa personale
ramificazione tra lei e il fascio” (177).48 But at the time of writing her book, as an adult, just like
the trauma she suffered in the journey to Italy during her first experience in the Fascist gendered
space, this trauma reveals another understanding of such behavior, namely, the craving for power
that Ms. Botticelli exemplifies: “Non si arrendeva all’evidenza delle cose…voleva ancora a tutti i
costi magnificare un’ideologia di potere e di dominio che ormai…stava rovinosamente
crollando…[e] avrebbe trascinato con sé tutti coloro che avevano avuto (come lei) dominio e
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“‘Tell me, come on, tell me! The Fascists who have fed you so far are corrupt, right?’ and she struck
the young girl with a whip, ‘They [the Fascists] are traitors, right?’ and again she hit the girl with that
sibilant whip made of electric wires, ‘we, who look after you, we are corrupt traitors’ and again many
others whippings”
48
“That harpy’s merciless hatred and rage originated from the obtuse personal ramification between her
and Fascism”
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potere” (178).49 There is one more reason that led the author to dedicate an entire chapter to
Rosetta’s story and this is because it expresses the sentiment of powerlessness that Grazia Arnese
felt for herself but also for all the other girls who witnessed the brutalization that led to Rosetta’s
death: “Ci limitavamo a piangere e ad urlare pregandola di desistere ‘No, basta, non ha fatto
nulla di male. La lasci, è ammalata, non la picchi così.’ Eravamo annichilite per tanta malvagità”
(177).50 This is a moment, like many others in the book, in which those vivid memories are
intertwined with her reflective language, but the traumatic death of Rosetta triggers another
feeling: “Ancora una volta avevamo vissuto da pecore: e solo adesso che purtroppo era successo
l’irreparabile ci si accorgeva che un po’ del nostro coraggio, messo insieme poteva creare una
forza e chi ci dominava poteva essere dominato” (180).51 Here, she accuses herself and all the
girls of not reacting; the powerlessness becomes feeling of guilt. Here, we have the
dissatisfaction at her own lack of agency against the perpetrator’s violence. This feeling arises
because, at the moment of writing, Grazia Arnese, humanely, feels the rage summoned by
another emerging memory, that of being a subjugated subject within the Fascist boarding school:
“È un’assassina ‘gridavamo’ e dev’essere punita. Diteci dove è andata e poi la raggiungeremo
fosse in capo al mondo” (180).52 But that collective reaction came after the funeral when Ms.
Botticelli had already left for good.
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“She did not surrender to the evidence of things… she still wanted, by all means, to magnify an
ideology of domination and power that now…was ruinously falling apart …[and] would have taken with
it all those people who (like her) had had domination and power.”
50
“We limited ourselves to crying and shouting, begging her to desist, ‘Stop! Stop! She has not done
anything wrong. Leave her alone, she is sick, stop beating her.’ This cruelty petrified us.
51
“One more time, we had lived like cowards: only, now that the unresolvable had happened, we
understood that a bit of courage from each one of us could have made us strong and that those who
dominated us could have been dominated.”
52
“She is a murderer ‘we were shouting’ and she must be punished. Tell us where she is and we will get
her wherever in the world she is”
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All this is not to say that all the assistants attending the children were similarly cruel in
those schools; however, they were always extremely strict. Only in very few cases does Arnese
refer to people in the camp who were nice to the girls. One of those people was the head of the
first boarding school of Lizzano (Belvedere), not far from Bologna, nicknamed Mamma
Cicciona, fat mom. Mamma Cicciona considered all children humanely by taking into
consideration their trauma of being far away from their families and during the Second World
War. In accordance with this, she discouraged the child assistants from inflicting strict corporal
punishments and invited them to reconsider the girls in a different light (Arnese 48).
Nevertheless, the fate of Mamma Cicciona and the other very few people who, during the war,
somehow took pity upon those children dispersed in these “boarding schools” was always the
same: they were removed from their role. As this typical outcome was clearly a way of enforcing
a rigid Fascist discipline in all the camps, we can certainly consider these people as victims of
this harsh policy, even if they worked at the camps. This was highly discouraging for any other
child assistant who would have sought to soften the extremely strict way in which those girls
were treated, as fear clearly prevailed during Fascism. This is why we find so few lenient child
assistants in Arnese’s testimonial memoir.
The death of Grazia Arnese’s father enormously increases her loss of a sense of
belonging because, now, she knows that her family, if she ever goes back, will never be the
same. The displacement to Mussolini’s boarding school caused a premature loss of her father
because the last day she saw and spoke with him was June 2, 1940, when she was deported to
Mussolini’s boarding School. Now, this loss has changed from a temporary perspective (as every
child was hoping to return to their family as soon as possible) to permanent. The last words her
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father told her were “fatti onore piccola,”53 as she states in her interviews to the Regional News
of Piemonte became a motto for her life and needless to say, the realization of this book (the first
ever written on this topic) and the promotion of its significance is part of this honor she wants to
bring forward for herself, for her father, and for all the other children and their families. Her
father’s encouragement, then, is an important source of that spirit of rebellion to the suffering of
the trauma that I have mentioned before which is pivotal for all the 13,000 children she
represented with her first book.
A fundamental question to ask is why the author of I tredicimila ragazzi italo-libici
dimenticati dalla storia did not feel that she had fully soothed the suffering inside her with the
publication of her book? She certainly fulfilled her witness’ role with the publication of the
different versions of her book. However, beyond the mere fact of wanting to give a voice to the
other victims of this story, what is the true reason for her need to keep enriching her book as
much as possible with other witnesses’ accounts and to reprint a new edition upon having
collected additional testimonies from other people? To try to answer this question we need to
consider the understanding that the author has of history and of memory. While she does not
explicitly talk about these two concepts, she understands them as separated to one another, and
indeed complains on the very last page of her book “Abbiamo celebrato nell’anno 2011 i 150
anni della grande storia di Unità Nazionale, ma questa martoriata pagina di Storia Italiana
d’Africa è ancora da raccontare. Perché??” (320).54 In 2007, Francesco Prestopino attempted to
tell this history after reading the first version of Arnese’s book in 1990. He gathered testimonies
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“Always do your best, sweetie”
“We celebrated the 150th anniversary of the great history of the National Unity in the year 2011, but this
marred page of Italian History of Africa has not been told yet. Why??”(320) - Emphasis in the original
text.
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and photographs of different children involved. However, to date there is no real
historiographical work with the explanation for everything that happened to these children.
Indeed, as Prestopino himself admitted, the tentative list of children included in his book is
incomplete and even the names of Vittorio Palumbo, his brother, and of Nicolina De Bellis are
missing from that list. Because of its different approach to the children’s story Prestopino’s book
did not have the same effect that Arnese’s did. Prestopino told the story with what LaCapra calls
a “documentary or self-sufficient” approach (1). In other words, he used the evidence provided in
the testimony to simply inform the reader but he did not consider the testimonies in full
understanding the entire experience of every witness in order to make a real historiographycal
work. He did not consider the children’s experience as a group or seek to understand the
connections and/or the difference between the testimonies. This would have helped him look at
the big picture of the events that the children experienced and would have made his work more
accurate. Furthermore, the testimonies he collected were too small a number to be representative:
“possiamo dire di contare ottantanove testimonianze, ciò rappresenta soltanto l‘1% circa, rispetto
al numero complessivo dei ragazzi” (Prestopino 61).55 More importantly, Prestopino chose not to
include most of the children’s traumatic experiences, for example, in reference to an unpublished
typed testimony received by Ms. Primina Marchesi he writes, to sum up what his approach that
he qualifies as “scholarly” disqualifies as unimportant: “E, dopo aver, elencato le peripezie, I
lutti, e le varie difficoltà incontrate così chiude questi ricordi…” (45).56 This corroborates that
while this book attempts, as the author admits in his introduction, to recount the children’s
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“We can state that we have 89 testimonies, which represent, about the 1% of the total number of the
children coming from Libya”
56
These memoirs conclude after having listed the vicissitudes, the grief, and the various difficulties
encountered
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history rather than their story he does not use also their testimonies to help construct the, like
LaCapra suggested. How can the trauma of these children be ignored? Is it normal to have
children enrolled in “summer camps” with a military discipline and corporal punishments?
Prestopino states that the discipline was military and that the punishments could be sadistic (66)
however, he failed to recount those details of the testimonies he received. Grazia Arnese
certainly offered many more details to convey to the reader her experience and that of all the
other children.
There is no doubt that Grazia Arnese, like all the 13,000 children and youth involved, has
been subjected to severe traumas caused by the Fascist political philosophy, which inflicted upon
them the separation from their families at the beginning of the war. However, if this trauma
cannot be soothed, it is in part because the history of these children has always been considered
to be of secondary historical importance or, worse, because it has not been legitimated. LaCapra
writes that “historiography involves an element of objectification, and objectification may
perhaps be related to the phenomenon of numbing in trauma itself” (39). To this, I add that this
numbing occurs because historiographical work, as it is based on evidence of facts, aims to
recount the past in a sequential order explaining causes and effects, but rarely going into the
speaker’s life. Indeed, its goal is simply to inform and not to share, at least not in the sense of
testimonial works. Even if this is not the approach that LaCapra supports Arnese does have this
understanding of history, and she separates it from memory. Her book does not include any
reference to historical facts of the Second World War or Fascism. Instead, the few pages in
which she attempts to legitimate the history of these children from colonial Libya are those that
list the boarding schools and give the numbers of boys and girls present there, at the end of her
book. She got this list from the magazine “Annali dell’Africa Italiana” n. 4/1940 and from the
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magazine “Azione Coloniale” of May 9, 1940. Building on Grazia Arnese’s perspective, which
does not distinguish memory from traumatic memory, we can state then, that memory is
traumatic, but that history is not, because the events are far from the reader’s reality, not
necessarily in a temporal sense, but certainly in terms of cultural practices. For example, the
Holocaust is not distant in time, but it would not be acceptable in the contemporary culture.
Now, we can answer the previous question: what pushes Grazia Arnese to keep republishing her
book, augmenting it with as many witnesses’ accounts as possible? It is because this augmenting
and republishing of the book is part of the process of providing a historical framing, a
legitimization to her memories and, in order to do so, she needs to make her memories collective
and give voice to as many other children victims who are suffering from the same horrible
experience. The difference between Arnese and Prestopino’s work is precisely the genre of the
book, memoir against history, each with their characteristic peculiarities of writing. Feeling and
empathy are central in Arnese’s writing while (tentative) precision of data, details, and quantity
are the important factors for Prestopino. Even if Arnese’s memoir is not a history book, she
presents as many details as Prestopino’s book. She gathers historical documents, remaining
aware she did not write a historical book per se but the story of the vicissitudes of 13,000
children, which was neglected by history. For Grazia Arnese, historicizing her traumatic memory
means transiting from an individual trauma to a collective one, because this event has affected
the life of too many people. Historicizing memory then becomes a tentative way of overcoming
the trauma(s). It is when Grazia Arnese began to include other people’s story or/and photos that
this passage from individual to collective trauma became possible. For example, she shows two
photos of the Giacchetto brothers. In the first one she describes: “1940 Amici di scuola del
villaggio Giordani di Tripoli. In prima fila 6 fratelli Giacchetto tutti in colonia a Marina di
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Ravenna e poi separati” (50),57 while in the other she describes it “…Amabile Giacchetto con il
fratello Oscar vestito da Avanguardista, dilaniato da un ordigno mentre aiutava i contadini a
Reggio Emilia (1944) (50).58 Now we can see her denunciation of the level of collective trauma
which reinforces two of the many traumas she experienced herself (she lost her brother due to the
war too). More importantly, we can see the reason why she wrote the memoir and then opened it
to other witness’ accounts: it is a process that makes history out of these events and, as such,
overcomes the individual trauma that each and every child involved suffered. I repeat,
historicizing these terrible years is the way that Grazia Arnese found to overcome her trauma.
This now also sheds a light on why Grazia Arnese began to deliberately receive calls and letters
from other victims, regardless of whether they had met her or not. This attitude is in all the other
people who read the book or heard about it. This behaviour corroborates the eagerness to share
these traumatic experiences exhibited on a limited scale in my personal fieldwork. Those people
contacted Grazia Arnese without imagining that their testimonies and photographs would
become part of what, at the beginning, was just Arnese’s memoir and then became a piece of
testimonial literature of the Italian colonial period in Libya.

1.5 The 13,000 Italian children of Libya after the demise of Fascism
After the decline of fascism, which began in July 1943 Italy goes through a period of political
confusion between the allies and the German soldiers. Just like many Italian soldiers had not
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“friends from school from the Giordani Village of Tripoli. In the first row 6 the Giacchetto brothers, all
in the same summer camp at Marina di Ravenna, but then separated and grew up in different “Summer
camps.”
58
“… Amabile Giacchetto with her his? brother Oscar wearing the Avanguardista uniform, killed by a
mine explosion while helping farmers in Reggio Emilia.”
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been informed of the change in the Italian politics, which saw the German as the new enemy,
also the children hosted in the vast net of Mussolini’s Boarding school were unaware of those
changes for a while. The children of the youth of the Lictor in this transition moment represent
what was left of the Fascist party’s indoctrination and, at the same time the reproduction, of that
Fascist philosophy which saw in those children the future to perpetrate it. Yet, the children were
abandoned even by the personnel of those camps in which they were imprisoned. All of a sudden
those children and youth from the former Italian colony of Libya became refugees. They suffered
real poverty, hunger, cold, fear, and the feeling of being lost, suspended in-between got much
worse. The youth of the Lictor no longer existed, they were no longer the future of any state.
Mother Italy, who had always made them feel like foreigners in their own country, had
completely lost any trace of their presence and of their existence.
Grazia Arnese writes about all the assistants who had disappeared in the boarding school
of Dux where she was in 1943, and only Ms. Genni, the chief deputy school, remained with
them: “Eravamo davvero sfortunate. Sole, senza alcun aiuto, saremmo sopravvissute senza pane
e con il solo maglioncino che avevamo addosso? La signorina Genni da quel momento ricopriva
ogni carica per sua volontà personale” (Arnese 183).59 This is certainly one of the hardest
moments for all the 13,000 children of Mussolini’s boarding schools. They suffer extreme
hunger and thirst. Ms. Genni was searching for help from the people living around the boarding
school, however, it was rarely offered for the Fascist legacy of hatred and, more generally, for
the rejection of those children coming from Libya, wearing the youth of the Lictor uniforms,
awoke in the eyes of the people.
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“We were really unfortunate. Alone, without help at all, would we have survived without bread and
with the only sweater we were wearing? Mrs. Genni from that moment and on was in charge of
everything out of her own volition.”
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Convents, churches, old schools, and any other building, which were made available by
the few small Italian villages, who had decided to help these “Libyan” youth, hosted these
children. Ms. Genni takes all the children from Dux to Borgo S. Giacomo where she was hoping
to receive help from a “casa del Fascio” (House of Fascio) still operating there. However, this
hope was immediately suffocated when the Fascist there said that they did not have food even for
themselves, and moreover, Ms. Genni who had been asking around for any kind of help for her
little “Libyan girls,” always received a negative answer. In Borgo S. Giacomo however, Ms.
Genni succeeds at moving the people of the small village and some of them offer hospitality to
these “Libyan” girls. Grazia Arnese receives an offer to move in with Ms. Vittoria, a widow with
an eighteen-year-old son. She was spending the day with this lady and returning to sleep in the
building close to the yard where the other girls were. With Ms. Vittoria, she was in a real house
after many years with all the comforts and most importantly with food and water “fra quelle
mura mi sentii un’altra…ma anche più triste. Non c’eran le compagne dei miei giochi…Le mie
amiche sapevano cogliere ogni espressione di tristezza e di gioia; sapevano tiranneggiarmi per un
nonnulla, sapevano difendermi, proteggermi e adularmi a seconda delle occasioni” (Arnese
215).60 She missed her “gruppo.” She could not be simply subtracted from that reality all of a
sudden and thrown into another one. That relationship was strong and, therefore, even if Ms.
Vittoria was asking Grazia Arnese to move definitively in her house, Grazia was refusing. An
emblematic moment in this re-adaptation process is when Grazia Arnese describes her
interactions with Ms. Vittoria, the host mother: “Quando mi chiamava [Ms. Vittoria] scattavo
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“Within those walls I felt like another person…but also sadder. There, I was not with my girlfriends
with whom I played… they [the girfriends] understood any expression of sadness and joy; they knew how
to tease me for nothing and they knew how to defend, protect, and praise me according to the
circumstances.”
71

‘signorsì’, ‘presente’. ‘Sei stanca?’ mi chiedeva ‘signornò’ rispondevo” (Arnese 215).61 Grazia’s
answers don’t only reflect a behavioral habit due to the place and environment in which she had
been living for years but also how she saw herself through that term of organizzate libiche,
“organized Libyan children,” which made a strong imprint on her subjugated mind.62
Up to that moment Grazia Arnese, and all the girls who had escaped from the Dux
boarding school together with Ms. Genni, were still wearing the worn out G.I.L. uniform but
now Ms. Vittoria, the host mother, had a present for the young Grazia Arnese: a nice pink dress.
When invited to wear it immediately to see how it fit her the young Arnese refused, “non posso,
io ho sempre avuto la divisa” (216),63 as if after so many years and so much suffering, the life
before relocating to Italy, as a youth of the Lictor, did not count anymore. The author’s reflective
voice when writing about that moment better explains her feelings decades later: “Metterlo? Era
un sogno. Da quanti anni non avevo più indossato un vestitino? L’ultimo l’avevo messo partendo
dall’Africa…Ma poi, appena in colonia mi era stato tolto e mi era cresciuta addosso la divisa Gil
come una seconda pelle” (216).64 Arnese clearly expresses this imposed change of assuming a
new identity of “organized” child, together with all the other 13,000 from Libya as soon as they
arrived in Italy. It had been extremely difficult to adapt to a militarized life in uniform, but now it
was also hard to contemplate re-adapting to a life without it, without the certainty that the G.I.L.
uniform represented, and, with it, the fact of being all youth of the Lictor, young Fascists, the
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“When she called me I sprang into action ‘yes sir,’ ‘present,’ ‘are you tired?,’ she asked ‘No sir,’ I
replied.”
62
The description of these children as “organized Libyan children” meant that they lived according to the
Fascist political party’s training to become a perfect Fascist. For these children who were literally living
Fascism in Mussolini’s boarding school, this state meant that they were told what to do and how to do it
in, what to believe and how to venerate it. It was expected that they would obey to these commands.
63
“I cannot I always wear the uniform.”
64
“Wearing it? It was a dream. How long had it been since I had worn a dress? The last time had been
when I left Africa…but as soon as I arrived in the summer camp they took it away from me and the Youth
of the Lictor Uniform grew on me as a second skin.”
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future of Italy, the heroes of tomorrow. All of the sudden they have had that part of their “youth
of the Lictor” identity erased and been given another one which, obviously, brought back or
reinforced the sense of loss of belonging. The circle eventually closes, namely, with the gesture
of tearing off the uniform, countering the moment when they were first handed the uniform and
forced to wear it. The very sensitive Ms. Vittoria understands the strong trauma that the young
Grazia Arnese had gone through and, using the pretext of playing as if she was Cinderella, she
convinces Grazia to close her eyes and let her help her to put on that new dress. The author looks
at herself in the mirror with the new dress “meravigliata per quella metamorfosi e sinceramente
felice di me stessa, come se mi fossi ritrovata dopo un lungo tempo” (216).65 Indeed, Grazia
Arnese now recognized her ego, her “self,” but as we are speaking of young girls here, the
process of canceling the personality imposed for years and represented by the girl in G.I.L.
uniform, is not easy and might never be fully accomplished. The young Arnese decides to take
that dress off because she does not want to wear it as long as she lives with her friends. After
daydreaming as if she were a princess, hands the dress back to Ms. Vittoria, about this, she
writes: “il mio rifiuto era forse la più banale scusa per sfuggire a qualcosa più grande di me in
quella veste di principessina…nella mia brutta divisa, anche se la detestavo mi sentivo un
maschiaccio, meno vulnerabile” (217).66 Certainly, in the pink dress she could not have been the
strong young girl she tried to be during the years of the youth of the Lictor camps and, above all,
she was not able to make such a huge change in what had been her reality of “organizzata libica”
(organized Libyan) in a matter of few hours by simply wearing that beautiful dress. Grazia
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“I was astonished at that metamorphosis and truly happy for myself, as if I had found my person after a
long time.”
66
“My refusal was, maybe, a banal excuse to escape from something bigger than myself in that role of
little princess…in my ugly uniform, even if I hated it, I felt like a tomboy, less vulnerable.”
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Arnese and all the other 13,000 children were, and still are, suffering acutely from a trauma
inflicted by the creator of the ideology of the Fascist family: Italy. A trauma suffered due to the
separation from their real human family. Now, there was no sense of belonging neither with their
family nor with their country.
When the family adoption plan did not work for most of the young Italian girls from
Libya, most of these girls, thanks to the help of Ms. Genni who informed the public of the
vicissitudes of the Mussolini’s boarding school children, were received in monasteries. Grazia
Arnese and Nicolina De Bellis,67 together with another twenty little girls, were taken in by the
same convent of nuns. The latter, with great sensitivity for the excruciating experiences these
girls had gone through and how these had affected their personalities and, more profoundly, their
identity, eventually succeeded in re-educating those girls, little by little, to a normal lifestyle
pertinent to them and to their age. However, the traumatic experience of bombings continued and
even hit in full the convent where the twenty girls were hosted. The author describes how, as
soon as all the girls stood up after the bombing, their main concern was to check that everyone
was unharmed and how, above all, they were preoccupied to look for Nicolina De Bellis, the
youngest of the group. Ms. De Bellis, during her interview, stated that the memory of that
bombing is very clear in her mind and the reading of this anecdote was a great push for her to
look for Grazia Arnese so that they could restart their friendship. As stated earlier, a specific
trauma is linked to one or many traumatic events and a traumatized person can obviously
associate a traumatic experience to others s/he lived (LaCapra 90). This is what has happened to
these twenty girls that escaped from the bombing together with the sisters and took refuge in the
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Nicolina De Bellis is another child of Libya involved in the tragic experience of the Mussolini boarding
schools, who I interviewed in New York city. She found Grazia Arnese after reading her first version of
her memoir.
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woods where “Durante la notte…avevamo avuto incubi paurosi; bombe, scoppi, crolli e fuoco;
tutto ciò che avevamo così intensamente vissuto, il nostro subconscio l’aveva amalgamato e
rimescolato con tanti altri ricordi, con altrettanti foschi colori e tante altre paure” (Arnese 238).68
The adult Arnese, in the process of writing, is able to understand exactly how that process of
trauma affects a person’s understanding and experience of the conventions of time and location.
They were terribly frightened and scared human beings, and any related fear was enough to
awaken all the suffering which hit them during those years of imprisonment in those summer
camps which became long term boarding schools. With the end of Fascism and the facing of the
cruel reality of what had happened during the war, Grazia Arnese herself as a young girl
understood that what they had lived was a terrible experience. Worried that the convent would
have not been able to host them again, she asks one of the nuns: “Ci dica la verità se il collegio
risulta seriamente danneggiato, cosa farete di noi, ci rimanderete in quel campo di
concentramento da dove siamo venute?” (238).69 The young Arnese had learned, attentive as she
was, as much as she could in any occasion, that the concentration camp was a reality of that war
and, even if she was not able to fully understand the gravity of those camps which had been
opened during the Holocaust, it was clear to her that they were detention camps where freedom
was annulled and she could easily draw the parallel with the state in which they had lived during
the time of Fascist boarding schools. It is also important to consider that this fear was rooted in
the fact that Grazia Arnese and all the children from Libya often changed boarding schools
during the Second World War. This was also the experience of Vittorio Palumbo who clearly
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“During the night…we had had scary nightmares; bombs, explosions, fires, and collapses; all that
which we had so intensely lived, our subconscious had mixed it up and mashed it with many other little
memories, also full of dull colors and many fears.”
69
“Please tell us the truth about the boarding school: is it seriously damaged, what are you going to do
with us, will you send us back to that concentration camp from which we came?”
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wrote, “I have never understood why they moved us so often, but there seemed to be some
unwritten law that we weren’t to stay in anyone place very long” (52). This time, the nuns were
not like the previous boarding schools and had a very positive attitude towards those children.
The nuns helped them find their real families rather than try to substitute it with “adoptive
families,” as had happened to Arnese in Borgo S. Borromeo with Ms. Vittoria. Those sisters
were of great comfort for all those children over whom, as both Grazia Arnese and Nicolina De
Bellis prove, they looked after very well. One of the sisters of the convent had the merit of
finding Guerino Arnese, the author’s brother, hosted in another convent in a town not too far
from Carpenendolo a little town in the province of Brescia, North East of Italy, where Grazia
Arnese was housed. Grazia and Guerino started corresponding and so had now become aware
that they were not alone but, obviously, the longing for their family was and had been strong for
both of them during those terrible years.
The stories of these two little girls, Grazia Arnese and Nicolina De Bellis, are different,
however, again, they speak of a similar tragic experience of not recognizing, and not being
recognized by, their parents. Grazia Arnese’s mother finds her thanks to a postcard she had sent
through a young man who passed through one of Mussolini’s schools and had promised to send
the postcards that all the young girls had written to relatives in Italy to communicate their
whereabouts after the Fascist party’s demise. Arnese had sent her postcard to an aunt in Apulia
who advised her mother where she was. The encounter between Arnese and her mother reveals
not only the joy but also the difficulties of recuperating her original identity, which included
being part of a loving family, a facet which, for many years, had been missing from those 13,000
children’s life. “Dovevo riabituarmi al suo viso, alla sua voce…dovevo riannodare la sua figura a
quell’immagine sfocata e lontana di quando l’avevo lasciata giovane e bella… e sovrapporvi
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questo viso più vecchio, questa chioma ormai grigia, questi occhi azzurri più spenti, queste gote
scarne e queste labbra tristi. No, quando la sognavo io non la sognavo così” (273).70 The term
“sovrapporvi” (overlap) is key to understanding not only the fact that she had to substitute, all of
the sudden, the memory she had of her mother’s physical features with those of the person she
could now see close to her, but also that this difference between her memory and reality
represents the time lost with her mother and, consequently, with her family. Needless to say, the
time lost refers to the changes that every person undergoes over the years and which go beyond
physical features. This readjustment was necessarily a two-way process and also “lei [the
mother] doveva attraverso le mie parole, le mie espressioni imparare a conoscermi, a
comprendermi…ero cresciuta giorno dopo giorno senza di lei, senza il suo aiuto. Anche lei
doveva sovrapporre alla bambina spensierata e allegra allevata fino a sette anni, una ragazzina
nuova, piena di incognite” (273).71 This traumatic part involved not only Arnese’s mother but all
those parents who were, at some point, reunited with their offspring. It certainly was very
difficult to accept that they had missed such an important part of the development of their child,
as Arnese writes: “ero sua figlia ma quante cose gli altri e non lei erano stati capaci di
insegnarmi, nel bene e nel male, tutto senza la sua approvazione” (278).72 Indeed, what the
parents felt, and what caused them trauma, was not that they had lost those years of their children
development but the fact that they had not been able to participate in that development. The
children had been sent to Italy against the parents’ will. Subjugated by the Fascist regime, the
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“I had to get used again to her face, her voice…I had to tie back her figure to that far and blurry image
of when I left her, young and beautiful…and overlap this older face, this grey mane, these blues eyes,
now dead, these thin cheeks and sad lips. No, when I dreamt of her, I did not like this.”
71
“She, through my words and my expressions, had to learn how to get to know me, to understand me, I
had grown up day by day without her, without her help. She too, had to overlap a new young girl full of
doubts with the cheerful girl she had raised until the age of seven.”
72
“I was her daughter, but how many things had other people than her been able to teach me? In good or
bad, everything happened without her approval.”
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parents did not protest; however it had been a continuous imposition, which went on for years,
for both parents and children.
Grazia Arnese leaves the sisters’ convent happy because she has been reunited with her
mother; however, this also implies that she must say goodbye to the “gruppo,” her dear friends
with whom she had a special bond: “ora che le lasciavo mi sentivo rattristata. Una parte di me
era formata di un’essenza della loro vitalità, della loro personalità; gli anni del fascio ci avevano
modellato e plagiato come tante simili gocce d’acqua. La sventura e le vicissitudini ci avevano
legato a una stessa catena ed ora il mio anello sfuggiva a quel nodo al sodalizio, per sempre”
(275).73 Grazia Arnese, leaves the convent after being reunited with her mother, putting on new
clothes, and having understood the commitment required of her from the relationship with her
mother and, soon after, with what was left of her entire family. Indeed, she had to leave the
G.I.L. uniform and the “gruppo” behind, as a key step toward recuperating her identity. The
“gruppo” represented a very positive and important part of her ordeal, which helped her survive
physically and psychologically during the deportation in Mussolini’s boarding school but it is
precisely because of its link to the strict Fascist discipline enforced in an enclosed world that she
needed to get rid of that at this stage. Grazia is sad because she is the first one to go and knows
that all the other girls were still waiting or, better, hoping to experience the same joy and
emotion she was feeling. Also, Grazia Arnese’s plans were different as she was going to remain
in Italy with her mother and her brother Guerino but all her friends were waiting to go back to
Libya where their families still lived. When Grazia Arnese and her mother went to pick up
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“Now that I was leaving them, I was sad. One part of me was shaped by their vitality and their
personality; the Fascist years had shaped and subjugated us like drops of water. The misadventure and the
vicissitudes bound us to the same chain and now my link to that knot, that fellowship was escaping for
good.”
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Guerino, who was in another town, he entered the room suddenly while they were still talking
with the priest. Guerino did not recognize neither his mother nor his sister Grazia, even if the
author had sent a picture to her brother in the correspondence addressed to him. Grazia Arnese is
then the first one who makes herself recognizable and, after she also informs Guerino of their
mother’s presence, he rejects her: “questa non è mia madre. Mia mamma è diversa; giovane e
scura di capelli…non è lei, non è lei, la mia è in Africa che mi aspetta” (Arnese 277).74 What is
interesting here is not that Guerino did not recognize them but that he refused to accept his
mother when he was told that the lady standing there was his mother and explained the changes
that happen over the time and, above all, the difficult changes imposed by the war. This was
therefore a choice that Guerino made, an obviously impulsive choice, but still an attempt to
protect himself from further suffering due to the enduring trauma to which there is no solution.
In his own words, “Se era mia madre perché mi ha lasciato solo? Per tanti anni? ... Dov’era lei
quando mi picchiavano, quando mi pestavano e mi schernivano? Quando io piangevo disperato e
la chiamavo e avevo bisogno del suo aiuto … non ho più bisogno di lei. Ho le madrine che mi
vogliono bene e mi fanno da mamma” (Arnese 277).75 Guerino, after having suffered so much
during the deportation in those “summer camps” which became a boarding school of horror and
suffering, does not want to deal with the pain of having lost so many years with his beloved
mother, he does not want to go through that traumatic inner work of overlapping one image with
another one, which implied getting to know another person, another mother who had been
changed by the tragic experiences of the war. Eventually, he accepts to go with his mother and
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“this is not my mother. My mother is different; young and dark haired ... it's not her, it's not her, mine is
waiting for me in Africa
75
“If she was my mom why has she left me alone? For so many years?... Where was she when I was hit,
beaten up and everyone mocked me? When I was desperately crying and I called her and needed her
help… I do not need her anymore. I have the godmothers who love me and act as if they were my mom.”
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his sister but it will definitely take time before a kind of intimacy between mother and son would
be established again. Their return to Apulia does not help either. Together with their father, two
other brothers died in Libya during and due to the Second World War.
Nicolina De Bellis and the vast majority of the children remained in their provisional
housing, the sisters’ convent, for two more years after the end of the war. It was thanks to the
insistent action of Bishop Facchinetti, the bishop of Tripoli, that those children were regrouped
and sent back to the former Italian colony to be reunited with their family. By then, Libya was
under the authority of the British Military Administration (BMA) and receiving these children
was not as easy as it was supposed to be. Palumbo, in his memoir, recounts that until a decision
was made about what to do with the former Italian colony the “allies set-up an interim policy that
established a quota system for granting Libyan Italian a right of return. While waiting for a
decision on what the quota would be, interested Italians were required not only to register, but
also to move to refugee camps until they were granted permission to travel to Libya” (Palumbo
109). Nicolina does not remember whether she was at a refugee camp before returning to Libya,
but she remembers that, once the boat arrived in Tripoli, they were transferred to a refugee camp
run by the British army.76 The news of the arrival at Tripoli of a boat full of “Italian” children
circulated quickly, and mothers went around the yard, shouting their offspring’s names.
Sometimes, mother and children were looking right at each other but were disappointed, as they
were not able to see a familiar face. Nicolina De Bellis was four years old when she left her
home and ten when she returned. She felt as if she was in a perfect stranger’s home for a long
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She also remembers the experience of the refugee camps once the settlers were expelled from Libya
after the Qaddafi’s coup d’Etat. This period is related to the exile of the settlers and will be analyzed in
chapter four of this work.
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time, and she confessed in her interview that she always continued to doubt whether she had
been given to the right family.

1.6 Conclusion
There is undoubtedly bravery in Grazia Arnese’s piece of testimonial literature because she is the
first one who launched the discussion about the vicissitudes of this Italian Libyan experience that
involved her and others. Any other testimony given through books, documentaries, or media
interviews comes after her personal commitment. Palumbo’s memoir, while focusing on his story
and his family’s, corroborates the scenario of trauma suffered and that Grazia Arnese recounted
in a much greater detail. In the documentary Vacanze di Guerra, of the Istituto Luce, which
gathers few oral testimonies of Italian Libyan children involved in these vicissitudes, most of the
testimonies bear witness, in both their words and their emotional state, to the trauma discussed so
far in this chapter. While this documentary does not add much to what Arnese witnesses and
Palumbo corroborates, it is important to point out that Mr. Giovanni Spinelli, interviewed in the
documentary states that this deportation was not traumatic for him:

“per me è stata

un’esperienza bellissima qualcuno probabilmente dei più piccoli si sarà sentito spaesato io
andavo su e giù per queste scale di corsa. Era un mondo nuovo per noi, venivamo dalla
campagna non eravamo abituati a vivere su un albergo di mare diciamo” (’9”19).77 Certainly we
could imply that these experiences might also be subjective; however, what I aim to highlight
here is that, despite his positive words, it should not be assumed that the entire experience of the
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“For me it was a beautiful experience, someone, probably among the youngest, felt displaced. I went up
and down for these stairs [of the ship] very quickly. It was a new world for us. We were from the
countryside, we were not used to live in a, so to speak, hotel close to the sea.”
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boarding school was a positive one even for this gentleman. At the end of the documentary, he
openly recounts his disappointment upon returning to his parents’ farm in Libya and seeing his
mother as an elderly lady and, also, of recognizing his brother, who failed to recognize him
(’47”37). This facet of the terrible experience of the 13,000 Italian children of Libya is certainly
one of the traumas that I have explored in this last part of this chapter. Yet it is also important to
state that all 13,000 children have been traumatized. In one way or another or from many
different traumas, people who have suffered this experience currently are traumatized Italian
citizens whose dramatic past has been and continues to be ignored. Most of those still alive have
never had the opportunity to recount their experience and, in doing so, to make their story
history, as Arnese has tried for herself and for all those children who wanted to be recognized as
being part of this side of Italian colonial history.
Arnese and Palumbo, even in their very different approach to their experience of trauma
related to the same experience, have in common the fact that they do not want to hide anything
but, instead, wish to let people know the unfiltered truth (according to their memories), not out of
any feeling of revenge but simply to share it, so as to prevent it from happening again: “I ragazzi
della quarta sponda furono… le prime vittime della Guerra e nella loro odissea piccoli eroi senza
saperlo …” (Arnese 5).78 Both books become important in the process of reflecting on a war,
especially following a colonial offense. These books highlight how the colonial offense of the
settlement of Libya, and the Fascist regime’s ideology that sustained it, generate a situation that
involves not only binary relationships such as colonizer and colonized or Italian from Libya and
Italian from mainland, but much more complex ones, as I demonstrated, like the understanding
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“The children and youth of the fourth shore were the first victims of this war and, in their odyssey,
[they were] little heroes without being aware of it”
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of the fascist family structure and the strong nationalism that saw Italy’s imperialistic ideas more
important than its citizens. Indeed, the difficulty among rural settlers of grasping the Italian
imperialistic idea and the ideology of the Fascist family, as well as the physical, verbal and
psychological abuse of children in their forced stay in Mussolini’s boarding school, culminated
for the parents in the suffering ensuing from the separation from their children and, for the latter,
in the imposition upon them of the identity of the youth of the Lictor. All this, worsened by the
Second World War and the demise of fascism as demonstrated, created both collective and
individual traumas for all parties involved (parents and offspring). Fascist colonial Italy made
these 13,000 young people (of which, I would like to note once again that 3,000 children were
never returned to their families) into the sons and daughters of its imperial ideology and,
consequently, made difficult the relationship that these children had with Italy, as they no longer
knew what place they could consider home.
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Chapter 2
From Individual to Collective traumas: The Case of the Sephardi Jews
of Libya
Una scarica elettrica dalla nuca ai talloni: la leggenda della
mia famiglia, uscita con violenza dalla stanza cranica per
fantasia e aneddoti serali, si è aggrappata alla mia pelle, è
diventata storia, una storia più grande, quella degli ebrei,
quella mia (Magiar, 207)79

Taking as a starting point theoretical studies on trauma, this chapter aims to analyze the
story of Libya’s Italian Jewish community through the individual experience of Victor Magiar,
and his novel E venne la notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo (2003).
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This chapter addresses the

trauma of “fear-induced exodus” of all the Jews of Libya and specifically of the stateless
Sephardi Jews who, after many different traumas inflicted both during and after Italian
colonialism, were forced to leave their land: Libya. In this chapter I examine the magnitude of
the trauma suffered by Victor Magiar and his community. The examination of this traumatic
episode in Italian culture and society brings into focus a basic tension between cultural identity
and national identity from which different traumas develop. Specifically, in this chapter I analyze
how this tension is expressed through various aspects that I successively discuss: Magiar’s use of
the Judeo-Spanish language, the topic of his statelessness, the denial of their cultural identity
linked to Libya, and the violence and attacks to which they were subjected. I highlight how this
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An electric shock from the nape to the heels: the legend of my family, violently exited from the cranial
room, through fantasy and evening anecdotes, has clung to my skin, has become history, a bigger story,
that of the Jews, my own.
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(Suddenly, the night came – Jews in an Arab land)
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novel is a combination of fiction and collective remembering related to historical events that the
author presents through specific textual interludes. I focus on the intersection of these elements
because it is crucial to understanding the Sephardi’s transnational space and how individual and
collective trauma are collected. This chapter shows also how Libya was multicultural and
multilingual and that this postcolonial land did not involve a relationship only between colonizer
and colonized but that other populations were touched by postcolonial history. Specifically, the
Jews had different histories within their same community.
The author’s narrative (and narrative memory through textual interludes) becomes an
exemplar of the literary production of the Italian Jews of Libya, and, therefore, a part of
contemporary Italian culture, which highlights the existence of a transnational space that the
Sephardi Jews formed over the centuries as a result of being stateless. Following the Oxford
dictionary’s definition of transnational as “extending or operating across national boundaries”
and Lefebvre’s concept of social space, which is made and produced by social relations (186),
the transnational space in which the Sephardi Jews are confined should be understood as a space
that is not only cultural and/or ideological but also political. Indeed, “space has become for the
state a political instrument of primary importance. The state uses space in such a way that it
ensures its control of places, its strict hierarchy, the homogeneity of the whole, and the
segregation of the parts” (Lefebvre 188). Bhabha has stated that a liminal space is a
consequential and cultural productive stage of the postcolonial reality (5), and a space that is
therefore necessarily linked to a nation-state. But the Sephardi Jews of Libya, I argue, are in a
transnational space that I define as one that culturally does not belong to any particular nationstate (neither the colonizer or the colonized) and that politically did not belong to any country
either because these Sephardi were stateless. The transnational space that the Sephardi inhabit
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differs from Bhabha’s liminal space (of the postcolonial era) because it has been centuries in the
making, throughout the pre-, the colonial and the postcolonial period of Libya and, more
importantly, because it has no relation to any nation-state whatsoever. Due to these peculiarities
and specifically due to the lack of political belonging, in the case of the stateless Jews of Libya,
the transnational space to which I refer is compared to a no-man’s land, because they are denied
the basic rights that all nationals have, namely, to hold a passport. This latter entails basic rights
such as the freedom of movement from the country of residence, which was denied to the
Sephardi Jews of Libya. As Victor Magiar and the Sephardi Jew community are stateless they
were confined to this transnational space, which has inevitably caused traumas along the
centuries as I am going to discuss.
Magiar’s novel E venne la notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo also represents, as I demonstrate
throughout this chapter, an example of Mediterranean literature, because of the common
traumatic history that links him intimately to his community, which culturally belong to the
Meditarranean area and crosses national boundaries. This intimate link will shape his identity as
a Euro-Mediterranean Jew as he stated in the personal interview the author of this dissertation
did with Magiar on June 10, 2011. This unity between Magiar and the Sephardi community of
Libya and of the entire North African coast is also augmented by the traumas which were
inflicted to all the community at large as he makes reference in a narrative interlude within the
book.
I demonstrate how the postcolonial trauma affecting Victor Magiar and his community—
the Sephardi Jews from Libya—stems not only from actual physical violence perpetrated against
them (in the form of pogroms and forced displacement), but first and foremost from the negation
(effected by different figures of authorities, institutions, or ethnic groups) of their cultural
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identity and the spaces in which they could exercise it. The words “postcolonial trauma” that I
use to describe Victor Magiar’s suffering show precisely the continuity of his trauma, both in the
collective trauma he experienced as part of the Sephardi community during the colonial period,
which precedes his birth, and his individual trauma related to his person and family that
necessarily started after his birth. The collective trauma, in this case, is marked by history, and
following LaCapra’s work on history and trauma, I argue that for Magiar and his community,
this collective trauma is a historical trauma (700) because it is related to a loss in this case, the
loss of their land because of the expulsion from Spain in 1492 (Magiar 13). Magiar’s own
individual trauma originates from the fact of not being recognized as belonging to Libya not only
as a citizen but also as culturally belonging to it despite, he and his ancestors after the 1492
expulsion from Spain (fleeing the Spanish Holy Inquisition) settled in Libya (Magiar was born in
Tripoli and raised in Libya until the age of eleven). Moreover, the individual trauma is, also,
historical as it originates from the same historical event related to the loss of their land and the
ensuing condemnation to suffer violence and further diaspora especially to Israel and Italy,
which inserts him and his community in a Mediterranean frame. The latter is made of a
geographic position but it is also made of cultural encounters and exchanges between the
Sephardi culture and that of Libyan Arabs, of Italians and of non-Sephardi Jews both in Libya
and in Italy together with the other Mediterranean communities present in Libya back then like
the Maltese the Greek and the Armenians.81 Ultimately, I will demonstrate that, historical trauma
as a common origin unifies Magiar’s individual trauma with the collective trauma of his
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I argue that, even if the Armenian are not Mediterranean per se, we can consider them so because
historically they were living in Eastern Turkey also called Western Armenia. However, after the
Armenian genocide in 1915 many communities spread out in the world and many all over the
Mediterranean basin.
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community from which he, obviously, also suffers.
This chapter is divided in four sections. In the first, I analyze the individual trauma
expressed through Magiar’s novel. I show that as the novel is the result of a psychoanalytic path
the tension which surfaces is between cultural identity and national identity. This tension is
pivotal because the main character Hayìm and the majority of the Sephardi community members
were stateless. I then move to analyze the collective trauma(s) that affected the entire Sephardi
community of Libya not just as a group but also each member in their individuality. The
collective trauma, as Erikson explains, affects a community in their existence as a united group
consequently each member suffers the isolation that is a synonym of the disappearance of that
community. I highlight, precisely, how this has happened to the Sephardi Jews of Libya by
analysing the traumatic vicissitudes experienced by the Jews of Libya, both during the colonial
(1911-1946) and postcolonial period (1946 and onwards), but linking the origin of the Sephardi’s
entire traumatic existence due to the expulsion from Spain in 1492 and the perpetuation of this
trauma over the centuries and, specifically in Libya. I continue in the following section to show
how history plays a fundamental role in Magiar’s novel and the protagonist’s trauma of fearinduced exodus is linked to the collective trauma experienced by his community. The awareness
of this unity of the two different kinds of trauma (a unity expressed in the epigraph of this
chapter) will make little Hayìm, the protagonist of the novel, understand that he is no longer
listening to the history of the Sephardi Jew community he is, instead, part of it and he is living
that history in both his individuality and together with the other Sephardi Jews of Tripoli. I
conclude the chapter entering in a dialogue with Magiar not as a writer but as a Sephardi Jew
who went through the same experience as that of little Hayìm and was forced to flee his land
when he was only 11 years old. This will shed a light on how the trauma(s) of not belonging to
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any country and having full rights did not finish when he and his family reached Italy.
It is necessary to record and to commit to posterity this dark side of the experience of the
transnational Sephardi Jewish community from Libya, an experience that even those people who
were directly involved in it find difficult to discuss. This difficulty is attributable to the trauma
experienced by the Italophone Jews of Libya, a topic generally neglected by scholars of literature
and social sciences. Beyond some historiographies of the Jews of Libya, the discourse on
Sephardi Jews and Italian Jews (different from Italophone as they were not Italian citizens) has
mostly focused on the Holocaust, and the relationship with the Italian territory as citizens, which
explains the scarcity of accounts regarding the experience of Italian/Italophone Jews in Libya.82
The personal perspective is exactly what history cannot always convey and what makes this
novel a very important testimony for Italian cultural studies on postcolonial and Italophone
Jewish studies. Let’s begin by examining individual traumatic repercussions Magiar recalls
through his novel.

2.1 Individual Trauma in Victor Magiar’s Narrative
As Victor Magiar recounts both in his novel E venne la notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo and in the
personal interview granted to the author of this chapter in Rome on June 10, 2011, 6,000 Libyan
Jews were forced to leave Libya in 1967, following the Arab defeat in the Six-Day War.83
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For a comprehensive interdisciplinary approach to the Italian Jew Studies please look at Pugliese,
Stanislao G. The Most Ancient of Minorities: the Jews of Italy while in Italian focused on the literary
production of the Jews of Italy please look at Carlo Tenuta Dal mio esilio non sarei mai tornato, io or De
Angelis Qualcosa di più intimo: aspetti della scrittura ebraica del Novecento italiano, da Svevo a
Bassani. There are, obviously, many other contributions too many to be cited especially on the Holocaust.
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This war was waged by Israel against Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia, and contributed to
worsening the refugee problem and the geopolitical situation in the Middle East.
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Magiar, a Sephardic Jew, was among those who were expelled and his individual trauma began
with his birth in 1957 and continued until his departure from Libya.84 However, the writer of E
venne la notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo had not an unhappy childhood, but he was surely
subjected to a high level of stress resulting from the effects of the specific socio-political
situation experienced during his childhood.
Victor Magiar, drawing from his childhood as a Sephardi Jew from Libya, recounts the
different feelings that the main character Hayìm experienced in living in a multicultural
postcolonial Libya, which all of a sudden rejects the Jews’ presence. The author aims to show
how Hayìm’s story, as a stateless Jew, and that of his community is characterized by traumatic
events during the postcolonial period of Libya in which they were born and lived until the last
pogrom of 1967. The pogroms caused traumas because of their violence as well as the ensuing
traumas amongst which the strongest one was that of being forced to leave Libya to save their
lives from the xenophobic violence of the Arabs.
Magiar in his novel makes clear reference to the specific historical period of postcolonial
Libya as well as specific historical events, such as the pogroms, all relevant for the (Sephardi)
Jew community of Libya, and he does so in an attempts to awaken a collective remembering
rather than a historical knowledge. His attempt is to awaken a collective remembering within the
descendants of this history and also within those Italians, who are not Jewish and are therefore
most likely to not be informed about the general colonial history of Italy and above all the
history of the Jewish community of Libya. Indeed, this is why Magiar decides to write a novel
that, while highly inspired by his personal life, presents fictional characters, as this allows him to
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Sephardic Jews originated in the Iberian Peninsula. They were banished from Spain in 1492 and forced
to wander throughout Europe before landing in North Africa. They settled in North African countries such
as Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria, and across all of the Mediterranean basin.
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bring up important details of the collective remembering of the Sephardi Jews of Libya linked to
historical facts that he personally lived as a Sephardi Jew child in Libya. The history of the
Sephardi Jews which the author brings up throughout the novel originated in Spain in 1492 when
all members of the community of Sephardi Jews were expelled by the Holy Inquisition.
Historical references in Magiar’s novel also go through the years of the Fascist colonial
government of Libya and go on to show how Hayìm, a 10 year-old boy, lives this postcolonial
era and the burden of his community’s history and his contemporary postcolonial Libyan history.
Magiar’s novel highlights the relationship between the Sephardim and the Spaniards,
explaining the Sephardic Jews’ strong bond with the Iberian Peninsula (a bond that pre-exists the
political separation from Portugal), which is still represented in their language Judeo-Spanish,85
also called judeoespañol or Ladino in Spanish (13).86 Magiar’s novel is characterized by
linguistic peculiarities linked to the origins of this language: in fact, some brief parts of the book
are written in Judeo-Spanish or Ladino. These fragments are dialogues in Ladino between the
various characters of Sephardic ethnicity within the novel. A first reflection on the author’s
motivations for using the Judeo-Spanish language would speculate that he uses it to demarcate
his origins. Ironically, even those who know Victor Magiar personally might be content with
making such an assumption, although the author of E venne la notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo
speaks a flawless Italian with the typical accent of the residents of the area around Rome. The
presence of Ladino in the characters’ conversations should be attributed, in fact, to much more
intimate motivations linked to the author’s personal identity. Indeed, Magiar writes the novel,
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Judeo-Spanish is the language specific to Sephardic Jews, who still preserve it zealously. It is
contaminated by the various languages of their countries of residence.
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Not to be confused with the Ladino linguistic minority present in Italy. The separatist aspirations of
these territories (Spain and Portugal) strongly contributed to the archaic dispersion of Spanish language
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which yielded several languages including Judeo-Spanish.
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embedding dialogues in Ladino, after a psychoanalytic therapy that was for him as an act of
catharsis that liberated him from the trauma he experienced at the age of ten, upon forcible
fleeing from his beloved land: Libya.
Dori Laub states that trauma(s) push the traumatized to avoid speaking of the cause (or
causes) because they are unconsciously trying to forget and that, in doing so, they protect
themselves (66). The more traumatic memories remain relegated deep within oneself, the more
they become distorted in comparison to the reality of events. In fact, the lengthy period of time
that elapsed from 1967, when Magiar left Libya, to 2003, the year when the novel was written,
dulled the memories and feelings that he had for his beloved Libya. Thus, up until Magiar writes
his novel, his memories of Libya, based on his stories and those of the other Italian Libyan
Sephardim, were exclusively maudlin and negative.
Like Laub, Cathy Caruth also speaks of this act of symbolic refusal following a traumatic
experience: “The act of refusal . . . is therefore not a denial of knowledge of the past, but rather a
way of gaining access to a knowledge that has not yet attained the form of ‘narrative memory.’
In its active resistance to the platitudes of knowledge, this refusal opens up the space for a
testimony that can speak beyond what is already understood” (155). Indeed, Victor Magiar
comes to write this book only through the process of psychoanalysis,87 which allows him to
“dig” into his past. While Freud had already established the importance of psychoanalysis to
recuperate the meaning of repressed experiences, Michel Foucault noted the relationship between
psychology and archaeology. Ranjana Khanna, following Michel Foucault, posits: “If psychoanalysis is an archaeology of the mind in terms of its investment in uncovering the dead and
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Magiar, in an interview with Fabrizio from Slowcult, a website for the dissemination of culture, art,
literature, music, theater, and film, discusses the importance of his psychoanalytic process while writing
the novel.
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buried desire (remembering) and formulating those memories in current symptoms (repeating
and acting out), it is also about a working through of that repressed and symptomatic material”
(36). The process of psychoanalysis allows Magiar to slowly bring to the surface memories that
had been relegated to the depths of his mind in an attempt to protect himself from pain. The
working through process, as Khanna explains, is not a simple remembering but an engaging
process that re-instates the past into the present life. Magiar’s memories, which re-emerge from
the subconscious, recover their personal value, allowing him the intellectual lucidity to engage
peacefully in the narrative flow and bring it to an irrefutably positive outcome. The success of
the endeavour is defined not only in the author’s ability to write this novel, but also because he
has regained the memories of the first ten years of his life, and a full awareness of the Sephardi
Jew’s collective remembering and the Jewish history of Libya, and specifically how this history
is woven with his story, his first-hand experience. This awareness of the intimate relationship
between his community’s history and himself makes him embody a Mediterranean culture which
crosses histories and political borders, as is evident when he identifies himself as a “EuroMediterranean Jew” in the interview conducted on June 10, 2011.
To understand why Victor Magiar chooses this cultural identification, it is necessary to dig
into the experiences that have contributed to the creation of this identity. These experiences are
obviously related to the traumatic events experienced in Libya. Dori Laub wrote: “One has to
know one’s buried truth in order to be able to live one’s life” (63), and memories, even traumatic
ones, are undoubtedly part of one’s life, and thus of one’s identity. The problem of the identity of
the Jews of Libya is relevant because it brings into focus the tension between cultural identity
and national identity. There is, therefore, a dichotomy between two cultures: the Sephardic
Jewish culture from which Victor Magiar originates, and the culture of the country that issued
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him a passport and to which he now politically belongs. This might seem to be an obvious
problem in the context of migration literature or, as in this case, of postcolonial literature, but it
is not so straightforward. Victor Magiar, his family, and most of the Sephardi Libyan Jews were
stateless persons and, therefore, did not have a passport or belong politically to any state.
Within the novel, the main character Hayìm describes this rather unique political position:
being stateless. Hayìm and his family, who, unlike many Jews, and only thanks to favours that
they received, could exit Libya for two weeks each year and travel to Italy to visit friends and
relatives: “Per noi è diverso, forse grazie al capo della polizia amico di mio papà o forse perché
non temono una nostra fuga: lasceremmo troppe ricchezze. Sta di fatto che ci concedono dei
documenti di viaggio riconosciuti da pochi paesi al mondo; in terza pagina un timbro rosso dalle
proporzioni esagerate, YL, ricorda ai doganieri che siamo ebrei” (Magiar 31).88 In just a few
sentences, the writer describes the difficulties of many Jews stemming from the fact of not
having a passport and, therefore, of lacking political ties to either nation. This phenomenon
limited personal freedom, because stateless Jews could not, under any circumstances, exit Libya.
In line with Foucault’s concepts of biopower and biopolitics, the trauma suffered originates from
humans’ inevitable involvement in conflicts and political strategy. Foucault shows that with the
development of capitalism, dynamics were created whereby those who held power and
knowledge over the means of representation were able to control human beings and change lives
(1976: 252-3). Indeed, the deprivation of freedom of the Sephardi Jewish community in Libya
indicates that, over the centuries, from the Ottoman Empire to the Italian colonial fascist
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government, political leaders intervened in the life of every Jew and in the management of their
bodies by limiting movements within and without Libya because they were denied the Libyan
citizenship. This traumatic process began in 1492 when the Spanish Holy Inquisition expelled
200,000 Jews from Spain. Such a situation inevitably generated additional trauma.
Trauma is a delicate process that, as Kai Erikson writes, can be generated by a single event
of great intensity, like fear-induced exodus, as in the case in question here, or from a prolonged
situation of high stress. Constant stressors can injure individuals in numerous ways, and, if the
situation is prolonged for a long period of time, it will likely generate different traumas (Erikson
188). Victor Magiar and his entire community fell victim to various traumas caused both by
punctuated events and a state of permanent stress. These traumas, as I will show in the next
section, all originated from the internal discomfort of no longer being accepted in their own land,
Libya. Victor Magiar through the eyes of the main character Hayìm, his thoughts, descriptions of
what surrounds him, presents a cross-section of Italian postcolonial history. Through Hayìm’s
eyes, the author presents to his readers a cosmopolitan, multicultural, and therefore multilingual
Libyan community.
In the interview from 2011, Magiar said that Jews had been present in Libya for over 2,200
years, thus, their presence even precedes the arrival of Sephardi Jews from Spain in 1492. He
divides the Jewish community into the following groups: indigenous Jews, Italians Jews, and
Europeans Jews. In turn, he separates the indigenous Jews into two more groups: natives and
Gurni. The “indigenous native Jews,” who spoke mostly Arabic and Arabic-Hebrew dialect,
were descendants of Jews who arrived in North Africa about 2,200 years ago and had a long
cohabitation with the Berbers (one of the aboriginal people), while the Arabs arrived 1,000 years
later. The “indigenous Gurni Jews” (Gurni meaning “from Livorno”) were descendants of
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Italians in North Africa (especially in Libya and Tunisia) in previous centuries and spoke Arabic
and Italian. The “Italian Jews,” and finally the “European Jews,” came from different countries
during more recent migratory waves. They spoke neither Arabic nor Italian at home but, rather,
Hebrew with European language traits, which varied in accordance with the country of origin.
The author clarifies well how a language represented not only a culture but also the importance
of that culture within postcolonial Libya.
In the novel, the narrator emphasizes how the presence of schools in Libya from the
educational systems of all the major nations aimed to facilitate the integration of the different
non-Arab communities settled in the former colony’s territory. The Italian schools were more
numerous because of colonization, which ended in 1943 (Magiar was born in 1957), and also
because the Italians were the first to open modern and compulsory schools, as a result of which
the “lingua franca” remained Italian. The Arabs, the British, the French, the Germans, and the
Italians had their schools, while the other communities, defined by the narrator as “historical”
due to their more ancient settlement in the territory, could choose between existing communities’
schools: “…ebrei, maltesi, ciprioti, greci, turchi, armeni preferiscono le scuole italiane” (17).89
The narrator’s division of these communities into “important” and “historic” highlights a clear
difference in each of these groups’ social standing. Indeed, De Felice states that the British
Military Administration which transitioned Libya from the Italian colonial period to the King
Idris’ monarchy in 1951, had already refused to give financial support to Hebrew schools and
confirmed this aid to Arabic and Italian schools (188). Jews were, then, among the marginal
groups in Libya and, as such, did not even have the possibility of being represented in a school
system of their own and, consequently, their ability to transmit their language and culture was
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“Jews, Maltese, Greeks, Turks and Armenians prefer the Italian schools.”
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limited.
In 1952 the new kingdom enacted laws authorizing the closure of the old Jewish schools
because Hebrew was not recognized among the country’s languages, which were Italian and
Arabic.90 The latter was the official political language but the former remained as a legacy of the
school system that the colonial period had created and was accepted. What it is interesting to
note is that these “historical” communities are all linked by the fact of being Mediterranean
communities, which originate from countries in the Mediterranean Sea. By acknowledging this
category, the novel also shows a degree of cohesion among these Mediterranean communities
including Italy because, even if it was in a different position as the former metropolis and then,
had its school, Italy was welcoming all of the nationalities in his school including of course the
European and Western communities present in Libya after the colonization (Magiar 21). More
importantly, all these communities would be obliged in one way or the other to flee the country.
In 1967 the Jewish community is the first to suffer a fear-induced exodus, the other communities
will suffer official expulsion after the Gaddafi’s coup d’état where, obviously, the Italians were
the most numerous and the most affected because they were the former colonizers.
This brief historical excursus illustrates not only the Jewish community’s marginal status in
Libya, but also these people’s traumatic experience, which affected Victor Magiar even before
his birth. The historical approach that Magiar adopts in his novel highlights obvious references to
historical events, the majority of which occurred prior to his birth. The lack of a passport, Italian
colonialism, several pogroms, the birth of the State of Israel and, finally, the Six-Days War have
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From the late 1951 until the 1969 coup led by Mohammed Qaddafi, Libya was a Monarchy under the
rule of King Idris.
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all marked his life.91 Victor Magiar personally suffered through these historical events so the
novel constitute an important example of witnessing the extent of the collective traumatic
experience of his community that will join in his individual trauma, which I will analyse in the
third section of this chapter. Let’s move now to the importance of the lack of passport for the
Sephardi Jews and how this is represented through the novel.
After the Second World War, and thus the end of colonial Libya, many Italians remained in
the Libyan territory, together with the European and the “historic” communities. For the Italians,
this decision to stay meant that they wished to live together in peace with their own customs and
traditions; moreover, the relationship between Italians and Jews, as Victor Magiar in his
interview of 2011 states clearly, “was excellent.” The differentiation of Libyan cultures and
ethnicities within a shared space is akin to the Hebrew Old Testament’s parable of the Tower of
Babel, one may well imagine that in such a context, nationality is defined as a sense of
belonging. Indeed, nationality was very important for all of the communities present in Libya at
that time, but it was even more so for Sephardic Jews. To them, nationality mattered in a
different sense because they were stateless. In light of this, to acquire a nationality would have
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meant to receive a passport and all the rights included with it. Stateless Jews needed a document
that would grant them the basic freedom that had been denied to them. Therefore, if stateless
Jews needed a nationality, it was not because this would allow them to feel a sense of belonging
to their community or because they were seeking a cultural identity (they already had one), but
rather because they wanted to be free to move beyond the confines of their state of residence.
The narrator shows how an Arabic language class turns in an attempt at cultural
indoctrination when in the novel, an Arabic teacher named Warda asked Hayìm which language
he spoke, he answered Ladino, adding that he was a Jew. Then the teacher asked: “Ebreo sì, ma
di che paese: ebreo turco, ebreo italiano, ebreo arabo?... Insomma tutti noi abbiamo una religione
ma anche una nazionalità, la tua qual’è?” (Magiar 22).92 Hayìm was speechless as he realized
that

his

answer,

“Jew,”

was

not

exhaustive,

but

Warda

replied

immediately:

“Voi ebrei siete un gruppo religioso… non una nazionalità” (22).93 This time, however, Hayìm
was prepared to answer and even managed to paraphrase a sentence suggested by a fellow
classmate: “Noi siamo di nazionalità ebraica” (22).94 In fact, he added that his friend should
simply say: “siamo un popolo, diviso fra altri popoli: insieme ad altri popoli formiamo nazioni”
(22).95 In a simple and clear way, through the words of Hayìm and his classmate, Magiar
explains the history of the Jews before the creation of the state of Israel, which has always been
marked by diaspora as a result of the forced abandonment of the homeland and, by the fact of
living in a transnational space because of this continuous displacement over the centuries, as I
have explained in the introduction of this chapter. But what it is worthy of note here is that this
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space is particularly “narrow” for the Sephardi Jews of Libya who as previously mentioned, were
stateless so did not belong politically to any nation-state. So this transnationalism is a state of
being in between nations without politically belonging to any of them.
The exchange with the Arabic teacher causes a mix of amazement and embarrassment in
Hayìm. Indeed the narrator says that he “prendo coraggio” when he decides to paraphrase his
classmate as stated above.96 Hayìm is puzzled not only because of the Arabic teacher’s question,
but also because the pupil’s reply does not satisfy her. For the teacher, it was of utmost
importance to understand what Hayìm’s nationality was. The narrator describes the latest reply
given by Hayìm, who conveys his own sense of loss in a topic of conversation that didn’t seem
to be important for anyone but for himself, and whose interest for the Arabic teacher was never
clarified. Everyone knew everyone else’s ethnicity and/or nationality; the classmates were
constantly asking one another about this, but the response was never all that important, especially
in the scholastic context of postcolonial Libya.
Hayìm continues the conversation with the teacher by quoting his father’s comparison of
Libya to modern countries like the United States, the former Soviet Union, and any other country
in which many different peoples live together within a single nation-state. Warda, the Arabic
teacher, does not seem to agree with him and continually refers to the type of passport held by
the child and the family in order to find a plausible answer. At this point, she needs only one
“word” and will only accept the word indicating a nationality, almost like the brand of an object
or the pedigree of a pet. Warda wants to find a category within which to enclose Hayìm. She
wants to give him a national and cultural group identity, rejecting the simple but important
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concept that nationality can be different from ethnicity and, in turn, from cultural identity, since
the latter cannot be catalogued and is not, therefore, the same for all. Stuart Hall speaks of
identity in these terms: “Identities are never unified and, in late modern times, increasingly
fragmented and fractured; never singular but multiply constructed across different, often
intersecting and antagonist, discourses, practices and positions. They are subject to radical
historicization, and are constantly in the process of change and transformation” (17). As a
passport can only indicate national identity, it is necessary to go beyond categorization to
understand how Hayìm perceived his own identity. Hayìm (and Magiar himself) did not have a
passport, but this did not indicate or alter his Sephardic Jewish identity, which also, affirms his
Mediterraneanness rooted in his history and in his present of a multicultural Libya where, as
mentioned before, there were many other nationals from the countries of the Mediterranean,
including the Arabs.
Through the story of Hayìm, Magiar skilfully manages to romanticize two very different
political thoughts. Hayìm has an “open” mindset; he knows that he is a Sephardic Jew, he is
aware of his roots, customs, and religious beliefs, and he is proud of them. The difference
between himself and others does not upset him; on the contrary, he is even enriched by his
friends’ linguistic and cultural diversity, which represent a cross-section of Libyan society. In
this regard, the narrator writes: “Eppure una gran parte di mondo vuole parlare una sola
lingua. Una sola lingua vuol dire ascoltare una sola voce, un solo pensiero: non fa bene al
cervello e forse nemmeno al cuore” (Magiar 23).97 Warda has a fundamentalist attitude,
believing that all persons should live in the country to which they belong or, even better, the one
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whose passport they carry. Indeed, she calls modern nations like the United States chaotic
because according to her “ogni terra un popolo, ogni popolo uno stato, ogni stato un passaporto!”
(Magiar 23).98
The dichotomy between these two simple lines of reasoning is key to understanding all of
the experiences and behaviours of the different peoples present in Libya, which are at the root of
events that took place in Libya, during the forty years of Colonel Qaddafi’s dictatorship and
which affected the country’s domestic life and relationship with Italy. The latter was a
relationship based on mutual resentment, rather than a fruitful and constructive relationship. This
tension was inevitable because for forty years, Qaddafi’s dictatorship silenced tempers and
traumatized the people who were already upset by colonialism and by the various genocides that
had taken place. Since the beginning of this dictatorship, the period of peaceful coexistence of
different cultures was erased from the Libyan people’s consciousness.

2.2 Collective Trauma among the Sephardi Jews of Libya
Erikson’s differentiation between types of trauma suggests that the trauma that is at stake here is
that suffered by Hayìm (which affects the community in its repercussions on individual
members), it is also collective, and the narration in the novel is a demonstration of this. As
discussed in the previous chapter, collective trauma, is not a trauma experienced by a group of
people who suffered the same events, rather, it is the result of constant stressful situations that
impact the same community of people in its unity (Erikson 187). In light of this understanding of
collective trauma, it can be stated that the Italian Fascists have traumatized the Jewish
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community of Libya, as well as the native Arab Libyans (a part of which was also Jewish as
Magiar explained himself during the interview). The origin of the traumatic experience in Libya
for “indigenous Jews” (Gurni and natives) and for those of Europeans origins is linked, as
mentioned earlier, to the feeling of non-acceptance in their homeland, triggered by not being
recognized as true citizens, both under Italian colonialism and then by King Idris’ new
government from 1951 until 1969.99According to international conventions, when a colony
becomes independent, all of its residents can choose between three options: take the citizenship
of the new independent nation, keep their existing citizenship, or accept citizenship of the former
colonizer.100 In this regard, Magiar states during a personal interview that:
Il neo governo libico non ha mai dato questa possibilità di scelta … e anche
l’Italia si è sottratta ai suoi doveri così chi aveva conservato qualche documento
italiano (perché aveva fatto un viaggio o il servizio militare) rimase italiano e chi
non aveva (o aveva smarrito) dei documenti rimase senza. Solo qualche ebreo
(una decina più o meno) ottenne un passaporto libico ma … la maggior parte degli
ebrei di Libia rimase in questa strana condizione di non aver un vero passaporto
… e così, per esempio, mio padre o mia madre rimasero per molti anni in questa
condizione, e quando viaggiavamo adoperavamo un cosiddetto travel document.
(Personal interview) 101
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What has been said so far suggests that the trauma of all the Jews of Libya (not exclusively
for the Sephardi) began not with the Holocaust, but with the transnational space in which the
Jews of Libya remained “imprisoned.” The horror of the concentration camps also reached
Libya, but in this colonial context, the presence of camps ended up aggravating a situation that
was already precarious.102 The entire Jewish community, without distinction of origin, fell victim
to the experience of a second trauma commonly caused by colonialism. With the arrival of the
Italians in Libya in 1911, all the inhabitants of Libya were forced to assimilate into the Italian
cultural identity, Fascism granted a special status to Jews from Libya who were considered
metropolitan Italians and, as Magiar said during his interview, “come direbbero in altri paesi,
Italiani d’outre-mer perché erano italiani solo in relazione alla metropoli” (Magiar, personal
interview).103 The Fascist government created this status in order to distinguish between “I
soggetti dell’Impero e quelli considerati ‘quasi’ del tutto Italiani” (Magiar, personal
interview).104 What is very interesting here is that Magiar uses the expression that refers to the
French Departments “d’outre-mer” (overseas) which are considered, today, exactly like part of
France and of Europe but are named in this way because of their geographical location.
However, by specifying “quelli considerati ‘quasi’ del tutto Italiani,” Magiar highlights a
difference that has always existed between French citizens of the metropolis and the citizens of
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the former colonies like Algeria or Tunisia.105 I am referring to a difference in the mutual
perception of the people from the metropolis or from the colony, similar to the one that Franz
Fanon described.106 Magiar, however, uses his main character Hayìm to highlight not just
differences but also similarities, which are present with those territories divided by the same sea:
the Mediterranean. These similarities are determined by common historical threads, of which the
most important is the movement and the related displacement that have shaped the destiny of
many Mediterranean people. Indeed, while on Tripoli’s shore, at the beginning of the novel
Hayìm says: “Osservo mio padre, e poi gli altri: eravamo venuti insieme ma ora ognuno è per
conto proprio. Ciascuno di noi è approdato in un luogo diverso, certo in un tempo diverso”
(10).107 These words consider the Mediterranean sea as point of arrival and of departure that
refers, certainly, to his community, the Sephardi Jews, when he says “e poi gli altri” (and then
the others). Indeed, he is taken to the beach of Tripoli with his father and his uncle only. There
are no other people to whom he might refer and it is very interesting that, before this clear
reference to the Mediterranean people as part of the same space, he talks about himself as a kind
of fish: “Le mie branche improvvise spiegano che potrei essere ovunque nel grande oceano o nel
più piccolo dei mari, non farebbe alcuna differenza: se sai starci dentro puoi starci dappertutto”
(10).108 This metaphoric portrayal of himself as a fish precisely expresses his belonging to the
sea, in this instance to the Mediterranean Sea bringing together all the people who share such a
close relationship with any kind of sea and then with this feeling of separation from the opposite
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shore that at the same time is also of unity. The collective trauma of Hayìm, of the Sephardi
community, and that of all other communities who have been obligated to leave, is clearly linked
to their Mediterraneanness and to these characteristics of being on a shore and, sooner or later,
pushed in one way or the other to cross over, as I discuss below.
The narrator describes how the Italians, after arriving in Libya as settlers (forty years prior
his birth), did not initially have a negative attitude, but with the establishment in Libya of the
Fascist party in 1938, things radically changed.109 Its discriminatory acts toward the Jewish
community also targeted their religious customs. For example, the Italian colonial government
did not respect the Shabbàth,110 the Jewish celebration held on Saturday and considered sacred
because it is a day of rest and holiness (Magiar 39). This clearly was one of the ways in which
fascism wanted to impose its power over the Jewish community and, with this behaviour,
collectively traumatized the entire Jewish community.
This discrimination sheds light on a type of trauma not contemplated in Erikson’s
approach. In a postcolonial context, a collectivity can be affected by sudden trauma, such as the
ordinance that forbade the Jews from adhering to the Shabbàth, forcing them to work every
Saturday. The trauma, in this case, is not only caused by a specific event consisting in an
immediate action, but it is also caused by this event’s profound magnitude because of its
intrusion into the religious domain. One of the features of the Jewish religion has been
attachment to one’s geographical and cultural roots compared to the Christians, but in this
context, more than anything, this attachment represents a means of mutual bonding among the
members of the Jewish community in Libya. The Italian colonial invasion under the Fascist
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regime and the ordinance of working during the Shabbàth destabilized that link through which
every Jew identified himself or herself as Jewish. In this case, this repressive behaviour,
however, had the opposite effect of strengthening that bond among Jewish people. Indeed,
Erikson sheds light on the social dimension of trauma and posits that it can create community,
arguing that “trauma shared can serve as a source of communality . . . in the same way that
common languages and common backgrounds can” (186).
The Jewish community, which occupied “il venti percento della popolazione cittadina, il
cinquanta per cento della popolazione attiva nell’artigianato, nel commercio e nell’industria”111
(Magiar 39), ignored that ordinance for a year. This disobedience amounted to refusing an order
that, in its clarity and coldness, limited another basic freedom: the right to worship. Ignoring the
ordinance, however, was neither a solution that allowed the community to “escape” the trauma,
nor was it a way to fight it, because the very promulgation of such a law traumatized the whole
community. The Jewish community immediately suffered the consequences of the ordinance
because it became aware that its members had already lost respect for their religion, and I stress
that in the case of the Jews, this respect was extremely important because the ability to practice
their religious customs allowed them to identify one another as members of the Jewish
community. The narrator informs the reader that the Governor General decided to enforce the
ordinance as promulgated and that it stipulated punishments in the form of flogging in the square
(40). This decision caused full-fledged riots and, consequently, created a rupture between Jews
and Fascists. The arrival of Fascists in Libya with, most importantly, the onset of the Second
World War represent a sad and cruel period in the history of the Jews within this Arab land.
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However, it is important to state that the horrible experience of Fascism did not cause a
separation between Jews and the Italian community, but only with those Italians who supported
Fascist ideologies.
In 1922, a decade after the colonization of Libya had begun, Fascism arrived in Italy. The
Italian citizens, and therefore the Italian settlers who went to Libya, were living in a situation of
economic depression. In a historical period in which mass media were almost non-existent and
few people had access to the radio, Italians from Libya did not have the tools necessary to
evaluate all facets of Fascism, even if they were Italian citizens. They received sporadic news
from Italy, which had become for them the country where they used to live (or for the new
generations the country of origin). They no longer considered Italy their home country, as it
could not offer them a future. In this regard, the Italians from Libya suffered a trauma inflicted
by their country of origin, and, ultimately, the same thing had happened to Italians residing in
continental Italy, because they saw Fascism taking control of the land and, a few years later, had
to face a war that was, as Magiar stated, “forse più grande di loro” (Magiar, personal
interview).112 If we consider that Fascism traumatized without distinction Italians, Arabs, Jews,
and any other national or cultural groups that did not share its precepts or its way of achieving
them, we can understand why no real break occurred between the Jews and the Italian
community, and only with Fascism. This also explains why the Jews of Libya were able to make
a distinction between those who had Italian nationality and those who espoused Fascism. By
making this distinction, the Jews of Libya had already demonstrated that they were above those
categorizations and realized that these “categories” provided no important information
concerning the identity of a subject or of a community of people. Magiar’s novel gives a clear
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example both through Hayìm’s scholastic context and through the attitudes of solidarity between
both Italian and Jewish but also between Arab and Jewish adults. This will be highlighted in
occasion of the illegal emigration to Israel for the former case of solidarity and in occasion of the
last pogrom for the latter. Because of this solidarity we can certainly state that not all Italians
espoused Fascism, and not everyone shared the regime’s ideas (and, consequently, not all Arabs
were against the Jews). Briefly, we can also observe that Italian Fascism was not a combination
that operated with mathematical precision in Libya. The narrator (an omniscient one now, not
Hayìm) clearly states in the novel (without inciting surprise) that the end of Fascism and of
Italian colonization meant liberation for the Jews of Libya. As a token of gratitude and
indebtedness to the British allies, the Jews of Libya began to give their offspring English names.
Even Victor, the writer’s name, is meant as a link with that period, alluding to Winston
Churchill’s “V” symbol for victory (89).
The narrator continues referring to the corruption of names in registering newborn children
during Italian colonial period that: “Per decenni l’anagrafe colonialista aveva italianamente
corretto nomi considerati stranieri o stravaganti: Elia, considerato nome di donna, era stato
tradotto in Elio e Yakòb poté diventare Jacopo o Giacomo, a seconda del funzionario di turno”
(88).113 Yakòb is the name Jacob, the Jewish character of the Old Testament, known in Italian as
Giacobbe rather than Jacopo. The Italian policy of registering newborn children case was not
determined by a random corruption of names, as can happen when one changes country. Rather,
it represented another action taken by the Fascist party, consisting in the “denaturalization” of
Jews from their culture and identity and the imposition of another one. The corruption of the
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“For decades the colonialist registration office had changed into Italian names considered extravagant
or foreign: Elijah, considered a woman’s name, had been translated into Elio, and became Jacopo or
Giacomo, according to the official on duty”
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name was traumatic not so much for the subject towards whom it was directed (who was usually
a newborn) but more so for the relatives, who faced the increased difficulty of transmitting
Jewish culture to their children. The use of English names in the aftermath of Fascism, and
therefore the act of rupture with Italian names, had been imposed as a process of
“defascistization” similar to the decolonization of the Italians launched by Qaddafi in 1970. The
Jews, through the use of English names, claimed their identities by rejecting Mussolini’s
impositions, and the Arabs—the followers of Qaddafi—wanted to make Libya more Arab by
expelling the Italians who were perceived as disturbing elements, in an expression of continuity
with the independence obtained in 1951. Unfortunately, the former settlers were not the only
element of disturbance for the Arabs. As the British historian Sir Martin John Gilbert wrote in
the presentation of Maurice Roumani’s book The Jews of Libya: Coexistence, Persecution,
Resettlement (2008): “Despite liberation, the perils of Italian racism were soon replaced by the
harsh realities of Arab nationalism” (xiii).
The philosophy of Warda, Hayìm’s teacher, not only attested to the horror of World War
II, but also exemplified more serious problems as well. The novel, recounts that the Libyan-Arab
nationalist party El Hizb al-Watàni, connected to the Egyptian nationalist parties and the Arab
League. They became allies because of their common rejection of Jews (93), this information is
corroborated in Maurice Roumani’s historical book The Jews of Libya, indeed, during the first
pogrom of 1965:
several members of the nationalist party Hizb al-Watàni, were seen in the
[rioters’] headquarters throughout the violence. It was also reported that the
members of this nationalist group had ‘Black Hand Gangs’ on hand to keep
members of the party in line during the pogrom. They were responsible for the
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organized nature of the pogroms, demonstrated by the fact that the outbreaks
erupted simultaneously in various parts of Tripoli. (Roumani 49).
Indeed, the novel brings up (always in line with the official version of the history of Libya’s
Jews) that the El Hizb al-Watàni represented a more organized way to voice the feelings that
“commercianti e imprenditori arabi … ricalcavano [dal]le tesi anti-Semite apprese dagli italiani
durante il fascismo” (Magiar 92).114 The nationalist party’s expressed the common hope of
forging a united Arab nation. This was, moreover, Warda’s dream: a nation formed by all
Arabic-speaking countries of the Muslim religion, which supposed that all the Arab countries
spoke the same variant of Arabic or practiced the Muslim religion in the same way. Magiar
clarifies, in his interview that, in actuality, classical Arabic was not spoken by anyone across the
region, and that everyone used the dialectal variant of their country, as is the case today.
The novel recounts that anti-Jewish sentiment grew in all the Arab countries in the Middle
East. The news of the massacre of Jews in Europe because of Nazism and Fascism increased the
Jews’ desire to have their own state in Palestine. Magiar, at this point of his novel, aiming to
denounce an atrocity towards his people, recalls November 4, 1945, when the first pogrom took
place, describing it as “un eccidio lungo quattro giorni e centotrenta anime” (94),115 providing
data that is supported by Roumani in his historiographical book. The novel points out the
weakness of the British empire, which had established the British Military Administration, and
its failure to calm tensions or to find better ways to avoid the pogrom against the Jews. In regards
to this the historian Roumani supports what the narrator told in the novel:
What is striking in this pogrom [in 1945] is that the British Military
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“Arab traders and entrepreneurs…were repeating the anti-Semitic theses learned from the Italians
during Fascism”
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“a massacre four days and 130 souls long”
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Administration’s reaction was neither swift nor adequate enough to stop the
violence. BMA authorities consistently insisted that they had the situation under
control and so did not request military reinforcement … Furthermore, it was
reported that the police had a four-hour advance notice of a planned Arab attack
on the Jews of Suk al-Juma, a town located … between Tripoli and the American
airfield at Mellaha. Yet despite the warning the police did not attempt to avert this
attack and thirty-four Jews were killed. (Roumani 52)
The Arab and the Jewish communities got involved in the crisis together since it became clear
that the British Military Administration did not plan to intervene and avoid pogroms that indeed
happened in 1945—and again in 1948 and 1967, though, by then, Libya was independent—as
well as in other locations of the Middle East: Bagdad, Iraq and Aden, Saudi Arabia (Roumani
66). The 1948 pogrom was also caused by the birth of the State of Israel. When the British
protectorate over Palestine expired on May 14 1948, resident Jews proclaimed the birth of the
State of Israel (Web page - Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs).116 The next day, five armies from
the neighbouring Arab countries came close to the border of Israel because they could not accept
the proclamation of the new state, and war was inevitable. This war, that Jews refer to as the War
of Independence, while Palestinians and citizens of Arab countries call it al-Nakba (the
catastrophe), would mark the beginning of a conflict that would continue to grow until the start
of the Six-Days War in 1967.
This brief description of the events and of the victory of the Jews explains the underlying
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e%20of%20israel.aspx The UN resolution (29 November 1947) to create the state of Israel had opened
up this possibility.
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cause of many of the pogroms in Libya throughout the Maghreb, and also in Egypt (Roumani
47). It also clarifies the collective trauma suffered by Magiar’s community and all the Jews of
Libya due to the pogroms, and how this trauma has also affected a far greater collectivity: the
Jewish community throughout all North Africa, who were increasingly seen as troublemakers in
their land. The Jews of Libya sought to emigrate in droves, and, in this way, they once again
experienced the “fardello genetico” (Magiar 25) of their diasporic condition.117
As aforementioned, the atrocities of the pogrom were also repeated in 1948 and in 1967,
and Magiar revisits these traumatic historical events in the novel (94, 115, 222). Hayìm the
narrator recalls that, one day, some Arab friends picked him and his sister up from school,
because now simply circulating on the street could endanger the lives of Jews (201). At that time,
Hayìm’s family was in hiding in an apartment with three other Jewish families, relatives, and
friends. The novel, at this point, becomes depressingly predictable in its similarity to the pages of
Anne Frank’s diary. The situation, in fact, is the same in its illustration of the cruelty of mankind,
whose lack of criteria indicates a more universal malice. Anxiety and sleepless nights pace the
days for Hayìm’s family and the families who, together with them, are forced to hide like rats.
The last choice they make will be to leave their beloved Libya and their territory, full of flavours
and aromas coming from many different cultures, which filled the lungs of Hayìm, who for his
birthday wish asks to look out on the balcony so that he can admire the landscape of Tripoli for
the last time. This is Hayìm’s last memory in Tripoli, which he describes it in very vivid detail
from a visual, olfactive, and ultimately multi-sensorial point of view.
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2.3 Zionist Separation – Individual and Collective Trauma Come Together
At the beginning of the Italian colonization in 1911 up until 1920, Zionism among Libyan Jews
was more theoretical than practical, and in reality, few Libyan Jews emigrated to Israel (Simon
131). The flux of immigration increased with the first pogrom of 1945 and became even stronger
after the second pogrom in 1948. In the years leading up to the proclamation of the State of Israel
on May 14, 1948, emigration was forbidden to Jews, who could barely leave Libya for travel
during the holidays. Those who really wanted to move to Israel had to escape secretly (Roumani
59). In regards to this period, the novel brings up the effect of Zionism on the Jewish community
in Libya and specifically for the Sephardi community. Although a few historians have worked on
the history of the Jews of Libya (Roumani, De Felice, Simon amongst others) none of them refer
specifically to the Sephardi group that, while being part of the Jewish community, also has its
own language, Jewish rite and, consequently, also a philosophy towards their religion.118 In this
regard, it is important to consider that, as Roumani writes,
in Israel prior to and after the founding of the state, there were mainly two
categories of Jews: religious and secular … Libyan Jews were regarded as
traditional and not religious … For most of the Middle Easterners, Libyans
included, religious observance over the centuries did not necessarily mean strict
observance of the law even though they remained very attached to the ‘traditions’
of religious observance. (138)
While this is historically true it is important to note that the term “Libyan Jew” implies a
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Rachel Simon published an article in 1992 titled “The Sephardi Heritage in Libya.” However, she did
not cover the period related to postcolonial Libya which is when the Zionist movement arrived in Libya
through the Jews British Palestine soldiers.
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generalization. As I have mentioned in the first section of this chapter (2.1), Magiar in his
interview clarified that Jews in Libya were indigenous Jews, Italians Jews, and Europeans Jews.
While we can assume that European and Italian Jews are excluded from this category because
they were descendants from recent immigration, the indigenous Jews, Magiar says in his
interview, could be natives, namely, Arabic Jews settled there 2,200 years ago or Gurni which
originated from previous immigration to the North Africa from Italy (Gurni means from
Livorno). In this indigenous community we can certainly include a third group the Sephardi,
which settled in all North Africa after the 1492 expulsion from Spain, so later than the Arabic
Jews but, obviously, have been established there for many centuries. All this is very important
because, as I argue, Magiar wrote his novel to make known the Sephardi Jews’ collective
remembering and therefore to avoid the generalization of the term “Libyan Jews” used by the
historians. However, because the author is not a historian himself, this novel, heavily based on
his own personal life, as he stated also in his interview, is a tool to divulge what he has learned
through his community members but without precise historical references. Indeed, it is through
the short-lived love story of two of the characters of the novel: Leon (Hayìm’s uncle) and the
elegant young woman Esther in which the writer aims to highlight the ideological rupture within
the Sephardi community. This rupture is presented to the reader to make her/him understand a
part of the Sephardi Jew collective remembering that, as such, cannot be presented in any
historiographical book. Wertch and Roediger III clarify well the opposition between collective
remembering and history. Collective remembering typically “involves an identity project
(usually based on a narrative of heroism, a golden age, victimhood, etc.).” In contrast, formal
history “aspires to arrive at an objective account of the past, regardless of consequences for
identity” (321). In light of this distinction, not the love story itself, but rather the change of the
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values that it represents as well as the political climates that it portrays can be read as the
collective remembering of the Sephardi community of Libya (specifically of Tripoli) in relation
to the Zionist movement in postcolonial Libya. I argue that separation of values is at the root of
the diasporic condition of the Sephardi community of Libya.
Léon Cordoba is a young, good-looking gentleman who, together with his family, is part
of the Sephardi Jewish community of Tripoli and attends the synagogue where Rabbi Toledano,
Esther’s father, serves. As the two young people are part of the same community, they get to
know each other at a moment in which Zionism began to be present in Libya in the form of
youth Zionist organizations. Specifically, Léon and Esther become closer on the occasion of a
meeting with other young Jews of Tripoli who wish to create a Libyan cell of an organization of
Socialist Sephardi. As Piera Rossetto, writing about Magiar’s novel, states, “Leon Cordoba [is]
shaped by elements of lives of his [Victor Magiar’s] uncle and his own father . . . Esther
Toledano [is] largely inspired by his mother” (73). Rossetto highlights the connection that
Magiar personal experience has in the creation of his novel. In her essay, Rossetto does not focus
only on Magiar but discusses more broadly the literary production of Libyan Jewish authors from
Italy and Israel. Continuing along the same lines, Rossetto states that for the literature of the
Italian Jews from Libya, “past legacies are mainly the personal memories of one’s own life in
Libya and the story of the community” (74). I agree with such a statement but only up to a
certain point when it comes to E Venne la Notte, Magiar’s novel. Rossetto uses Magiar as an
example to show the importance of the family’s cultural heritage, emphasizing Sephardic
Heritage, Ladino language, and how Magiar’s family was less strict in their observance of
religion. While this is indeed the case, I must also say that the cultural identity and cultural
legacy highlighted in Magiar’s novel is more complex, as, together with the collective
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remembering, it includes, necessarily and more importantly, reference to the history of the
Libyan Jews and specifically also that of the Sephardi Jews of Libya. Indeed, as I show, this
history manifests equally in all parts of the book but does so through different traits. In light of
this, why does Magiar include the story of an aborted love?119 To answer this question we can
state that it is reductive to characterize Magiar’s novel as solely recounting, by fictionalizing part
of it, the story of his family. It is more accurate to characterize it as recounting instead the history
of his community. Yet, as Magiar is not a historian, he recounts this history not as a historian
does but, rather, as the author of a novel would. So he brings up real historical events and uses
them as themes in the novel. Magiar wants to highlight through his novel the story of how his
family experienced the history in which they were necessarily involved. For example, the
participation of Esther Toledano, the beautiful young woman with a strong personality, in the
youth initiative to define the Sephardi socialist ideals, recalls the historical moment of the
beginning of the expression in Libya of Zionists ideas. As Simon has stated, five important
points were crucial in the history of Libyan Jew at the time:
1. The desire to create a "New Jew" culturally, socially, economically and
politically.
2. The inclusion of girls, first as students and soon after also as teachers, in the
emerging Hebrew educational system.
3. Modern education drawing heavily from the Hebrew educational system in
Palestine.
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him and he loves her. While Esther decides to go to Israel to join the illegal immigration there to pursue
her dreams of a socialist Jewish nation, Leon decides to remain in Tripoli.
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4. Leadership by teachers who were not from the traditional rabbinic class, and
had modern, mainly Italian, education complemented by basic traditional Jewish
education and independent modern Hebrew studies, who continued to be
religiously observant.
5. Emphasis on Zionist issues in education, including attempts to change the
socioeconomic structure of the community and improve the lot of its members.
(131)
It is relevant to point out that each element listed by Simon is, indeed, used as theme in the novel
through the character of Esther: “La figlia più piccola del Rabbino Toledano, negava
l’insegnamento ricevuto dal padre da cui aveva appreso tutto, carattere, intelligenza e coraggio.
Aderiva al nuovo ordine di idee che rivendicava una nuova identità ebraica, non solo, non più,
religiosa” (Magiar 33).120 Esther’s cousin will also inform her that the youth of Tripoli
recognized her as a leader, and this is why as a woman, she was considered—and then
accepted—in her request to join a men-only group to immigrate illegally to Israel (Magiar 110).
Why is all this relevant? Because it shows how Zionism contributed to the separation of the
Jewish community (and specifically the Sephardi community); this separation occurs in two
ways, one of which is the consequence of the other. The first, as already indicated before, is the
separation between this “new Jew,” no longer exclusively focused on their religion, from those
who, instead, were strictly observant. The second, consequence of the first, is represented with
the immigration to Israel, clandestine at first, but officially permitted by the British Military
Administration starting on February 2, 1949 (Roumani 60).
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“The youngest daughter of Rabbi Toledano, denied the teaching received from the father from whom
she had learned everything, character, intelligence and courage. Adhered to the new order of ideas that
claimed a new Jewish identity, not only, no longer, religious.”
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The author represents this separation through the character of Asher, a soldier from the
British Palestine army who intellectually seduces Esther for the aliyah (the immigration to
Israel): “In quella terra si stavano realizzando sogni ed esperimenti. Ebrei fortunati e benestanti
tornavano al lavoro manuale e alla natura, ebrei sciagurati ed indigenti tornavano alla dignità del
lavoro creativo, borghesi e proletari si emancipavano sostenendosi l‘un l’altro . . . Questa era la
promessa di Asher utopie che prendevano forma e realtà” (Magiar 74-75).121 The Rabbi’s
preference for Léon as future husband for his daughter embodies the opposition of the
conservative Sephardi Jew to this new wave of thought brought in with the Zionist movement in
the community of Libyan Jews: “Ma replicò il rabbino, [talking to Esther] un sabra, cioé un
ebreo nato in Éretz Israèl non è adatto a lei” (Magiar 64).122 However, Esther will emigrate with
the other group of young Jewish males to Israel. Léon chooses to stay because he understands
that his family needs his financial support and because his mother was severely ill and would die
shortly after.
It is emblematic that the real separation of the community in terms of ideology towards their
identity as Jews or, rather, as Sephardi is not described as a factor in the separation of the two
lovers, namely, when Esther leaves and Léon stays. That moment is, indeed, a very mature and
mutual understanding that the choice is an important one and they both respect each other, even
though they both suffer. Instead, the separation of the community along ideological lines is
highlighted when Esther returns to Tripoli to work during the period in which the British Military
Administration allowed legal emigration between 1949 and 1952 (Roumani 136). Esther returns
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“In that land, dreams and experiences were being realized. Lucky and wealthy Jews returned to manual
labor and nature, unfortunate and destitute Jews returned to the dignity of creative work, bourgeois and
proletarians emancipated themselves supporting each other ... These were Asher's promise, utopias that
took shape and became realities.”
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“But the rabbi replied, a sabra, that is, a Jew born in Éretz Israèl is not suitable for her.”
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as a woman who has gone through the experience of emigrating (illegally) to Israel and now
wanted to encourage all of the members of the Sephardi community of Tripoli to do so under
safer circumstances than the ones in which she went to Israel. She tries to convince them by
highlighting that Haifa, the city in which she had settled, has a strong Sephardi community and
Ladino was spoken and understood (130). What Magiar wants to point out now is that even after
Libyan Jews were authorized to take part in the legal migration to Israel, those sentiments that
kept Léon in Tripoli were still present and were the same. If Léon had left his family he would
have also left the country in which he was born and grew up. He has a link and attachments that
Esther did not feel, or at least, did not feel as much as Léon. This is not and cannot be a criticism
of Esther’s choice but it is an important point that Magiar wants to show to the reader. Léon’s
point is his attachment to Libya and represents the other Libyan Jews who, beyond Magiar also,
have manifested in different ways their attachment to that land.123 I argue that this separation of
the Jewish community, remarked in Magiar’s novel, also aims to highlight the changes in those
who adopted the Zionist philosophy and left Libya, as portrayed in the changes in Esther’s
personality when she returned to Tripoli after emigrating to Israel. In a nearly funny note, the
narrator highlights when and how Esther, while talking about Haifa and Israel, claims that it was
destiny that led her to find the Sephardi community in that city which would lead her to work for
the Mossàd le-Aliyà Beth, the institution in charge of illegal immigration. Esther was guided by
the smell of Borèka a savory pastry, which is eaten along the Mediterranean still to this day, into a
Sephardi bakery where Esther and her travel companions found the person who was waiting for
them after their arrival from Tripoli. She called destiny the fact that it was precisely food, a
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familiar and uniquely Mediterranean cultural trait that guided her to the Sephardi community.124
In his writing, Magiar highlights the change in Esther, as a person, because, she would have never
used the word “destiny” when she was a more observant Sephardi Jew. Immediately everyone
listening wonders whether she means “destino nel senso di mazhàl o di maktùb?” (133).125 The
reader now, like in some other instances, could get lost but Magiar, the author, allows the reader
to fully understand this discussion by explaining through Esther that “non intendeva né la fortuna
ebraica, l’opportunità della vita, né il fato islamico, la via scritta per mano del Profeta” (133).126
This expresses the real scission of the Sephardi community of Libya, a community which is
different from the other European Jewish communities because their deep knowledge of the
Arabic culture goes well beyond the knowledge of the Arabic language spoken in the area from
which they originated. Magiar himself displays, through his novel, this transcultural knowledge
and awareness highlighting, once again, his Mediteranneanness intended as a strong link to his
Mediterranean roots.
It is important to understand that the author of E venne la notte made a choice in
fictionalizing his childhood experience and recalling historical moments from his childhood and
adolescence, but also other historical moments, which happened prior to his birth. Indeed, this is
exactly the difference between a memoir and a novel even if inspired by real biographical
occurrences. A memoir recounts personal memories mostly in the first person and they are
(presumably) true. A novel such as E venne la notte, while based on true stories and experiences,
is not limited to personal narratives and so, as Lejeune states, there is more freedom in how the
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written by the Prophet.”
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author decides to recount them (13). With this, I mean that Magiar explicitly included the Zionist
movement in his book, as a way to highlight the separation that this created in his own
community, the Sephardi Jew community. In order to achieve this, he had to include history and
collective remembering, considering that historiographies focusing on the colonial and
postcolonial period of Libya, as mentioned earlier, did not focus specifically on the Sephardi but,
rather, on all Jews.
Although the author through his characters does not express any favouritism toward any of
the two sides highlighted here, each represented by Esther and Léon, he establishes a dialogue
with the reader through the open question that young Hayìm asks himself, “Non so se mi
piacerebbe lasciare la scogliera con il palmeto e il pozzo: se in cambio potessi guadagnare
qualcosa di più bello di più forte…gli zii che sono andati in Israele lo hanno fatto perché
inseguivano un sogno o fuggivano da un incubo?” (163).127 He asks the reader what they believe
about migration, not only in relation to Zionism but also regarding the more general situation of
leaving a country in specific circumstances to fulfill a dream and then a desire—as I will discuss
shortly—or out of obligation. In his narrative, Magiar poses question to the reader about the
movement of people, which becomes extremely relevant for all those who live in the
contemporary times of migration through the Mediterranean, between “the global South and the
global North” from the Middle East countries and so on. Magiar’s narrative of his community
and the traumas suffered in regards to precise historical moments necessarily become a tool to
reflectively consider contemporary history.
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“I do not know if I would like to leave the cliff with the palm grove and the well: if in exchange I
could earn something nicer than stronger ... the uncles who went to Israel did it because they were chasing
a dream or fleeing from a nightmare?”
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The author wanted to share with the reader such important effects that the Zionist
emigration had on his community or better, as I argued, on this community’s history. There are
moments in which the reference to historical events within the novel are enriched by further
“historical explanations” of what has happened. Indeed, I argue that the novel is written in this
style: the author also bears witness through the collective remembering of his community by
intertwining a different text, typed differently, from the main one of the novel. This connection is
very interesting not only because of how he includes the history of his community within the
novelistic part, as I have been highlighting in reference to the Zionist movement but, also in
between specific parts of the book. These historical explanations paragraphs represent interludes
in the narrative of the novel as they, apparently, are not part of the novel itself because they are
separated from the main text and written in a different type. However, they aim to extend to the
reader some basic historical knowledge of the Jews (and of the Sephardi) of Libya to make sure
that this book is accessible to all. For example, to give a sense of the tone used in these
interludes, Magiar includes more than a page that features an abridged version of the first
massacre, which he addresses as pogrom, a key event in the history of the Jews of Libya:
Seicento

arresti,

duecentonovantacinque

persone

processate

duecentotto

condannate: di queste quattro ebrei, colpevoli di aver aggredito dei poliziotti e
duecentoquattro

arabi,

ottocentotredici

il

donne

numero

e

delle

uomini…Le
attività

Autorità

economiche

stabilirono
di

vario

in
tipo

distrutte…piccoli esercenti e artigiani finirono sul lastrico. La BMA [British
Military Administration] valutò in circa trecento milioni di Mal i danni agli
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immobili, ai beni e alle attività produttive. (99)128
This description certainly exceeds the scope of a historical narrative because there
are no historical sources cited within and after the text. More importantly, unlike all the other
cases mentioned earlier these specific details have been only approximately corroborated by the
historiagrpahical works consulted assuming the value of oral history. Although the citation above
adopts an objective point of view by providing factual details, it also includes specific details
from the point of view of someone who has either had first-hand experience or witnessed other
people’s experience or otherwise learned about details in documents they have received or seen
in person. Laub indeed talks about the three levels on which testimony can be constructed “the
level of being a witness to oneself within the experience; the level of being a witness to the
testimonies of others; and the level of being a witness to the process of witnessing itself” (Laub
75). Excluding the first case, because of the young age of Magiar, we can state that in this case
the author is bearing witness to other testimonies or stories. This is a clear example of how
Magiar, as the author of this book, attempts to make the Sephardi Jews’ collective remembering
known not only to descendants of the Sephardi community of Libya but, more importantly, to
anyone else. Indeed, this is the reason why he adds those interludes to bear witness to those
details he must have learnt throughout story telling within his community members. In this sense
because of the presence of this second genre of text that are separated but at the same time
intertwined with the main novel, we can state that this novel has, undoubtedly, also a testimonial
component because testimony may recounts a first hand experience and also bears witness to
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somebody else’s testimony. This guides the reader to a deep understanding of the history of the
Sephardi Jews of Libya and the story of Magiar’s family within it, in post-colonial Libya. To that
end Magiar maintains a very important link with History throughout his book.
The testimony through the parts of this book that illustrate collective remembering,
however, in this case, does not create a tension with the official history known about the Jews of
Libya. Indeed, it is also important to say that historiographical works on the Libyan Jews
corroborate the historical facts included in Magiar’s book as I have been demonstrating
throughout the chapter in reference to Roumani, De Felice, and other historians. The relationship
between the testimonial parts and the historical facts to which the novel refers is, rather, to
present the collective remembering of the Sephardi community of Libya and, precisely, of
Tripoli to enrich the more general history of the Jews of Libya during that period. Thus, even if
the novel cannot be considered a historiographical work, we can state that there is a perfect
sequence of ideologies and chronologies.129 In light of all this now we can understand that
history’s use in Magiar’s novel has a much more important role than to simply inform the reader.
The presence of history in this novel elucidates the origin of all trauma(s) for the Sephardi
community of Libya. This origin is indeed the fact that forced them to leave Spain in 1492 due to
the Holy Inquisition, and therefore setting expulsion as source of trauma for all the Sephardi.
In understanding this trauma, it is relevant to turn to LaCapra’s concept of loss, through
which LaCapra posits that in historical trauma, loss is something that can be narrated (700).
LaCapra differentiates that concept of loss from one of absence (which is not necessarily in a
binary relationship with loss) by the fact that loss originated by a specific historical fact, which
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For this chapter, Maurice M. Roumani’s book The Jews of Libya was helpful in corroborating that the
autobiographical novel had treated this sequence in a way that was coherent with its historical unfolding.
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triggered the current situation of lacking something. So, “as loss is to the past, so lack is to the
present” (LaCapra 703). This is pivotal in understanding the burden of exodus for the Sephardi
community. Indeed, because of the initial expulsion from Spain at the end of the fifteenth
century, the Jews who settled in Libya were denied for centuries the official right to reside in
their country. While LaCapra claims that loss and also absence are not necessarily linked to a
traumatic situation, they often are, as is the case for Magiar and his community. Now, we can
wonder what all this has in common with the Zionist movement that also divided the community
especially, though not only, in its ideology? The simple fact that the Jewish community in Libya
had to go through all the difficulties of living in an Arab land, which began long before the
Italian colonization but worsened during that period and continued after colonization and, ended
up contributing to the sentiment that moving away from Libya would become inevitable.
Sephardi’s’ residence in Libya was therefore a consequence of the exodus from Spain. Indeed,
the difficulties encountered in Libya, like the fact of being stateless restricted freedom to enter
and exit the country, different massacres and aggressions towards community members, instilled
that continuous desire to look for a place in which they could be fully accepted.
This interrogates the concept of desire to which LaCapra also refers. He refers to desire in
relation to loss, as the recuperation of what is missing. I could agree with this concept of desire
unless, as in this case, we refer to a traumatic and dangerous situation. Indeed, the desire to go
and live elsewhere becomes an imperative, a need for the Sephardi who are eager to live, I mean,
to live in a place where they have full rights and are safe, where their life is not in danger simply
because they are Jewish. We can now understand the importance of Esther’s character because,
while the narrator established in the first part of the novel Esther’s intellectual interest for a
socialist Jewish country, the novel goes on to introduce other characters like Léon and Asher
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(also important to our discussion), and then illustrates the first massacre which is a strong trait of
the historical experience of the Jewish community of Libya. These stories attest to the power of
Magiar’s combination of testimony and fiction set against the backdrop of historical facts. Indeed
the author, simultaneously with the description of the first massacre, intertwined with the
testimonial text in different type, depicts the character of Esther.
She is working in the US base of Mellàha in Tripoli, Libya and is riding one of the three
buses that take employees to the base every day. On the day of the first massacre, she is traveling
in one of those buses, as she does every day, when she notices the riot, and the driver
instinctively stops for few minutes in the market where an angry Arab mob is killing the Jewish
women who were shopping, as they used to do every morning. Esther orders the bus to stop into
the mob, where she then forces the group to separate; she then orders the drivers of the other two
buses to stop so that the women nearest to it could get into the bus. In this way she manages to
save a few women from what would have been a certain martyrdom: “I teppisti, rimasti sorpresi
e immobili per un minuto buono, non capirono bene chi fosse quella Donna . . . con la divisa
Americana . . . capace di dare ordini a quei giganti neri al volante [in inglese] e al tempo stesso
di urlare in dialetto ‘Fisa! Fisa! Fisa! (Presto! Presto! Presto!)’” (96).130 The reader might think
that this episode portrays this bright young woman as a hero, but Esther is not a hero and, indeed,
shortly after that episode, Léon and her are victims of an assault in which they are severely hurt.
It is only thanks to the help of a bystander who throws a shoe in the face of the aggressor while
he is beating Esther that she manages to escape to the US base and returns to rescue Léon who,
due to the violence inflicted, is unconscious on the floor. After these incidents, Esther will again
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“The thugs, surprised and still for a good minute, did not quite understand who that woman was ...
with the American uniform ... able to give orders to those black giants at the wheel [in English] and at the
same time to shout in dialect ‘Fisa! Fisa! Fisa!’ (Quick! Quick! Quick!)”
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feel the need to look for a better place to live, as safety is certainly the most important, though
not exclusive, reason to leave the country.
The above passages about Esther, as well as about other characters such as the
protagonist, little Hayìm, are spread across different chapters not close to one another. For
example, we meet Hayìm at the beginning of the novel and then we find him halfway through the
book. Esther is in the first part of the book, too, but her story is interrupted with those of other
characters then we find her again with the first massacre and so on. This kind of episodic
narrative, which is not framed in the easiest way for the reader unfamiliar with this history,
corroborates the argument that I made at the beginning of this third section of this chapter,
according to which the family story is unveiled through the episodes that reveal this history, and
the combination of the two is what transforms this narrative expressing the relationship between
the official history of the Jews of Libya and the stories and testimony of the Sephardi of Libya
into the main legacy of this book. Indeed, the official history of the Jews of Libya is the constant
thread in relation to which characters’ lives are framed.
Magiar’s way of writing and telling the stories about his community not only features the
hardships experienced by the Sephardi of Libya, it is also careful to frame them with the positive
aspects of that historical moment. In narrating Zionist emigration during the most difficult time,
when it was illegal to emigrate to Israel, Magiar likes to highlight how Italians cooperated with
and assisted the Jews of Libya. So those who managed to reach the Italian coast were saved
thanks to the cooperation between port authorities and organizations of Italian workers in Libya,
who were openly sympathetic.131 This solidarity was proof that the relationship between Italians
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Maurice Roumani specifies, however, that there had also been an emigration market run by Italian
fishermen who were interested in making a profit from this situation and overcrowded the boats.
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(both continental and from Libya) and Jews was quite strong. Fascism had been relegated to the
past, and now the priority was to help one another. This solidarity stems from the fact that all
groups (Jews, Italians, “historical” and European communities) had experienced several
hardships in Libya, resulting in other traumatic experiences. The Italians who had decided to
remain there after the end of colonialism are an example of this. Despite the fact that these
groups were of different ethnicities and religions, they all felt that they belonged to the same
country and that they also spoke the same language(s). Magiar himself, in his interview, uses the
term “groups” rather than “people” (this is why I use this term in this chapter) to demarcate the
precise sense, shared among Jews and Italians as well as other ethnic groups present, of
belonging to the same people: the people from Libya. This people’s distinguishing characteristic
was that it was formed of different groups, all very cooperative and sympathetic. However, not
all groups were entirely cohesive; intolerance existed, but it was partial and did not involve the
pitting of an entire group against another. But in some case the violence of a part of a community
created that opposition, as was the case between Arabs and Jews in this instance. Magiar in this
moment adds one interlude in which a third-person narrator, again, bears witness to the “comune
opinione che gli inglesi, con l’obiettivo di dimostrare l’incapacità all’autogoverno di ebrei e arabi
… avessero scientificamente organizzato tutti i pogrom antiebraici nelle città arabe dal Marocco
all’Iraq, lasciando volutamente mano ai rivoltosi” (117).132 It is important to note how Magiar
refers to the “commonly held belief” in this part of the text, as this allows him to bear witness to
what the “common opinion” within the Sephardi Community was. This reference to the common
opinion is very interesting to understand that a rupture occurs between the Arab and Jew
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“The common opinion that the British, with the aim of demonstrating the inability among Jews and
Arabs for self-government ... had scientifically organized all the anti-Jewish pogroms in the Arab cities
from Morocco to Iraq, deliberately leaving free the rebels to do as they please.”
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communities in Libya. The common opinion against the British temporary government
represents a common attitude both Arabs and Jew had, despite viewing each other as opposites:
the Jewish community thought that the rebels were “Fanatici panarabisti e panislamisti” (117),133
and the Arabs viewed the rebels as “perfide bande sioniste” (117).134 This rupture between these
two groups generated the sentiments necessary for the public support of different massacre and
the related traumas for the Jew community originating, always, from the lack of recognition of
the Jews’ right to live in Libya, and denying their belonging to that place.
As a consequence of the massacres, the Sephardim are expelled from Libya. Magiar’s
novel familiarizes us with this experience through several characters. How do the episodes,
historical and fictional, narrated in this part of the novel attest to a particular experience of
trauma among the Sephardim? Rossetto understands that a trauma is inflicted upon all the Jews
of Libya, yet, even if she refers to the expulsion in 1967, she does not analyse it. As I show
below, this matrix allows us to appreciate the specific meaning that the trauma of fear-induced
exodus had for the stateless Jews, as well as what this traumatic event represents in this
Mediterranean space. Even when recounting the episode from the 1945 massacre, (including
when the author recounts the ones on 1948 and 1967) mentioned above, Magiar offers all
perspectives to the reader. In doing so he offers context to understand the situation of both native
Arab Libyan and of his community, during the massacres. Magiar wants the reader to know that
not all Arabs in Libya felt the intolerance towards Jews. The author, through the character of
Sharìf, aims to pay tribute to those Arabs who understood the gravity of what was happening for
the third time. The following lines honour all those who offered help to the Jews and, more
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“Fanatic pan-arabist and pan-islamists.”
“Perfidious Zionist groups.”
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importantly, those who realized how they were a disadvantaged group in Libya: “Se qualcuno lo
vedesse mentre ci aiuta potrebbe passare dei guai: considerato un traditore, verrebbe colpito forse
prima di noi” (Magiar 206).135
An emblematic moment happens when Hayìm and his sister arrive safe to their mother and
hear her saying: “Signore prendici tutti, ma fai che vinca Israele!” (207).136 This sentence not
only makes Hayìm understand the gravity of what is happening, it makes him feel the burden of
the historical trauma which is happening in that moment: “Una scarica elettrica dalla nuca ai
talloni: la leggenda della mia famiglia, uscita con violenza dalla stanza cranica per fantasia e
aneddoti serali, si è aggrappata alla mia pelle, è diventata storia, una storia più grande, quella
degli ebrei, quella mia” (207).137 The fictional character Hayìm and the author Magiar become
united in this this moment of awareness. The episode in which Hayìm understands the events
around him and his inclusion in a much broader traumatic history, replicates the exact stage in
Magiar’s awareness which is exactly the stage in the author’s process in which he identifies the
moment when he understood the historical trauma from which was suffering and that will
continue on into his adulthood. Magiar’s book, which came after a long process of
psychoanalysis, as I mentioned in the second section of this chapter, has made it possible for the
author to overcome the trauma and to cease to be haunted by it. Indeed, he acquired the tools
necessary to look at those traumatic events and feelings, in a more distant way. This distance, as
LaCapra states, allows for the “working over and through the trauma” (90). Magiar continues to
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“If someone saw him while helping us he could get into trouble: considered a traitor, maybe, e would
be struck down before us.”
136
“God take us all with you but please make it so that Israel wins.” (Magiar’s mothers was referring to
the Six Days War between Egypt, Jordan and Syria against Israel)
137
An electric shock from the nape to the heels: the legend of my family, violently exited from the cranial
room, through fantasy and evening anecdotes, has clung to my skin, has become history, a bigger story,
that of the Jews, my own.
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share this step of the process in the novel when Hayìm adds, more profoundly, “mi sento come
un iguana e il brivido che mi ha attraversato è ora una cresta primordiale, fatta di racconti di
sempre: i pogrom arabi sul collo, i roghi della Santa inquisizione sui polpacci e in mezzo per la
schiena, secoli di fughe, per tutta l’Europa in perfetto ordine cronologico” (207).138 This trauma
is extremely strong because it is historical and the deep roots of the trauma make Hayìm
somatize it in its complexity. The history gives him the impression of being an iguana—a reptile
whose presence in the world dates back from the time of the Pangaea as the paleontologist
Michael Caldwell suggests.139 Using Hayim’s body to map the trauma, it is significant that he
feels and locates at the “polpacci,” the calf muscles, the origin of their trauma, the loss of the
Sephardim’s land of origin, and at the neck, the current massacre. This corroborates, as I have
argued earlier, that the author has a perfect understanding of the history of the Jewish community
of Libya. But, more importantly, it expresses Hayìm’s feeling of suffocation upon understanding
all this. His words, “Soffoco soffoco ora tocca a noi, ora tocca a me” (207)140 show that he has
begun to panic because he feels like he is going to be swallowed by this history, which is his
community’s history. Up until that moment, he had been a protagonist in that history, but had
never been placed in dangerous situations. Now little Hayìm is instead within his community and
his destiny is tied to that of his community. Now we can see how this moment unites collective
and individual traumas in a necessarily dialogic relationship, as the intensification of one is
intimately linked to the other. In this link between individual and collective trauma we also see
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“I feel like an iguana and the shivers that have passed through me are now a primordial crest, made of
stories of all time: the Arabian pogroms on the neck, the branding that the Holy Inquisition made on the
calves and in the middle of my back, centuries of escapes, crossing Europe in perfect chronological
order.”
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See this website for an introduction on iguanas www.livescience.com/52043-fossil-lizard-newworld.html.
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“I suffocate ... now it's our turn, now it's my turn.”
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the close relationship history has with memory and testimony. This relationship also expresses
Magiar’s Mediterraneanness as similar historical traits that bring people of same experiences or
traumas together regardless of political borders like the Sephardi Jews of all North African
countries.

2.4 The Trauma after leaving Libya and its conclusion
In 1967, Jews (just as the Italians would do three years later) left behind their savings, homes,
businesses, real estate, and lands, because, due to the violent massacre of 1967, they were forced
to flee Libya and return to their country of birth or origin as many of them had maintained a
nationality of another country. To remain in Libya would have made them victims of the riots
against the Jewish community. However, many had no documents and were left stateless. For
these people, the effects of this “fear-induced exodus” were different from the consequences that
it had for those who (like the Italians or the European Jews) could claim a country of origin. For
stateless Jews, their country of origin was Libya, because this is where they were born and
raised. This “fear-induced exodus,” therefore amounts to the creation of another diaspora
because, after continuous massacres, the Jewish community was obligated to leave the country,
and was not given any time to consider where they could take refuge. In the personal interview
granted to me, Magiar communicates how, out of approximately six thousand Jewish refugees
(including his family), only an estimated two thousand found refuge in Italy. The others ended
up scattered across the world, especially in Israel. For Magiar, his family, and the other two
thousand refugees who arrived in Italy, the trauma did not end with their escape from Libya.
After his departure from the Libyan territory (which is where his book ends), Magiar
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experienced further trauma.141
Victor Magiar arrived in Italy with his family in 1967 carrying a travel document that was
only valid for a brief period. When this document expired, the Italian government had to face the
problem posed by the lack of nationality of these two thousand people. In line with the mistaken
attitude taken during colonialism and after Libya’s independence, the Italian government
recognized these people as non-citizens and did not even grant them the status of officially
stateless persons because, as Magiar recalls: “avremmo maturato dei diritti dato che eravamo
considerati stranieri senza documenti, e abbiamo ricevuto un nuovo ‘travel document’ che non
definiva la nostra cittadinanza ma indicava la nostra ‘nazionalità originaria’ che in questo caso
diceva cittadinanza originaria: Libica” (personal interview).142 Once again, the Jews of Libya,
who had managed to survive the various massacres and various manifestations of intolerance,
and were therefore heavily traumatized by the sad and imposed decision to leave their country,
found themselves in a situation very similar to that experienced in Libya, with the only
difference being that they were safer.
Italy had opened the doors to these refugees but had consistently failed to fulfil its
responsibilities towards the Jews of Libya, whether in 1967, or before that, under the Fascist
government or during colonialist rule. Magiar recounts how, like real refugees, despite having
been born and raised in the Italian colony, having attended Italian schools, and speaking Italian
as their first language (together with Ladino), they were treated like foreigners in terms of their
status: “il documento scadeva ogni 12 mesi, ma andava timbrato ogni 6 (cioè anche a mezzo
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The information about events that followed his departure from Libya (of which there is no trace in the
novel) was obtained through the personal interview.
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“we would have gained ‘rights’ as we were considered foreigners without documents, and we received
a new travel document which did not define our citizenship but indicated our ‘original nationality’ which
in this case said: ‘original nationality: Libyan’” (personal interview)
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termine) ci veniva concesso senza ostacoli un permesso di soggiorno annuale quindi io facevo la
fila davanti questura 2 volte l’anno, una volta per il soggiorno e il nuovo travel doc e una
seconda volta per la timbratura semestrale” (personal interview).143 Upon crossing to Italy on the
other side of the Mediterranean, Magiar and his family did not exit the transnational space in
which they had been imprisoned for centuries. They did not belong to Libya and for this reason
had to leave it; however, they did not belong to Italy either. They certainly belonged, and still do,
to the Mediterranean intended as a cultural space, an area that crosses the national boundaries
and as such cannot be recognized as political belonging.
Things changed in the Magiar family when his cousin Betty decided to open a pharmacy
after graduating in the early 1980s’ but was denied this possibility because she was not an Italian
citizen. Betty decided to sue the Italian state, arguing that as her father was born in Libya in 1922
(under Italian colonial rule), he was Italian by definition. She won the case after about six or
seven years of hearings. Victor Magiar’s uncle, Betty’s father, was posthumously recognized as
an Italian citizen, and consequently his daughter was also identified as an Italian citizen. All the
other members of the family, as well as the other members of the Jewish community of Tripoli,
sued the Italian state. The day before his thirtieth birthday, Victor Magiar received a letter that
informed him that he had been recognized as Italian according to the Italian law jus sanguiniis.
Victor Magiar’s arrival in Italy was therefore also traumatic because he had been living for
all these years as a foreigner without being recognized as a citizen and, thus, unable to enjoy full
rights. He had not improved his personal or psychological situation, which was similar to that of
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“The document expired every twelve months, but was stamped every six. We were granted without
hindrance a yearly residence permit and then I used to line up in front of the police headquarters twice a
year, once for the new “travel document” and a second time for the semi-annual stamping.” (personal
interview)
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all the Jewish refugees in Italy. The government tried to solve this with the Andreotti Legislative
Decree (N. 25) from January 28, 2008. The decree stated that all Jews could be considered
Italians from Libya if they had not adopted other nationalities since they departed from Libya.
The decree would have made sense but, as it was not applied to the letter, many cases continued
unresolved. For example, Victor’s aunt Tunina was never recognized as Italian because she
immigrated to Brazil, while Victor Magiar’s father and the other uncles (who were all Tunina’s
brothers and all born in Tripoli) were recognized. The Italian law based on jus sanguiniis was
therefore not fully respected, especially in the case of those who chose to immigrate to Israel. It
is important to note that the Andreotti Decree-Law was not applied, as it should have been for
Víctor Magiar, his family, and all those who took legal actions to claim their Italian citizenship
and those who, instead, did not because of the new Andreotti Decree-law. The former who sued
the Italian state were recognized as citizens by nature, while those who did not act legally and
were recognized as citizens through the Decree-Law were, instead, naturalized. Only a few Jews
of Libya received meagre compensation, as Magiar explains in his interview, for the seizure of
assets incurred in Libya.
In conclusion, in light of all this, we can understand how the trauma of “fear-induced
exodus,” which might, errounesly, be relegated to a single transnational space between Libya and
Italy, becomes, over the course of history, a “Mediterranean” trauma, because of the plural
identity of the Jewish communities involved in and originating from the western basin of the
Mediterranean Sea. We understand, therefore, why Magiar states:
Penso di avere un’identità “culturale” e non “etnica”: è quest’ultimo un termine
che non spiega la pluralità e la commistione di identità presenti nel Mediterraneo,
in Europa, nel mondo arabo . . . soprattutto nei Balcani e in quello spazio che sta a
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cavallo fra Europa-Asia-Africa. Penso che nella definizione delle identità, sia
prevalente l’elemento culturale, che è più osmotico e non conosce confini
geografici o biologici, basta pensare ai Balcani. Io mi considero un ebreo euromediterraneo: sono un vero ebreo sefardita, spagnolo, perché continuiamo a
parlare spagnolo, e mi sento legato, per diversi aspetti, ai paesi balcanici, alla
Turchia e al mondo arabo-mediterraneo. Per me la Libia è un unicum con tutti i
paesi del Maghreb, dal Marocco all’Egitto, è quindi per me uno spazio,
geografico e culturale, mediterraneo decisamente diverso dallo spazio araboasiatico.144 (personal interview)
It is important to note that his intimate link with the Mediterranean as a place, to which he and
his community belongs in a transnational perspective, is enforced not only through the novel
with continuous reference to the Mediterranean space and cultures as I have demonstrated
through each section of the chapter but, above all, through the beginning and the end of the
novel. In both chapters of the novel the reference to the link to the Mediterranean are repetitions
that are expressed with echoing words and the exact same context. The first chapter is
contextualized when Hayìm is taken to the beach in Tripoli during the night by his father and his
uncle: “Non fa freddo è la primavera africana, e fra non molti giorni comanderà il sole” (9).145
Instead, in the last chapter at the end of the novel, we find the adult Hayìm, who again visits the
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“I think I have a ‘cultural identity,’ not an ‘ethnic’ identity: the latter is a term that does not explain the
plurality and the mix of these identities in the Mediterranean, Europe, the Arab world . . . especially in the
Balkans and in that space which exists between Europe, Asia and Africa. I think the definition of identity
is mostly constituted by the cultural element, which is more osmotic and knows no geographic or
biological boundaries (just think of the Balkans). I consider myself a Euro-Mediterranean Jew: a real
Sephardic Jew (Spanish) because we speak Judeo-Spanish and I feel tied (through different aspects) to
Balkan countries, Turkey, and the Arab-Mediterranean world. For me, Libya is one entity with all the
countries of the Maghreb, from Morocco to Egypt, which constitutes a geographical and cultural space,
vastly different from the Arab-Asian space.” (personal interview)
145
“It is not cold, it is the African spring, and in a few days it will constantly sunny.”
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sea during the hours of darkness “Non fa freddo, è una notte d’estate, e fra poche ore comanderà
il sole … Stanotte il vento è più forte del solito, e il mare regala invisibili cristalli di sale alla mia
barba…sono passati trent’anni e prendere l’aereo di notte è ancora fuga” (270-269).146 These two
references highlight also that, after 30 years, the adult Hayìm is on the other side of the shore and
the traumatic memory of their flight, which embeds also the collective remembering of the
Sephardi Jew of Libya, is still present. As recounted in the novel, the plane manages to take off
from Tripoli close to the time of sunset, after problems with permission to take off, so that the
vast majority of the flight and the arrival in Rome happen in darkness.
These two chapters of the novel, the first and the last, with reference to the Mediterranean
Sea highlights the same reference to the “gills” as I have already noted in the second section of
this chapter. This underlines the sense of belonging but also this continuous indecision of
whether to stay or go to the opposite shore, in other words, whether to try to resist due to the
strong sense of belonging felt through the centuries or, rather, to prioritize safety? The adult
Hayìm, throughout the novel, replies to this same question “Se il presente ha urgenza di futuro
allora occorre partire, lasciare per poi trovare; ma se il futuro ha già esordito bisogna voltarsi
indietro per trovare ciò che si è lasciato: per ogni tempo c’è uno spazio” (10; 271).147 Although
Magiar highlights how the safety “urgenza di futuro” (urgency of the future) or any similar
important reason have the priority, he also reinforces the concept of remaining linked to whom
and to what we are and if, by any chance, we have lost this it is necessary to stop and recover the
missing parts of our identity which does not have to be limited to the identity imagined and put
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“Tonight the wind is stronger than usual, and the sea gives invisible salt crystals to my beard ... it's
been thirty years and taking the plane at night still feels like an escape.”
147
“If the present has an urgency of the future then it is necessary to leave, leave and then find; but if the
future has already started, we must turn back to find what we have left: for every time there is a space”
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forward by the nation-state. Indeed, this structure of the book, which opens and closes with most
of the same words, is not a circular movement that opens and closes again in the same place. It
rather shows, an openeness towards the evolution of the same person, Hayìm, who grows,
evolves, moves but at the root is always the same: a Sephardi Jew.
The trauma of “fear-induced exodus,” for the Jews of Libya can be considered a double
“Mediterranean trauma,” because it is reflected in the individual and in the community, which
concerns one Mediterranean and transnational space inhabited by the Sephadi Jews. E venne la
notte: Ebrei in un paese arabo is clearly a novel that also has strong historical connotations. The
author transmits a history that began prior to his birth yet was still unfolding during his lifetime
and is, therefore, at the origin of his traumatic situation, which intensified with events that he
experienced, first hand. For these reasons, even though Magiar knew that the reader could seek
out historical sources elsewhere, he chooses to inform readers of the context of the Italianspeaking Jewish community of Libya through his perspective, the collective remembering that he
attempts to construct.
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Chapter 3
Postcolonial Exile in Libya: The case of Andrea Amedeo Sammartano
The post- can usefully underscore the importance of
the colonial past to shaping the possibilities and
constraints of the present, but such a process cannot
be reduced to a colonial effect, nor can either a
colonial or a postcolonial period be seen as a
coherent whole, as if the varied efforts and struggles
in which people engaged in different situations
always ended up in the same place. (Frederick
Cooper 19)
Homi Bhabha argues that in a postcolonial relationship, hybridization between the two
cultures, that of the colonizer and that of the colonized, occurs in a “liminal space.” In this space,
a new culture is created in a process of constant change, which renegotiates the borders of this
liminal space and, in doing so, reveals the peculiarities of the postcolonial culture (5). In
this chapter, I investigate what happens to those who despite being born and having grown up in
a postcolonial reality, lived in a space that did not create a new culture because, although the
former colonizer and colonized had contacts, people still lived socially separated. More
importantly, I focus on those who decide to change their space of belonging in function of their
identity or who are not included in the identity to which they think they belong and are,
therefore, forced to change. The contrast between how these people experience their identity and
how others perceive this identity will be at the root of emotional and intellectual exiles, which
eventually will lead to traumas.
This chapter examines the connection between space, history, identity (defined as
cultural, national, or political), and trauma. Specifically, this chapter focuses on the novel Festa
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Grande alla Dahra (2011)148 by Andrea Amedeo Sammartano, which is set among the
postcolonial community of the Italians of Libya who continued to live in urban Libya (Tripoli)
after the end of colonialism with the treaty of Paris in 1947. To recall the different degrees of
connection with the real that a novel can have according to Lejeune (13) this book involves the
recounting of the author life experience in a novelistic form as Sammartano clearly refers in his
preface to his community in Libya:
Questo racconto, almeno nelle intenzioni, non vuole urtare la sensibilità di
nessuno, tanto meno quella degli amici che sono citati con più o meno frequenza
nel testo. Mi scuso sinceramente anche con quelli che per naturale debilitazione
della memoria o perché non incontrati sui sentieri che percorro in questi ricordi,
sono assenti tra queste poche righe, non sicuramente dentro di me.149 (7)
While the word “racconto,” especially in its English translation “story,” might mislead the
reader, it is important to recall the meaning of this word according to the Oxford Dictionary. The
first meaning defines the word story as “An account of imaginary or real people and events told
for entertainment,” but this first meaning does not apply here because entertainment is certainly
not one of the goals of the author. The second meaning seems to fit perfectly: “An account of
past events in someone's life or in the development of something” (Oxford Dictionaries).150
Indeed, as the preface clearly states, all characters are real and the distance taken from the author
within the text is minimally fictious indeed Sammartano uses his middle name, Amedeo, for the
protagonist. The narrator tells the protagonist’s story, which is the experience of a postcolonial
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It was a big party at Dahra
“This story, at least in its intentions, does not want to hurt anyone's sensibility, much less that of
friends who are quoted with more or less frequency in the text. I sincerely apologize also with those who,
due to natural debilitation of memory or because they are not met on the paths that run through these
memories, are absent among these few lines, certainly not inside of me.”
150
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/story#h70200339543400
149
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subject originating from the Italian former settler community. The novel, as Sammartano himself
stated in the interview, “è l’esperienza della mia vita in Libia della mia presa di coscienza di
quella che era ed è la mia identità” (personal Interview).151 The novelistic facets in this book are
minimal and materialize in the writing style rather than the content. Sentiments described are all
shared by the author who, however, has chosen the novelistic style as a literary tool to talk about
his postcolonial experience, which certainly enriches the spectrum of this transnational literature
that I have been highlighting so far.
In my analysis, I focus on how, Amedeo’s process of identity formation as Libyan
unfolded. Sammartano’s novel Festa Grande alla Dahra (It was a big party at Dahra), together
with an in depth personal interview of the author, show how history, space, and identity generate
a profound emotional and intellectual exile. This will make live Amedeo (just like the author) in
a situation of high stress which, as Erikson has observed, may lead to trauma (188) but, in this
case amounts to a different trauma than that suffered by the other Italians of Libya expelled in
1970. For Amedeo, trauma stems from the fact of not having his identity as Libyan recognized
and this trauma extends beyond the novel to its author who feels, up to the moment of writing
this chapter, imprisoned in the nationality stipulated by his passport (Sammartano personal
interview). This chapter is divided in three main parts. In the first part, I elucidate the emotional
exile from which Amedeo suffers since his childhood. In the second one, I focus on the process
through which this postcolonial identity takes shape. In the last part, I analyze Amedeo’s Libyan
identity in relation to the meaning of the ruins located along the Mediterranean countries, which,
consequently, links him closely to the history of all North African coast up to Turkey.
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“It is the experience of my life in Libya of my becoming aware of what my identity was and still is”
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To recall the Italian colonial history, the vast majority of these settlers, who had moved in
a huge emigration flux of 20,000 settlers in 1938 and 9,000 more in 1939, thought that their
future was in Libya, where some of them still had a farm to cultivate. Others had instead moved
to the main cities, Tripoli and Benghazi, and changed professions. However, to be Italian in the
ex-colony was certainly not an easy task because the tensions caused by the colonial Fascist
government during the previous decades could not be easily forgotten. This is the reason why
Colonel Qaddafi’s 1969 coup d’état, after overthrowing Idris’s monarchy, which was
sympathetic to Europe, expels in a year’s time, in September 1970 all Italians and forces them to
leave every economic means and properties and return to their land of origin. As I elucidate in
my next chapter, this is a traumatic experience that is still today well represented in Italian
society, for example in the large association of the repatriated from Libya (A.I.R.L.),152 which
was founded in Italy in 1970 with the return of all the formers colonists. However, this is not the
only association that groups together these former settlers and, indeed, the novel I examine in
this chapter, Festa Grande alla Dahra, have no affiliation to it.153 The A.I.R.L. therefore does
not represent the experiences of all the Italians of Libya, as many of them are not associated to it
or decided to be part of small, less institutionalized ones.154
The traumas represented in this chapter are different from all the other traumas elucidated
so far because they illustrates the consequences of the colonization, the lack of an effective
process of de-colonization, and the persistence of neo-colonial dynamics. Ultimately, I will
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Italian association of the repatriated from Libya
Ghibli, which I examine in next chapter, has no affiliation either while Tripoli 1970 and I Ventimila
do.
154
For example Sammartano is part of an association named “associazione del circolo di San Francesco”
(Association of Saint Francis) which gathers together the people who used to live in the neighbourhood of
Dahra, in Tripoli. There are other small associations that are each related to the different neighbourhoods
of Tripoli.
153
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demonstrate how Sammartano is in his unique way is a transnational subject because he belongs,
although not by choice, to both Libya and Italy, without fully belonging to any of the two. This
double binding is not a binary relationship but, rather, an historical imposition of the Fascist
colonial offense, one whose effects he suffered and still suffers as a postcolonial subject. This
will cause him to lead a stressful life while still in Libya, as he recounts through Amedeo’s
experience in his novel. More importantly, I will highlight also why the author chose to recount
his experience through a novel rather than a memoir which then makes clear that the scope of the
writer is not simply that to share his identity process.

3.1 Sammartano’s Postcolonial exile in Libya
Andrea Amedeo Sammartano was born in Tripoli in 1950, so, after the end of the Italian
colonization and the demise of the Fascist political structure, which had respectively sustained
this mode of conquest and this mode of government. In Festa Grande alla Dahra (2012)
Sammartano expresses the feeling that Amedeo had received an identity from birth that was
strictly linked to his Italian ethnicity, which was the ethnicity of the former colonizer. Although
the colonial era had already ended, the Italians’ attitude was typically that of considering
themselves a superior ethnicity compared to the indigenous one because they believed
themselves to be more educated and modern, as they had brought prosperity to Libya (personal
interview). Amedeo, then, becomes a victim of colonial history, because this "embedded
identity" that he receives not only refers to a national identity, but even more seriously, to a
cultural one that was commonly used to identify specific values and ideologies that stemmed
from attitudes taken for granted among those who were Italians. These values and ideologies also
institute a power dynamic that places these Italian settlers above indigenous people. What is the
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trigger that makes Amedeo’s identity different from the other settlers? How does this process
occur? And, more importantly, what are the reasons for the author to write this novel inspired by
his life in Libya, after such a long time from the expulsion of Italians?
Amedeo’s identity originates from a personal path whose characteristics are closely
linked to the history of the place where he was born and raised until the age of twenty: Libya.
The relationship with history is of paramount importance, especially for those who were born in
a postcolonial context and especially for those who, as in the case of the author, belong to the
colonizer’s ethnicity, but no longer recognize themselves in that ethnicity or identity. I therefore
examine how this understanding and re-definition of his new identity causes him to live in an
emotional and intellectual exile, which will have a double effect that Amedeo experiences in a
precise chronological order. Firstly, he will feel this attraction to the native Libyan community,
as he would like to get to know their culture in depth because, according to Sammartano’s book,
they live socially separated and this clearly constitutes a stress on the daily life of the
protagonist. Secondly, when he will reveal his intimate feeling and identity as Libyan, Amedeo
will fear that the native community might not accept him as one of them, based merely on his
Italian ethnicity, and that the Italian community will also marginalize him. The latter, especially
in Tripoli, showed little to no interest towards the native Libyan community. The final result of
this will be a trauma of double exclusion.
In this postcolonial context, what causes profound discomfort in Amedeo is the lack of a
social space where Italians and native Arabs interact, which also causes the division of the
multicultural and multilinguistic community of postcolonial Libya. Homi Bhabha spoke of the
liminal space where the culture from the colonizer and the one from the colonized, meet and
produce a new culture, which continues to move its boundaries and is therefore not static but
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continues to evolve (5). Here, it is important to understand that much stronger encounters
between the Italian culture and the native Arab happened during the colonization period in the
context of farming in the colonial villages. In the first half of the twentieth century, all the rural
settlers had large farm and also needed assistants who usually were native Arab people. Vittorio
Palumbo in his memoir gives the example of an entire indigenous family who was working for
his settler family and living in Arab tents in their property (Palumbo 186). This allowed both
cultures to get to know each other much better. However, we did not see a real cultural mix, the
production of a new culture, or the creation of new identities. Also, the Jewish writers Magiar
and Luzon (to whom I refer in Chapter 2) have this experience of having indigenous housemaids
who helped with household chores; once again, the social position that the indigenous occupied
was always below the colonizer’s ethnicity. Indeed, in Chapter two, Magiar helps us to
understand how the working population was divided along ethnicity. He stated that in the 1950s
(postcolonial period) Jewish people represented “il venti percento della popolazione cittadina, il
cinquanta per cento della popolazione attiva nell’artigianato, nel commercio e nell’industria”
(Magiar 39).155 The remaining 50% of the working population, then, was divided among all the
other nationalities, including Europeans and Americans, and the Italian community was not the
most prominent simply because the vast large number of colonists had been rural settlers. They
had either remained in their agricultural field or, just like Andrea Sammartano’s grandfather,
moved to the city of Tripoli, to start working in the secondary or tertiary sector and he opened a
tavern with his wife. Subsequently, Sammartano’s father worked as a truck driver selling castoroil plants and peanuts. Women mostly worked as employees of the business managed by the
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“20% of the city’s population, 50% of the working population in the sectors of artisanal work,
commerce, and industry.”
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English or the Americans and, after getting married, became housewives (Sammartano’s
personal interview). This is to say that the Italians were usually not in an economic position, or
needed to have a housemaid (as most women were housewives); accordingly, any contact with
the native community was at the most as good neighbours and remained superficial. In fact, the
depth of such relationship was premised upon the Italian citizens’ knowledge of the local Arabic
dialect and of the native families’ knowledge of the Italian language. Even if both parties had
sufficient knowledge of the other’s language to allow communication, a cultural barrier always
existed that prevented cultural hybridization through mixed marriages for example or sharing
businesses, in other words the social spheres always remained well separated.156 The liminal
space in postcolonial Libya generates a dynamic that does not produce a new culture, as
theorized by Bhabha, but in which the Italians get to know the cultures of the Arab natives and
vice versa, and in which the former colonizers were always in a superior social position to the
natives. Indeed, up to this postcolonial moment, we do not find that any Italians were working
for Arabs. The power relation had been, and still was, the same since the colonial offense, across
all economic sectors, whether primary, secondary, or tertiary. Such a social division was,
necessarily, perceived by all society, and Italian-Libyan children (born and raised there) were
brought up in such environment.
The narrator recounts Amedeo’s experience of growing up in these separated social
spheres with the native people that the Italian community had instilled in him, like in all of his
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It is important to note that Domenico Ernandes one of the 20,000 repatriated from Libya created a
website www.ernandes.net trying to preserve the memory of these settlers by inviting and accepting free
contributions. This website has certainly collected some important memories. Domenico Ernandes, the
website’s founder and owner, in one of his memories titled “I miei amici libici – Mabruka una ragazza
coraggiosa” (my Libyan friends, Mabruka a brave girl) corroborates the relationship forged among good
neighbors, and the text describes the Arabic customs with the cultural distance between the Italian and the
native Libyan. Indeed in another memory titled “I miei amici d’infanzia” (my friends from childhood) he
lists many friends, closer and less familiar, among which there is not a single Arabic name.
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friends, consequently generated a diffident attitude towards native children.157 This is why in any
daily route that he and his friends had to walk, like going to school or to the oratory, they always
chose the ones where they could meet less native Libyans: “Allungavano il passo anche per un
altro motivo: di lì a pochi metri, subito dopo il panificio a vapore e il bugigattolo del ‘frittellaio’
… avrebbero rasentato il mulino di Abdallah, il figlio del mugnaio, loro coetaneo … era il loro
nemico più pericoloso nel quartiere e in particolare in questo percorso” (Sammartano 36).158 The
narrator, clearly explains the attitude that he and his friends had towards the Arabs and what they
felt towards them in return:
Di norma, la pericolosità di un avversario veniva calcolata per esperienza,
soppesando la gravità dell’offesa procurata o ricevuta. In questo caso, ignoravano
del tutto quando, in che modo e quanto profondamente avessero ferito Abdallah
ed essendo quasi certi di non averlo mai fatto, conclusero che l’antagonismo
poteva solo avere una ragione etnica che, seppur molto attenuata da un’evidente
ingenuità giovanile, occupava nella scala delle valutazioni il livello più
preoccupante.159 (Sammartano 36)
The narrator here reveals how the social division, which is rooted in ethnic difference is part of a
colonial legacy which uses ethnicity as a way to oppose the Italian and the Arab community. The
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It is important to clarify that in this postcolonial context both ethnicities, native and Italian children,
were born and raised in Libya. So the adjective native and Italian are simply used to refer to their
ethnicity origin for the sake of clarity.
158
They were speeding their pace also for another reason: a few meters away, immediately after the
steamer and the cubby of the ‘frittellaio’, they would have bordered the mill of Abdallah, the miller's son,
who was his age … [Abdallah] was their most dangerous enemy and in particular in this route.
159
As a rule, the danger posed by an opponent was calculated by experience, weighing the severity of the
offense obtained or received. In this case, they were totally ignorant of when, how, and how deeply they
had hurt Abdallah and being almost certain that he had never done so, they concluded that the antagonism
could only have an ethnic reason that, although very attenuated by an evident youthful naivety, occupied
the greatest level of concern on the evaluation scale
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narrator highlights how this ethnic motivation was considered the most worrying because this
kind of division was based on physical features, namely race, and did not have any logical
explanation but simply excluded members of one group from belonging to the other, so Italians
could never belong to the native Libyan community and vice versa. Their different physical
features also implied difference in language, customs, religion, and a general attitude of
superiority as discussed earlier. More importantly, the respective original ethnic community
instilled into their children this opposition between these two ethnicities. Briefly, although the
society was necessarily multilingual and multiethnic in the shared space of the school, as there
were no physical barriers that separated the space occupied by one ethnicity from the space of
another, each ethnic group—especially native Libyans and Italians—had carefully preserved
social boundaries between each ethnic community. These social boundaries were based on a
sentiment that was rooted in the historical colonial past and, consequently, in its contemporary
racism; as a result of this, the Italians—the recent colonizers—lived socially separated from the
former colonized, the native Arabs. However, as mentioned above, Amedeo wanted to sever this
link with colonial history, as it stymied the unity of the Libyan community. From where does
Amedeo’s different sentiment originate? To answer this pivotal question we need to understand
Amedeo’s relationship to history. His perspective differs from that of other Italians of Libya
because he does not learn the recent history of Italian colonization only from reading about it at
school, but above all through his paternal grandmother who lived in the house with them.
In the novel, the narrator informs us that Amedeo’s grandmother was a woman who
openly discussed everything, but what was even more interesting was that those shared moments
in which grandmother and grandchildren (Amedeo and his brother) discussed Italian colonial
action had become a "consueto appuntamento con la storia del paese in cui erano nati e che li
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ospitava" (Sammartano 31).160 The verb "ospitare" (to host) creates a caesura within the previous
quote because no one has ever felt like a guest in the country where they were born and raised, at
least in social terms, but Amedeo inherited this ideological approach involuntarily from those
who, like his grandmother, had arrived in Libya as a colonist in 1912.161 The grandmother had
already understood the different position that Amedeo and his brother, born in Libya to an Italian
mother who was also born in Libya and an Italian father who emigrated at the age of three from
the Island of Pantelleria, could feel towards the former Italian colony that, instead, was hosting
her.162
During these routine appointments, the grandmother's storytelling was always adapted to
her grandchildren's age and, therefore, presented in such a way as to be deeply understood,
beyond providing an entertaining story. Skilfully systematized, those stories could act as a basis
for the children to understand more as they grew up: “Come gli aveva raccontato la venerata
nonna durante numerose veglie invernali, proprio da lì, migliaia di anni prima, fenici, greci,
romani, vandali, bizantini, arabi, turchi e fasci littori avevano assaltato, colonizzato, depredato,
contaminato e avvelenato l’ingenua purezza delle popolazioni di razza berbera, stanziate in quei
territori dalla notte dei tempi” (Sammartano 10-11).163 These details, and many others within the
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routine appointment with the history of the country in which they were born and that hosted them.
This is the very first years in which Italian began to settle in Libya after its conquest in 1911.
However, the real migratory movement to the colony began during Fascist Italy in 1938.
162
It is important to clarify that Sammartano (like the author of this dissertation) does not refer at all to
the opposition between a jus solis law, which guarantees nationality to subjects born in a state’s territory,
and which, up to the time of writing, is in force in countries like the USA, and a jus-sanguinis legal frame
which, instead, guarantees citizenship to descendants of a certain nationality, as is the case, up to the time
of writing this chapter, both in the USA and in Italy. However, it is important to highlight how the
feelings and the sense of belonging to a place can contrast with those laws and create identity problems
which certainly cause inner malaise as happened with Sammartano.
163
As the venerated grandmother had told him [Amedeo] during many winter vigils, just from there,
thousands of years ago, Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Vandals, Byzantines, Arabs, Turks and Lictor
161
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novel, demonstrate the loving personality of the grandmother who certainly had not been in
favour of the colonial act. Sammartano confirms in his interview “I miei nonni decisero di
trasferirsi nella quarta sponda come coloni per l’estrema povertà in cui vivevano.164” The author,
during his personal interview, mentions that “mia nonna è stata di fondamentale importanza in
questo mio processo interiore,”165 revealing the importance she has had in his life. In the same
way in the novel, it is Amedeo’s grandmother who led the protagonist to develop his own
conscience by only presenting the reality of what she had witnessed upon arriving to Libya. The
character of the grandmother wanted her grandchild Amedeo, to know the reality of the facts and
gave him the freedom to build his own idea, or rather, as later happened, his own identity. The
narrator, says in this regard:
Amedeo ascoltava rapito lo scorrere degli avvenimenti dalla bocca della nonna
che non narrava fatti come li aveva ascoltati dagli insegnanti o dalla falsa
propaganda interessata di qualsiasi provenienza fosse, ma in un atteggiamento
quasi estatico, dopo un’ esposizione chiara, nuda e concisa che riguardava un
medio periodo e i suoi personaggi più rilevanti, si soffermava, trasportata da una
ebbrezza dolce e malinconica, a circostanziare ciò che era accaduto ai vari ceti
che componevano la stratificazione sociale del ciclo storico esaminato, con
estremo, consapevole e oggettivo spirito critico.166 (Sammartano 31)

bands had assaulted, colonized, looted, contaminated, and poisoned the naive purity of Berber race
populations, that lived in those territories since the dawn of time
164
my grandparents had decided to move to the fourth shore as settlers due to extreme poverty.
165

my grandmother was of fundamental importance in my internal process
Amedeo listened to the flow of events from the mouth of his grandmother who did not narrate facts as
he had heard them from the teachers or from false propaganda of any origin; rather, in an almost ecstatic
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Even if Amedeo’s grandmother was Italian, her stories and the history to which she referred did
not conceal the atrocities of the Italian colonial offense in Libya. This is a very important point
because the grandmother bears witness to what it means to colonize a country in reference to the
recent Italian colonial offense in Libya. But, as stated before, in the novel the grandmother
makes historical references in relation to the other conquests made in the previous centuries that,
as I will show later, will give to Amedeo an awareness to profoundly belong to the
Mediterranean geographical area and not just to Libya. Now we can state that Amedeo learned
since he was a child (in increasing proportion as he grew older) through storytelling, history, and
testimony. These three components manifest then, a gradual comprehension in how they attest to
the effects of the history of colonization to which Libya and, more broadly, all of North Africa
has been subjected. Needless to say, the older Amedeo became, the less storytelling was part of
the recounting, as it was substituted by more recent history linked to personal testimony from the
grandmother.
Amedeo had learned about the way the Italian colonial offense had subjugated the
population of Cyrenaica and Tripolitania with the same tone of denunciation that the historian
Del Boca used in describing the atrocities of the colonial offense that included use of gas and
extreme violence.167 This proximity to this part of the history learned through the grandmother’s
testimony, as well as the fact that Amedeo felt that Libya was his country, made him feel almost

attitude, after a clear and concise exposition of a medium term and the related most important characters,
she lingered, carried away by a sweet and melancholic thrill, to substantiate what had happened to the
various classes that made up the social stratification of the historical cycle examined, with extreme,
conscious, and objective critical spirit
167
For further details see Del Boca, Angelo. Italiani, brava gente?: un mito duro a morire. Neri Pozza,
2005
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guilty of something that neither he nor his family had accomplished, but generated in him the
sentiment that he had to expiate some of these past colonial attitudes “sarebbe stato necessario un
gesto tanto difficile quanto coraggioso nella situazione di colpevole abbandono culturale che la
norma imponeva e impone tutt’ora … una disinteressata, quindi non politica e di alto livello,
bensì popolare, sentita richiesta di scuse” (Sammartano 58).168 The narrator’s voice, puts in
words Amedeo’s social destabilization which made him feel different not only because he had
been exposed to the real history of the colonial offense but also because he found sincerely
appealing his newfound ability to understand the country in which he was born and living. The
fact that none of his friends and people he knew had ever felt such an interest in understanding
the relationship with the other people, with whom they lived so closely and so separated at the
same time, made him realize that the Italian society of postcolonial Tripoli was in a situation of
“abbandono culturale” (cultural abandon), as it was disinterested towards anything else which
was not related to the Italian environment. This is why in the excerpt above he says “colpevole
abbandono culturale” (guilty cultural abandon) in referring also to himself. The sense of guilt,
then, represents the difference between him and the people around him. At the moment, this
difference was expressed through a profound cultural interest to understand his society, which
was clearly made of native Arabs especially in the neighbourhood where Amedeo used to live,
the Dahra. Up to this point, Amedeo can be identified as Italian, otherwise he would not have
felt this sense of guilt. This sense will stay with him for years until he discusses this sentiment
openly and even after, as I discuss in next section.
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A gesture as difficult as it is courageous would have been necessary in the situation of guilty cultural
abandon that the norm imposed and still imposes ... a disinterested, therefore not political and of high
level, but popular, felt request for an apology
153

However, the grandmother's stories unintentionally planted the "seed" in Amedeo that the
land was not for the Italians and that, because he was born and raised there and felt that Libya
was his own country, perhaps he might cease to identify as Italian at that point. This awareness,
achieved slowly over the course of his youth, differentiated him substantially from the other
members of the Italian community who, as mentioned above, were not interested in engaging
with the "local" Arab population. Amedeo’s desire to get to know his fellow “native people” was
initially only internal because the fact of living within the Italian community enclosed him in a
world forged by those attitudes described earlier and even though he wanted to step away from
them, the process was not so easy and the narrator with sarcasm expresses that: “Per l’idea che
Amedeo si era fatto, grazie alle narrazioni della nonna, sulla ‘umanità’ che aveva caratterizzato
la colonizzazione italiana della Libia, il comportamento rancoroso che i ragazzi come Abdallah
dimostravano era prevedibile e comprensibile, ma risultava invece arrogante e condannabile
senza attenuanti per tutti gli altri italiani residenti” (Sammartano 37-38). 169
If we have now understood that the grandmother presented to Amedeo a different
historical background of the recent colonization so that of his nephew’s was also different
compared to the other Italians of Libya, another important question stems from it. How come an
elderly lady who was a former rural settler of Libya had such a different attitude towards the
colonial offense? To understand this, we need to return to the moment in which Amedeo (and
also his brother) as a child and a teenager used to go into his grandmother’s room to listen with
great attentions to the history with, as I previously mentioned, the help of storytelling and
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Because of the idea that Amedeo had made, thanks to the grandmother's narratives, on the 'humanity'
that had characterized the Italian colonization of Libya, the rancorous behavior that boys like Abdallah
showed was predictable and understandable, but for all other Italian residents, this behaviour was instead
arrogant and condemnable without extenuating circumstances.
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testimony. While the protagonist listened to the grandmother talking, he noticed “in momenti
molto fugaci, che poi la nonna stessa dissimulava rapidamente, dei cambiamenti improvvisi di
umore come dei lampi che imprevisti squarciavano il sereno di una limpida giornata … Quei
lampi erano sofferti, dolorosi, provenivano dal profondo” (Sammartano 33).170 The flashbacks of
which Sammartano speaks are the clear signs that the grandmother was traumatized and those
moments indicated that she was reliving the trauma that she suffered. As regards this process of
reliving, LaCapra states, as I have mentioned in Chapter 1, that the person who relives the past is
still being haunted by the traumatic memories (2014, 90). It is very interesting that, in the book,
Amedeo suspects during those flashbacks that the grandmother “trattenesse la necessità di
rivelare di più, molto di più di quello che riusciva a dire” (33).171 Dori Laub observes, that a
traumatized person from the Holocaust sometimes can manifest the severity of trauma by not
being able to recount it, so it is characterized by silence (79). But in this case the situation is
different because the grandmother, for whatever reason, avoids speaking about traumatic
experiences, which are certainly related to her experience as settler because this was the topic of
their discussion and this, then, must have unconsciously triggered the traumatic memories. The
narrator’s voice recalls again, that he trusted his grandmother because she was the one who
recounted him “quell’imbarazzante vicenda familiare, divenuta quasi un segreto, che riguardava
la morte del nonno Andrea, suo marito. Questi era stato trovato senza vita in fondo a un pozzo
nella concessione terriera loro assegnata dal governo italiano nel 1912” (33).172 However, that
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In very brief moments, sudden changes of mood, which the grandmother herself quickly disguised, hit
her as unexpected flashes pierced the serene of a clear day ... Those flashes were sorrowful, painful, came
from her soul
171
She resisted the need to reveal more, much more than she could say
172
That embarrassing family affair, almost a secret, which concerned the death of his grandfather Andrea,
her husband. He had been found lifeless at the bottom of a well in the land concession assigned to them
by the Italian government in 1912
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urge to communicate, which is immediately stopped by the choice of not continuing to speak,
remains beyond the reference to the story of the grandfather. Clearly, there was something else
that the grandmother decides to omit from her recounting.
The grandmother resists the urge to tell everything to Amedeo, her beloved grandson,
simply because they have such a close relationship but, probably because it would have been too
strong for him if she had also shared her trauma. Indeed, the resistance to recounting is an act of
love towards the grandson that Amedeo, unconsciously, pays back. While he is tempted to ask
his grandmother openly about the nature of those flashbacks he “anche questa volta non chiese
nulla” (34),173 not only in this instance because, “Da qualche tempo Amedeo…aveva a volte
notato cambiamenti improvvisi di umore” (33) these flashbacks, then, were episodes that
occurred, every now and then, during the “consueto appuntamento con la storia” (routine
appointment with history) but the grandson never asked his grandmother abouth them, indeed,
these episodes are no longer mentioned in the novel.
In light of all this, we can understand two very important factors: firstly, that the
grandmother presented to Amedeo the reality of her settler experience because of a trauma that
she suffered and, whereas this trauma is unknown to the reader, it is important to note how the
writer still evokes it through the grandmother’s behaviour. The latter prepared her grandson
Amedeo for his postcolonial reality and identity. The grandmother knew that it would have not
been possible to get rid of it easily, in fact, this postcolonial dimension stays with all the settlers
who went to Libya as they continue to bear symbolic witness to this experience. The second
important factor that we learn from what I just mentioned is that the author himself, confirming
in his interview that the grandmother is not a fictional character, through his novel bears witness
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Also this time he did not ask about it
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to his grandmother’s trauma even if he does not know exactly what happened beyond the story of
his grandfather Andrea. In the novel, just as a professional interviewer about traumatic events
would do, as Dori Laub highlighted (90), Amedeo respected the (brief) silence, and he never
asked questions but rather actively listened to those meetings with her beloved grandmother,
moments he treasured.
These conversations with the grandmother, no matter how intense, were extremely
pleasant for Amedeo but at some point after the episode of flashbacks he “fu … sorpreso da
un’impellente voglia di uscire, di evadere ed eludere un vortice più forte di lui” (Sammartano
34).174 This urge to leave her grandmother recounting was the sign of his Libyan identity that
was trying to pierce through to his awareness but in that moment it was still too soon and the
reaction is indeed to avoid this encounter with his self and find refuge in the more seemingly
secure space that was the Italian friends. In this context, Italian friends were initially the most
intimate because they were almost all considered as part of the "family", but in the novel
Amedeo felt the need to overcome a cultural barrier that he did not recognize but of which he
was, paradoxically, a prisoner. Any of his friends would have considered this feeling to be
abnormal had he expressed it to them.
Sammartano’s text expresses the desire to end, or at least to understand the reason for, the
social division between the two most numerous ethnic groups in postcolonial Libya: the Italians
and the Arabs. I argue that this division is due to the nature of this liminal space, which is
historically postcolonial but exists in a country that has not gone through a real decolonization
process because of the economic power that the Italians/former colonizers still had, as they
maintained most of their farms and the businesses they had launched in the main cities: Tripoli
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He was ... surprised by an urgent desire to get out, to evade and elude a vortex stronger than him
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and Benghazi. To recall Bhabha’s concept, the liminal space, defined as an encounter of two
cultures, should produce at a more advanced stage a hybrid culture, which is not simply a mix of
two or more cultures but the sign that this community has reached a stage in which they socially
exist together. Because the colonial past was too recent and King Idris’ monarchy left that
economic power to both Italians and other western nationalities (e.g. British and Americans), the
social cohesion between these two peoples, the natives Arabs and the Italians could not be
attained. Relationships between other nationalities/cultures clearly require different analyses
because they are always linked to history, as I have discussed in the previous chapter in the case
of the relationship between Jews and Arabs or Jews and Italians.
For the purposes of this analysis, it is important to point out a strictly biographical note
from the author. Andrea Sammartano’s parents decided that Andrea would attend high school in
Italy, forcing upon him an incessant back-and-forth between Italy and Libya for the duration of
his studies. In living between the two Mediterranean shores, Andrea Amedeo Sammartano
experiences in the flesh the cultural and social difference between Italy and Libya, as well as the
similarities: “In Italia stavo bene però c’era comunque qualcosa che mi mancava oltre la mia
famiglia. Non era un paese estraneo però non era il mio paese … il clima, la città di Tripoli e le
persone che la abitavano non erano e non potevano essere le stesse. Solo in Libia mi sentivo a
casa.175” His personal experience confirms what he had felt in the depths of his self since he
started middle school, that is to say, that he was Libyan and not Italian, and that there was,
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In Italy I was fine, however, there was still something that I missed beyond my family. It was not a
foreign country to me but it was not my country either ... the climate, the city of Tripoli and the people
who lived there were not and could not be the same. I only felt at home in Libya.
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therefore, a dichotomy between the way he experienced his identity and what was written on his
passport.
This problem may not be considered of particular interest if compared to the various
cases of cultural hybridization to which we are accustomed today, but in this postcolonial context
of exclusion on both sides, it turns the writer and the protagonist of the novel into a prisoner of a
continuous intellectual and emotional exile. He is unable to express his feelings for Libya
because he finds himself in a singular identity space, one that is not shared by anyone else.
Amedeo did not know and the author still does not know anyone in the Italian community of
Tripoli (also named tripolini) who shares these same feelings both towards Libya and the local
people but, above all, towards the colonial action of the past. Amedeo, like Andrea today, felt
deeply isolated in relation to this ideology, and in his identity, as he was highly subjected to
criticism on both the Libyan and the Italian sides. However, in Amedeo the desire to get to know
the local population who, like him, was born and raised in same country grew stronger. Now, he
was 17 and still he could not understand the reason why he could not get close to them but had to
limit himself to observing and appreciating them from a distance as if he was observing a strange
object or a wild animal to which it was dangerous to get closer:
Il grande piazzale sterrato di sabbia e sassi, che si stagliava chiaro e abbagliante di
fronte al palazzo che abitavano …

mostrava ancora i segni abbandonati e

malinconici della partita disputata la sera prima dai ragazzi della zona, a piedi
scalzi, senza la minima esitazione, come sul più soffice, grigio manto erboso
ammirato sui primi teleschermi in bianco e nero … quello che gli mancava era
stabilire il primo disgelante contatto che avrebbe dato il là al desiderio che da
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tempo lo affliggeva: frequentare con continuità i coetanei libici (Sammartano 56 –
57).176
The word continuità "continuity" should be interpreted as a synonym of uniting two parts that
have arbitrarily been separated, but that belong, in a profound sense, to the same place. This
belonging is not sanctioned by a necessary cultural similarity; it is rather attributable to a cultural
awareness, which existed as Italians and Arabs knew mutual cultural traits. This cultural
awareness and openness to diversity (which for the moment had only been asserted on Amedeo’s
side) opens up the possibility of inclusion within the Libyan community. But the two
communities did not want to and, therefore, could not, be integrated into each other. This meant,
I purposely repeat, that belonging to one community excluded the possibility of belonging to the
other. The awareness of all this in Amedeo created confusion and rebellion within him because
he was in a situation from which he could not get out. Indeed, he had been living since childhood
in this state of confusion, which did not give him peace. Since the beginning of the book
Amedeo’s discomfort is depicted by one of his teachers at school: “Hai sempre un’espressione
insodisfatta e malinconica, sembra che ti manchi la terra sotto i piedi” (Sammartano 10).
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Amedeo was aware of his deepest moods and only one of his schoolteachers who had learnt to
know him well could perceive this. Deep within, Amedeo was aware of the fact that there was
only one the solution to his problem and, the narrator’s voice, shows how deeply the sentiment of
exile was present, when describing Amedeo’s feelings:
Era sempre molto combattuto e incerto se continuare a frequentare con regolarità
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The large dirt square of sand and stones, which stood out clear and dazzling in front of the building
where they lived…still showed the abandoned and melancholy signs of the match played the night before
by the boys of the area, barefoot, without the slightest hesitation, as on the softer, gray turf admired on the
first tv screens in black-and-white ... what he lacked was to establish the first ice-melting contact that
would have satisfied? the desire that has long afflicted him: to frequent his Libyan peers with continuity.
177
You always have an unsatisfied and melancholy expression, you seem to be lacking the land underfoot
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il circolo della parrocchia, che lo attraeva e affascinava per l’intensità delle
passioni giovanili che aveva vissuto e di cui tuttora godeva a piene mani …
D’altra parte, sentiva che tutto questo non poteva più bastargli. Era giunto a un
guado, ormai sul punto di oltrepassare la propria adolescenza, che non lo
soddisfaceva più – anzi, per alcuni aspetti lo infastidiva – per rimpiazzarla con
qualcosa che lo rendesse più cosciente dei propri limiti, meno lusingato dei pregi
che gli riconoscevano, più assetato di profondità. Ma non riusciva né a capire
come, né a farsi aiutare ad attraversare quel fiume che lo divideva da una
maggiore consapevolezza. Sentiva e si ribellava per non essere abbastanza
coraggioso.178 (Sammartano 39)
He did not understand what was happening but he felt within himself a rejection of all that Italians
as colonizers had done and the attitude they continued to maintain now that they were no longer
the colonizers of the country. Two of Amedeo’s school friends will awaken this Libyan identity
because they will accept him as such. The problem for Amedeo was, in fact, not so much that of
recognizing himself in this different identity from that to which the surrounding Italian
community wanted to "tie" to him at all costs, but rather that of being accepted as such by the
local community. In this context of exclusion, therefore, the difficulties of acceptance on both
sides created impassable difficulties and a strong internal stress, which would inevitably cause a
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He debated whether to continue to regularly attend the parish club, which attracted him and fascinated
him by the intensity of the youthful passions that he had lived there and which he still enjoyed to the
fullest ... On the other hand, he felt that all this could not be enough for him anymore. He had come to a
ford, now on the verge of going beyond his adolescence, which no longer satisfied him - indeed
, in some ways it annoyed him -, to replace it with something that made him more aware of his
limitations, and was less flattering than the virtues that recognized him, more thirsty for depth. But he
could neither understand how he could, nor be helped to, cross that river that divided him from greater
awareness. He felt and rebelled against his lack of bravery.
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rupture with the Italian community.

3.2 Building an anti-colonial Identity
Sport allows Amedeo an initial approach to local Libyan culture. While observing his Libyan
peers to see how they approached soccer, he tries to understand himself more in depth. The
differences therefore do not discourage the protagonist of the novel but rather animate him
towards his goal that now appeared more feasible:
Il tentativo di integrarsi con la popolazione locale, in primo luogo con quella del
quartiere, lo aveva addirittura portato a conformarsi quasi a trecentosessanta gradi
con il loro stile di vita, grazie anche al calcio, l’utilissimo espediente di cui si era
servito e che gli aveva permesso di frequentare, così giovane, l’ambiente della
prima squadra del Nadi ad Dahra nel campionato nazionale di prima divisione
(Sammartano 59).179
It is soccer that allows Amedeo to enter into a more intimate friendship with Nuri, a huge fan of
Nadi ad Dahra team. This meeting generates an opportunity for Amedeo to really begin to
understand the native culture of the country in which he was born. An opportunity like this was
not a trivial thing for those who were Italian and were, therefore, automatically kept at a distance
because they symbolized the past that, because of the atrocities committed, it was difficult to
forget. As I have written elsewhere Amedeo’s friends provide the first opportunity, as well as the
social means, for Sammartano to change his identity and cultural space:
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The attempt to integrate with the local population, primarily with that of the neighborhood, had even
led him to conform, in a turn of almost three hundred and sixty degrees with their lifestyle, thanks to
soccer, the useful expedient he had used and that had allowed him to participate, at such a young age, in
the environment of the first team of Nadi ad Dahra in the national championship of first division.
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If Luciano, Amedeo's neighbor, represents the best friend, raised in the same area
in Tripoli and coming from the same cultural background, then Nuri represents,
instead, a more mature friendship. The nearly-adult Amedeo chooses him as his
very good friend for more serious reasons, such as the political philosophy they
share. Leila represents the discovery for Amedeo of what love is from all possible
perspectives, which are described with such elegance that the reader feels the
strength of love not only towards Leila but towards Libya as a whole. (Pollicino,
219)
Nuri and Leila, the children of a Libyan military officer and an Italian woman, an unusual mix
because of the recent colonial past and the difference of religion which both communities had as
an identity trait had access not only to the Italian school which is where Amedeo met them but
also to the Italian as well as the Arab community of Tripoli.180 Nuri and Leila, therefore, represent
those who get to know Amedeo in the Italian social space and slowly introduce him to the Libya
of the native people: “Nuri e Leila … facevano parte della minoranza emancipata della
popolazione locale che, per convinzione e possibilità economiche, non solo frequentava con
assiduità le scuole, … ma seguiva e praticava l’evolversi delle relazioni sociali della comunità
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To understand the religion as identity trait, it is important to remember a critical moment in the history
of the colonization of Libya. In 1937, Mussolini pretended to care about the Arabs of Muslim faith, who
were named Italian Muslims and promised them well-being, justice and respect. With this positive
intention he received from the Berber community a sword named on the occasion as the “sword of Islam.”
Lately, this sword was discovered to have been produced in Italy and all this was a proof of how
Mussolini’s rhetoric aimed to contrast with hegemony that the French and British had all over the other
countries on the Mediterranean. Indeed, just a year later Mussolini sent 20,000 settlers plus 9,000 more in
1939 (see Chapter 1 of this dissertation). This confirmed that, at least during Mussolini’s rule, it would
be difficult for the two people to forge a strong relationship. For more information, see Galoppini,
Enrico. Il Fascismo e L'Islam (2001).
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italiana residente a Tripoli” (Sammartano 79).181 In this sense their role is unique, given the
absence of a shared social space between Italians and native Arabs, they were the only people
who could understand Amedeo’s transnational identity both as Italian and as Libyan.
Now, it is important to consider that I share the definition of transnational space given by
Basch et al., that state that transnationalism is “the processes by which (im)migrants and refugees
forge and maintain multi-stranded social relations that link together their places of origin and
places of settlement” (7). This definition is important because it is the one that, according to
Nolin, has established transnationalism within migration studies and this colonial and postcolonial
movement certainly include a migratory process even if this process is in a specific historical
framework.182 Indeed, in regards to this, we can state that the two siblings (Nuri and Leila) were
part of both communities, the Italian and the Libyan, because of the migration of the Italian
mother and the same was for Amedeo. Specifically the migration from which they all originated
was a colonial migratory movement that made them all postcolonial subjects. However, Nuri and
Leila were unique in their sensibility, as they had to be able to understand the transnational space
that Amedeo occupied which was very different from theirs. Indeed, Amedeo was trapped in this
singular transnational space that nobody could understand, or would share, because of the cultural
barrier that remained as a legacy of the colonial period. In the case of Amedeo, then,
transnationalism is a disturbing element of his identity because to recall Hall’s cultural identity
theory this transnationalism is imposed by how he defines himself and how others perceive him.
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Nuri and Leila ... were part of the emancipated minority of the local population who, due to confidence
and economic possibilities, not only attended the schools with diligence ... but followed and practiced the
evolution of social relations of the Italian community residing in Tripoli
182
See Nolin, Catherine L. “Transnational Ruptures and Sutures: Questions of Identity and Social
Relations among Guatemalans in Canada.” GeoJournal, vol. 56, no. 1, 2002, pp. 59–67.
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Amedeo’s suffering was pragmatically represented by the fact that he was only allowed
to participate in the Italian identity space but felt a strong sense of belonging to the native Libyan
society. This made pragmatically difficult for the protagonist to come close to the native Arab
identity space and share their culture until he met Nuri and Leila. Also for the two siblings,
however, there is a part that emerges between the two nationalities that they have, and this gives
them an intimate identity that, just like the protagonist of the book, was the Libyan one. It is very
important to highlight that for Nuri and Leila “Se non fosse stato per i tratti somatici, che anche
nel caso di Nuri riconducevano alle origini berbere del padre, la proprietà di linguaggio e la
capacità, conscia e non, di assimilare le caratteristiche più peculiari in fatto di abitudini e usi
materni era talmente alta che chiunque avrebbe faticato a definirne la provenienza culturale
(Sammartano 79).183 It is easy, then, to argue that these two siblings were certainly bicultural as
they grew up with a Libyan father and an Italian mother, but their physical features revealed this
link which in continental Italy would have made it difficult for them to integrate because of the
Fascist legacies that were still a preponderant part of the Italian social structure. These mere
physical characteristics however, do not play an important role for any of the three friends
Amedeo, Nuri, and Leila. This is to say that while race as a concept does not seem to be important
in the book it plays a subtle role that the three friends seem to avoid thinking about until the
moment of their forced separation, when everyone will follow the destiny of the passport they
carry which in this case corresponds also to their physical features. Amedeo’s physical features
present him as a European, specifically his white skin and his first and last name, which associate
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Were it not for the somatic traits, which in the case of Nuri also referred to the father's Berber origins,
the propriety of language and the ability, conscious and not, to assimilate the most peculiar characteristics
of maternal habits and uses was so high that anyone would have struggled to define their cultural
provenance.
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him to Italy, depicting him as an Italian even if he was born and raised in Libya and, without
implying any right granted by the Jus-sanguinis law, we can certainly agree that there is a strong
connection not only to the place where one is born but certainly to the place where one is raised.
This understanding makes Nuri and Leila come closer to Amedeo.
With Nuri and Leila begins a deep friendship that allows the protagonist and the two
friends to become more aware of what it means to feel Libyan. If his childhood friends were all
Italians, and despite the great value that those old friendships had for Amedeo, he had not chosen
these friends but they were naturally imposed by membership in the same community, Tripoli’s
Dahra neighbourhood, and by attendance of the same school and/or same oratory. Instead, Nuri
represents a more mature, conscious, refined friendship. The deep friendship with Nuri allows
Amedeo to get to know the Arab native culture having access, then, to the reality of that people.
Nuri will remove any obstacle imposed by Amedeo’s originating Italian culture:
Nuri lo trattava ormai come uno di casa e la loro comune passione, la caccia,
divenne l'occasione più a buon mercato per espugnare l'interno delle reciproche
partecipazioni emotive dalle ultime sensazioni rimaste sconosciute, solo perché
celate da resistenze involontarie, per affrontarsi e confrontarsi del tutto allo
scoperto raggiungendo equilibri così sottili e al limite della migliore
immaginazione, che ormai tutto era permesso tra loro senza l'ombra di dubbio.184
(Sammartano 102)
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Now, Nuri treated him as one of his family and their common passion, hunting, became the easiest
opportunity to conquer the inside of each other's emotional participation all the way to the last unexplored
feelings, which were unknown only because they were hidden by involuntary resistances, to face and
confront one another openly so as to reach such subtle balances at the limit of the best imagination, that
now everything was allowed between them without the shadow of a doubt.
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Through their shared passion for hunting, Nuri also introduces Amedeo to the geography of the
territory. The geographical space of which Amedeo is becoming more and more conscious
thanks to his friend, becomes a symbol of his Libyan identity space, which again links Amedeo
with history. As I will highlight in the next section, geography will link Amedeo to the ruins,
which represent a distant past; however, in this case, it is colonial history, which forcibly returns
in this relationship that the protagonist has with geography and, through it, with history, as a
result of the encounters with the grandmother and Leila.
Leila is Amedeo’s first love (also this element correspond to the reality corroborated by
the author during the interview), and several emotions are merged in this character: the emotions
linked to the strong feelings for the first woman one loves, and also those that involve him in the
depths of his self. In the first conversation with Leila, Amedeo expresses his idea that “Tutti i
popoli a parte una risibile minoranza, sono oppressi dalla prepotenza di pochi … Anche il nostro
popole lo è” (77).185 Leila, attentive as she is to every single word that Amedeo says in her
efforts to get to know the depths of his personality, replied “A quale etnia ti stai riferendo? Tu sei
italiano e io Libica di padre: come fai a parlare del ‘nostro’ popolo?”186; this is the first time in
which Amedeo, who while he was growing up had internally matured his love for and sense of
belonging to Libya, now feels that the moment has come to openly manifest his self:
Io sono italiano sulla carta, nell’intimo mi sento, in un certo senso più libico di te
e comunque soffocato sia come italiano che come libico! … nello specifico, come
italiano sento l’oppressione della arroganza con cui vi abbiamo annesso durante la
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All peoples, apart from a tiny minority, are oppressed by the arrogance of a few ... Even our people are
What ethnicity are you referring to? You are Italian and I am Libyan on my father’s side: how do you
talk about 'our' people.

186
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Guerra di colonizzazione; come libico mi sento schiacciato dalla miseria in cui
viene abbandonata una larga maggioaranza della popolazione e dalla opulenza in
cui sguazza una minoranza di privilegiati in questa ricca monarchia.187 (77)
Leila remains astonished by those words that clearly expressed who Amedeo was through a
process that started since he was born and, for this reason, cannot be ascribed to a particular
moment. LaCapra’s concept of “absence” is fundamental to account for Amedeo’s ideological
exile because he has highlighted how what makes his identity singular is what he feels for the
country in which he was born and raised, and which has never been recognized as part of his life.
He has not lost the Libyan nationality and the subsequent right to live in Libya; rather, this was
absent from him, from his persona therefore his absence assumes a transhistorical level because
it is not linked to a precise historical moment (700). This form of “absence” often leads to a
trauma that is triggered exactly by the desire of something that one has never had and that cannot
be narrativized. Indeed, in Sammartano’s novel, Amedeo becomes aware of his identity
throughout the recounting, even all along his existence and, we are able to see the moment in
which for the first time he openly describes his feelings for Libya (as I have just mentioned
above) but we cannot understand this process in a narrative form, as one that would have a
precise beginning, a development, and an end. In the case of Amedeo the trauma will strike—not
when he is in Libya, but with the 1970 expulsion of the Italians, which traumatizes him in a way
different from the others Italian of Libya, as I will discuss in the conclusion of this chapter. For
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I am Italian on paper, in the intimate I feel, in a certain sense more Libyan than you and still suffocated
both as Italian and as a Libyan! ... specifically, as an Italian, I feel the oppression of arrogance with which
we have annexed you during the colonization war; as a Libyan I feel crushed by the misery in which a
large majority of the population is abandoned and by the opulence in which a minority of privileged
people wallows in this rich monarchy
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now let’s focus on how Amedeo goes through his ideological exile and seeks to be accepted as
Libyan at least by the woman with whom he is in love and by his dear friend Nuri.
In the relationship with Leila, he cautiously courts her, combining in their courtship his
aspiration to be her lover with his identity as a Libyan citizen. He wanted to be accepted as a
lover but also as a fellow citizen, he wanted to cancel out that apparent right that the two brothers
(symbols of the entire local indigenous community) held more than the Italian Amedeo. Leila, on
her side, is a very confident girl who is aware that regardless of the attraction she has for
Amedeo if his political philosophical thought does not coincide with hers she will never accept
him as her lover. Pushed by Amedeo who asked “Parlami del tuo spirito più intimo, Leila, di ciò
che ti caratterizza ed è più vitale … Fammi sprofondare in ciò che più ti affascina o ti preoccupa,
in ciò che più ti avvicina o ti allontana da me,” (84)188 Leila understands that this is the moment
in which she must show her self even if this might have a strong impact for Amedeo. This would
be the only way to comprehend whether there could be a real union between her and Amedeo
and at the same time between Amedeo and Libya, so she lets herself go:
la storia dell’ultima occupazione armata che abbiamo subito, quella italiana del
periodo fascista … è sconvolgente per la sua inenarrabile violenza … Iniziò con
le deportazioni in massa di intere popolazioni verso campi di detenzione … [il
generale Graziani] trasformò quei luoghi in campi di concentramento…in cui la
vita e la dignità delle persone perdevano il loro valore…Non so se sei al corrente
dell’uso di gas come l’iprite durante i bombardamenti sui civili: hanno effetti
ritardati ed è dimostrato che colpiscono anche le generazioni successive. Mi
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Tell me about your most intimate spirit, Leila, of what characterizes you and is more vital for you ...
Let me sink into what fascinates you or worries you most, in what brings you closer or distances you
away from me
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spiace farti questo resoconto. So che non dovrei chiedere ragione di tutto ciò alle
persone come te, ma sei stato tu a spronarmi a raccontare quanto pulsa con più
vitalità all’interno del mio sangue…è ciò che più mi affascina e mi preoccupa, che
più mi avvicina e mi allontana da te (87-88).189
This is the real crossroads in which Amedeo is confronted with the disconcerting reality of what
the Italians did during the colonization in Libya as Del Boca recounted. His grandmother had not
hidden anything but had softened the details, considering the young age, back then, of her young
grandson. She did not want to scandalize him and/or make him feel mortified. Who knows if her
trauma was caused by seeing the lasting damages that chemical weapons had on the native
Libyans. This could be truly shocking. Due to the harshness of the colonial past, Leila wants,
instead, to make sure that Amedeo knows in a maybe rough but truthful way what all the Italians
did. It was ignorance that had created several followers of Fascism and consequently determined
its great power. With this in mind Leila wants to make sure that her beloved Amedeo is out of the
grip of any Fascist ideology.
Amedeo does not have a sensational reaction to that accusation; he does not even feel
hurt, as Leila had feared, because he is now Libyan and it is only now that he understands that this
identity is not a choice because it stems from his own feeling, the deep bond with a space that
cannot be confined inside a passport, in this case the Italian passport. A document cannot express
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The history of the last armed occupation we suffered, the Italian one of the Fascist period ... is
shocking for its unutterable violence ... It began with the mass deportations of entire populations to
detention camps ... [General Graziani] transformed those places into concentration camps ... in which the
life and dignity of the people lost their value ... I do not know if you are aware of the use of chemical
weapons such as mustard gas during the bombing of civilians: they have delayed effects and it is shown
that they also affect the next generations. I'm sorry to give you this report. I know I should not ask all of
this to people like you, but it was you who urged me to tell you what pulsates within my blood with the
most vitality... this is what fascinates me most and worries me, this is what brings me closer to you and
distances me from you
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the identity culture of a subject, it may perhaps be an indicator but such indications are
suppositions and therefore should never be interpreted as certainties, especially in this case.
Amedeo responds to Leila’s outburst against colonialism: “Sento la necessità di vergognarmi e
scusarmi e subito dopo di provarti con tutte le forze a mia disposizione, il dolore per ciò che per la
prima volta ho ascoltato così dettagliatamente e la mia disponibilità a condividerlo con te e con
chi ne rivendica almeno il riconoscimento” (Sammartano 89).190 Amedeo’s words show no
surprise even if nobody had ever spoken to him in such detail about the Italian colonial offense;
rather, also in reference to the previous citation when he says he feels “soffocato sia come Italiano
che come libico!”(stifled both as Italian and as Libyan) that he understands the biological link he
has with Italy and, because of this, he experiences that sense of guilt. Amedeo had also
experienced the latter before when he still had no cleared to himself his sense of belonging to
Libya. Now we can state this sense of guilt towards the Italian colonial offense cannot be
cancelled exactly for the biological link he has with Italy. More importantly, in the last line of the
above quote he, like a few historians among which Del Boca (2005), denounces the concealing of
the atrocities of the Italian colonial offense in Italian colonial history. History then continues to be
a central thread for the construction of this identity, not only in terms of colonial history but also
further back in the past as I analyze here below.

3.3 Ruins as Borders: Mediterranean and Libyan Identity
It is important to underline that thanks to Nuri Amedeo discovers the depth of his relationship
with history through his interpretation of the ruins of Leptis Magna, which has its origin centuries
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I feel the need to let you know that I am ashamed and the need to apologize and immediately to try
with all my strength at my disposal, the pain for what I first heard so detailed and my willingness to share
it with you and with those who claim at least the recognition
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before the Italian colonization of the region. Nuri studied architecture and in the novel in one of
the many moments shared with Amedeo and his sister Leila (who in the meantime had become
Amedeo’s girlfriend) leads them to the Roman ruins of Leptis Magna not far from Tripoli. Once
they arrive at this place, Nuri explains with confidence and expertise that these were the remains
of the Roman civilization but, in reality, this was an excuse to continue the discussion on the
political fate of the country, which at that moment was only apparently stable. The three friends,
who followed with great perspicacity and personal involvement the events of the political
situation in Libya, were worried because they understood that something would happen since
King Idris was sympathetic to Europe and because Libya, after the end of Italian colonialism, had
never been a free country. In this regard the narrator points out that: “Nuri per fortuna, aveva già
esposto una rivoluzionaria riforma economica e oltre ai suoi due spettatori visibili, una folla di
ottantamila fantasmi di Leptis aveva ascoltato e avrebbe tramandato” (Sammartano 150).191 The
eighty thousand ghosts of which the narrator speaks in the book are the citizens of Leptis Magna
when the Roman emperor Septimius Severus tried to elevate it to same level of prestige as Rome
at the time, to mark his appreciation for the place in which he was born (Sammartano personal
interview). But it is very important to note when the book says “[la folla] avrebbe tramandato”
(the crowd would have transmitted this message) because he refers to the message of this
“revolutionary economic reform,” namely, a redistribution of the economic power (and more)
which includes, of course, the native Arab community. This economic reform that the crowd
would have transmitted to others looking for allies is related to the interpretation of those ruins,
which, for the author, is different from the meaning that the Fascist government had attributed to
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Nuri, fortunately, had already exhibited a revolutionary economic reform and in addition to its two
visible spectators, a crowd of eighty thousand ghosts of Leptis had listened and would have transmitted
the message.
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them. Indeed, in Amedeo’s mind Libya had to be a truly independent country, free from any
European influence. Nuri, like Leila and Amedeo saw Libya as part of that “Mediterranean
Empire,” not strictly the Roman Empire to which the Fascist regime appealed. For the three
friends, Libya had nothing in common with colonialist Fascist Italy and now, in order to get rid of
the sympathetic European monarchy in walking through Leptis:
avrebbero voluto esortare al sostegno della giusta causa tutti i libici e in cuor loro
lo fecero … anzi … racchiusero nell’arco delle loro braccia tutto il mondo che a
Leptis quegli ottantamila avevano conosciuto. Da Cirene ad Alessandria, da
Gerusalemme ad Antiochia, a Efeso a Cartagine chiamarono alla rivolta i popoli
di quel bacino che da quasi due secoli, forse per postuma vendetta, subiva la
prepotenza devastante, evidente, ma anche subdola e travestita del resto del
mondo.192 (Sammartano 151)
Roman ruins are spread out across the Mediterranean basin that is described here; the word
“subiva” (suffered), as used in the above excerpt, applies to “bacino” (basin) in its entirety, thus
highlighting the cultural unity of those Mediterranean territories through history and across
borders. These Mediterranean territories represent, then, the unity that all those lands along the
Mediterranean shared in light of their common historical past. Also, still in the excerpt above, the
narrator highlights that this unity had been the result of other colonial offenses. It is important to
note that this reference highlights the condemnation of the colonial action per se: broadening it
beyond the Italians’ role as perpetrators. This is why Amedeo also condemns the colonial offense
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They wanted to exhort all the Libyans to support the just cause ... but they did more ... they embraced
in the arc of their joined arms the whole world that those eighty thousand had known as Leptis. From
Cyrene to Alexandria, from Jerusalem to Antioch, Ephesus to Carthage called the peoples of that basin to
revolt. The peoples of that basin, perhaps out of posthumous revenge, for almost two centuries suffered
the devastating, obvious, but also subtle and disguised arrogance of the rest of the world
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of medieval history and this is why he refers as a “postuma vendetta” (posthumous revenge) of
those colonial acts. There is no doubt that Amedeo shapes his identity as Libyan rather than
Italian based on his interpretation of the ruins as a source of cultural unity of the Mediterranean
basin, which, then, differs from that of the Italian Fascists. In what does this difference consist
and more importantly, how Amedeo’s character can be assimilated through the book to
Sammartano’s identity formation?
The Italian Fascists justified the act of war on the Libyan territory by referring to the
fact that it had belonged to the Roman Empire, and because they thought that the colonial war
would serve to restore Tripoli, Leptis Magna, and Sabrata back to their splendor and to their
original empire. For this reason, the nationalists of the era considered the colonial confrontation
not as an offensive war, but as a defensive action towards the Libyan territory destroyed by the
nomads, namely, the Arabs. Michael S. Roth writes that, since the eighteenth century, the ability
to perceive the charm of the past and, therefore, of ruins as a testimony of history, was a sign of
aesthetic sensibility for many aristocrats, as it was perceived to be synonymous with a certain
social status. These ideologies persisted and were adopted even among Italian nationalists of the
early twentieth century. The link between space and history, created through the ruins as
history’s manifestations, remains important even today, for the author of the book, Andrea
Sammartano. In his novel, Festa Grande alla Dahra, Sammartano does not renounce, to the
bond with the fragments of the past as he chose to display Roman ruins in his book cover. It is
crucial now to determine the value that Sammartano has attributed to these ruins, which
represent the link between the identities of Amedeo, the main character, and the writer.
The author chose the image of Leptis Magna for the cover of his book, which he
associated to a portrait depicting many hands that play drums, given to him by a friend. This
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painting shows a foggy image of those hands that overlap on many different drums. Sammartano,
in his interview, said that this painting gave him a sense of urgency of something, which would
happen soon, and announced from the drums playing loudly, an occurence that has this kind of
power such as a war. In light of all that has been said so far, it is therefore indisputable that the
writer considered the contemporary fascination with ruins as testimonies of the past, and that he
connected them with the war that these may generate when they are considered as landmarks of
possession. As Huyssen suggests, “we are nostalgic for the ruins of modernity because they still
seem to hold a promise of an alternative future” (8). Even though ruins are linked to the past,
they generate modernity, as they are subject to various interpretations and “used” according to
various purposes. As mentioned above, Nationalists, at the beginning of last century, invoked
them to justify colonial action in Libya. They see in these memories of the past the promise of
the alternative future that Huyssen suggests, because their action takes as a starting point an
element of the past, with the purpose of restoring their ancient presence in the Libyan territory.
Sammartano gives voice to an opposite understanding of these memories of the past, one that
sees them not as a justification for any war occurred centuries ago, but rather as a form of
universal cultural heritage that bears witness to a unique Mediterranean geo-cultural space
(rooted in history) and to a temporality in which past and present join. It is noteworthy that,
every time Sammartano observes these ruins, he links them to Libya rather than to Italy, from a
general Mediterranean perspective, due to his personal memories (Sammartano personal
interview). In his interpretation of these memories, Sammartano’s perspective establishes a
substantial difference between himself and the other Italians of Libya; he recognizes the ruins as
Libyan because they are tied to his biographical stories and not merely to faraway historical
events of possession. The historical perspective of the ruins for Sammartano is that of the
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Mediterranean territory. The latter is considered as a space which necessarily dialogues with
history.
Neil Smith adopts a Marxist perspective when he emphasizes the relationship between
space and history, he suggests that “The territory was still there, but the people had become
mobile,” and then adds that this requires “a new division of society based on control of territory.
Not the people, but the territory was now divided: the inhabitants became a mere political
appendage of the territory” (79). If in this perspective, the division of space was determined by
history, in his novel, Sammartano does not perceive space as circumscribed by the rigid political
boundaries imposed by colonialists. Rather, he perceives space as constructed by the ruins
throughout the Mediterranean basin. Colonial history creates a personal connection between this
space and the biographical stories of Andrea Sammartano, even though this historical period
ended before his birth. But the colonial period inflicted an identity that caused this exile and
traumas in the author. Those traumas brought him to recount his experience through Amedeo’s
life indeed “tutti i personaggi del mio romanzo sono veri nei nomi e in ciò che ho vissuto”
(Sammartano personal interview).193 The author of Festa grande alla Dahra through his
narrative of Amedeo’s life in Libya relives his personal story and how he became aware of his
identity. This is not simply becoming aware of the particular link that one has to the ethnicity and
culture to which one belongs but, rather, it consists in understanding and accepting those links
that cannot be broken as in the novel Amedeo, himself, understands.
Amedeo had ceased to see on a regular basis the group of Italian friends, or to go to the
oratory of the St. Francis Church in the neighbourhood of Dahra where they lived for a few
years. Now that he had made clear at least to Nuri, his close friend and, contextually to Leila, his
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all the characters in my novel are real in both their names and in what I lived with them.
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girlfriend, that he was Libyan because of both his personal story and the history to which he felt
a strong link he had the desire to go back to visit the oratory and the Italian environment in
which he lived before expressing his sentiment towards Libya and the Italian colonizers’ past.
This desire originated from the atmosphere of rebellion that he felt in the air after Nuri told him
and Leila that something was about to happen: a cell of the army, along with many youth of
Libya, wanted an independent country free from king Idris’s monarchy. Moreover, the fact that
King Idris had left the country for some time to seek out medical care in Greece was a clear sign
that the monarchy was about to meet its demise. In this atmosphere Amedeo wanted to go and
see if he could find in the Italian identity space any signs of crisis perceived by them. He
received this type of information only because he had been living for a few years close to Nuri
and Leila. Nuri, in particular, was very politically involved and active within the Libyan identity
space and was the one who gave both of them all the political information. This shows that Nuri
and Leila, at least perceived Amedeo, as Libyan but no other Libyans were so close to him to
understand this. So Amedeo in the transnational space in which he was enclosed he was no
longer alone, as he shared it with Nuri and Leila who accepted him as Libyan and chose to be
close to him.
Before going to the oratory, Amedeo decides to check another place in which he was
perceived as Italian the head office of the soccer team of El Nadi Dahra where he was one of the
best players and, for this reason also very respected. This is not just a choice to visit another site
of his Italian cultural geography rather he chooses to go there because the director of the soccer
team which clearly had and Arabic name, “non aveva mai nascosto antipatie per l’arroganza del
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potere [degli italiani] costituito anche in ambito calcistico” (Sammartano 134).194 This is an
emblematic moment in the economy of the entire book because Amedeo shows his
understanding of how the soccer team was a liminal space in which both ethnicities were
represented but at the same time, as I stated before, and the excerpt above reinforces, the two
main ethnicities—Italians and Libyans—remained separated. The reason for the ideological
separation between Italians and native Arabs within the soccer team is not specified, as the
author does not clarify if the arrogance of the Italian presence was due to the fact that the Italian
soccer players were more numerous of the Arab ones or simply because the best players were of
the nationality of the former colonizer. However, I argue that there is a more profound meaning
which is linked to an aspect that I showed at the beginning of this chapter: when Amedeo was
observing the Arab children playing soccer bare-footed. Their feet are a sign of the inferior social
class that the Arab occupied compared to the Italians, despite the end of the colonization. This
gave the Arab soccer players less opportunity to play soccer at a pre-professional level in which
the team of the Dahra neighbourhood was. Certainly, the native Arab players were less
considered and also more disadvantaged because being used to playing bare foot is not the same
as playing with professional soccer shoes. World soccer history has witnessed this adaptation
with many soccer champions, who not only start playing soccer from bare foot with shoes but in
playing soccer with a different style than the nationals of European descent.195 In other words
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[the soccer team society] had never hidden antipathy as the arrogance of the power [of the Italians]
also manifested in the soccer field.
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An example of different style of playing linked to the native culture of a country is given by the
biographical film of Edson Arantes do Nascimento, known as Pelé. The film shows the dichotomy within
the same team of playing soccer with the use of ginga that the Brazilian players of African origin played,
amongst which Pelé, and instead the Brazilians of European descent did not share this way of playing
soccer. For more info look at film Zimbalist, Jeffrey and Michael Zimbalist, directors. Pelé - the Birth of
a Legend. IFC Films, 13 May 2016, www.ifcfilms.com/films/pele-birth-of-a-legend
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there is always an opposition due to ethnicity caused by the legacy that the colonial period left
which is, I repeat, at the base of this social division.
The narrator talks about another Italian soccer player of the team, Italo Papetti, that
arrives at the head office shortly after him, and how they both get acclimated for an important
match that would happen shortly after. The team manager’s because of this excessive acclaim
that the two players receive, feel the urge to take them into another room to separate them from
the fans who were present at the head office that evening. This is the moment in which Amedeo
diverts the topic of the conversation towards the political situation of Libya and the narrative
voice specifies that “aveva subito notato che era poca la voglia di sbilanciarsi in discussioni che
potevano portare ad una compromissione e da questo, e per il poco che aveva ascoltato,
arbitrariamente dedusse che il crogiuolo si avvicinava a un punto di ebollizione sufficientemente
critico” (Sammartano 134).196 Amadeo was satisfied about this feeling because it was a
confirmation that something was about to happen. His country, Libya, was about to become free,
the independent country that the three friends had always imagined. At this point, Amedeo is
ready to visit the full Italian identity space of the oratory of the church of St. Francis.
Amedeo had not been in this total space of Italian identity for quite some time and the
narrator does not hide a feeling of nostalgia of the protagonist seeing again that old soccer field
in which he had played many matches with his childhood friends. While Amedeo was playing
alone with the soccer ball a voice very familiar to him, that of Father Giovita Dossi, surprised
him “Dovresti tornare qua’ un po’ più spesso, anche se questo posto non risponde in pieno a quel
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He [Amedeo] had immediately noticed that there was little desire to reveal information in discussions
that could compromise participants and from this, and for the little he had listened, he arbitrarily deduced
that the crucible was approaching a sufficiently critical boiling point.
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che tu più desideri per ciò che ti ho sentito dire ultimamente Amedeo” (Sammartano135).197 This
confirms not only the fact that Amedeo had changed his identity space in accordance with his
sentiments but, more importantly, that he was freely speaking about it. In regards to this,
Sammartano specifies during his interview that his ideas of a prosperous future for Libya and the
colonial past were different from those of his father with whom he did not get along, as a young
adult, precisely for this reason. Now we can see how the lonely sensation of the intellectual and
emotional exile was, on the one hand, being soothed from the love and friendship Leila and Nuri
were giving him, while, on the other hand, his socio-political beliefs extended the exile also
within his family. With the decease of the grandmother in the Sammartano family environment,
he is left without any allies to deeply understand his motivations.
Father Dossi, in the conversation with Amedeo, continues saying “in fondo anche se la
tendenza dei soci [del circolo di San Francesco] è conformarsi senza tanta personalità agli
squilibri di cui la società è vittima, questa non è da condannare senza attenuanti; il rischio a
esporsi soprattutto in un paese straniero è considerevole” (135).198 Here is the real caesura that
the father shows as a representative of the community of the Italians of Libya. They felt that they
were in a foreign country simply because the colonial period was over. None of them trascended
the political framework to listen to what they really felt for that land. Indeed, Amedeo clarifies to
father Dossi that “non è questione di compromettersi in un’azione eclatante…è il pensiero così
omologante, ancora così nostalgico di un periodo che pure ci ha provocato danni incalcolabili
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You should come back here a little more often, even if this place does not respond in full to what you
most desire for what I've heard you say lately Amedeo
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after all, even if the tendency of the members [of the circle of St. Francis] is to conform without so
much personality to the imbalances of which this society is a victim, this is not to be condemned without
extenuating circumstances; the risk of exposing oneself, above all in a foreign country, is considerable
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che rischia di esiliarmi da questo posto che mai rinnegherò” (135).199 All settlers had remained in
Libya after the end of the colonization clearly because they had no other choice. King Idris’
monarchy had allowed retaining most of their possessions and returning to Italy, for the original
settlers who were now very elderly people, was not a choice anymore. For their offrsping, who
were born and raised in Libya, returning to Italy was not an alternative because Italy represented
the country of origin but not their homeland. Still the Italians knew that a few decades earlier
they had been the colonist and were nostalgic of being in their homeland, Libya, when this was
an Italian territory. This is because they simply wanted to be part of that “imagined community,”
which is at the basis of the idea of nation as Anderson describes it.200
Amedeo has long distanced himself from this reasoning and is clearly disturbed by the
fact that the Italian community is nostalgic of colonialism for two reasons that he elucidates in
the last line of the excerpt above. First because Amedeo, sees the suffering that the colonial
action has inflicted upon the colonized and forsees the traumas also inflicted upon the settlers “ci
ha provocato danni incalcolabili” (it has also caused incalculable damages). This line, of course,
refers to the Second World War however, in the awareness now that Amedeo expresses the
feelings of the author’s experience, and his reflection in the excerpt above about him and his
community (the Italians of Libya) this sentence can be interpreted, also, if not above all, in light
of this contemporary meaning: the trauma(s) caused to all former settlers that this work
elucidates. Second, because Amedeo recognizes that he has not been indefinitely exiled yet from
the Italian identity space namely, that he has been living in a transnational space that belongs to
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It is not a question of compromising oneself in a striking action ... it is the thought that so
homologates, still so nostalgic of a period, that has also caused incalculable damages and that threatens to
exile me from this place that I will never deny
200
For further information see Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and
Spread of Nationalism Verso, 2016.
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both, which is not, however, the postcolonial liminal space where two cultures meet and produce
another one (Bhabha). Indeed, the Italian and the Libyan culture do not mix, and Amedeo is in
that transnational space simply because he cannot successfully enter the native Arab cultural
space in full. Before doing so he must definitely break his link with the Italian population as an
expression of the nation-state, at least in the eyes of the Arabs. He is, then, certainly ready to do
so but when he enters the room in the oratory with the old friends “si immerse beato in quella
placenta che lo aveva contenuto in un periodo, in un luogo e in un contesto nei quali i nutrimenti
assorbiti avevano determinato un legame e un senso di forte amicizia fraterna da cui scindersi del
tutto era impossibile” (136).201 Amedeo understands, then, that the Italian identity space is the
placenta where he grew up at the embryonic stage of his socio-political thought. This, in turn,
denotes the next period in which, as I have elucidated, he has understood his self, then built his
Libyan identity, and subsequently manifested it to everyone. However, in the last line the clear
narrative voice depicts that between him and the Italian identity space there was “un legame e un
senso di forte amicizia fraterna da cui scindersi del tutto era impossibile” (a bond and a sense of
strong fraternal friendship from which to split completely was impossible), so this bond holds
him prisoner in this transnational space simply because he cannot separate himself from the
association with the Italian nation-state (the biological link mentioned earlier) which, for the
native Arabs, represents the former colonizer.
This awareness is again raised in a discussion with Leila (who represents this fusion of
his first love for a woman and for Libya) in which he asks her “quali saranno le conseguenze per
noi due nel caso di un cambio al potere del paese: come saranno trattati gli italiani residenti?”
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He immersed himself blissfully in that placenta that had contained him in a period in a place and in a
context in which the absorbed nourishment had determined a bond and a sense of strong fraternal
friendship from which it was completely impossible to split
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(141).202 Leila does not have an answer to this; she obviously hopes that everything will be
smooth especially for Amedeo. On August 31, 1969 (the day before the Qaddafi’s coup d’état),
while the three friends are returning from Leptis Magna, they are agitated because Nuri knew,
through the contacts he had with the native Arabic community that something was about to
happen. Nuri informs his sister and Amedeo, revealing, however, how uncertain the evolving of
this change of power in Libya is: “Ora, Amedeo ti dirò perché questa notte, anche se a
malincuore, ti obbligherò, a fermarti a casa mia. È lo scotto, spero per te piacevole, che dovrai
pagare per assaporare con anticipo e poi, se Dio vuole, gustarti in nostra compagnia la gioia della
realizzazione di un sogno commune” (152-153).203 Amedeo is invited to stay with them for that
special night of the Qaddafi’s coup d’état, because their house is considered to be a full Libyan
identity space and, as such, has access to details as well as more news than in his native Italian
identity space. Also, the “se Dio vuole” (if God allows) clearly denotes that Nuri does not have
an answer for the question that Amedeo previously asked Leila. Nobody can foresee what will
happen and if the political situation in Libya will change. However, Nuri was correct that this
was the night of the coup d’état.

3.4 Conclusion
The novel describes Qaddafi’s coup d’état in a very pacific way “senza un rumore di carri armati
o rombo di aerei e senza uno sparo o urlo di paura, ma tanti di gioia . . . un attimo dopo tutte le
trasmittenti . . . dalle . . . internazionali . . . alle . . . locali lo urlarono forte e fu festa grande anche
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What will the consequences be for the two of us in the event of a change in power in the country: how
will Italian residents be treated?
203
Now, Amedeo I will tell you why tonight, even if reluctantly, I will oblige you to stop at my house. It
is the price, I hope for you pleasant, that you will have to pay to savor in advance and then, if God wants,
enjoy in our company the joy of the realization of a common dream
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alla Dahra” (156).204 The incitement that Amedeo, Leila, and Nuri made in Leptis Magna to the
“Mediterranean people” to help them was finally heard. The novel stops here so we do not know
about Amedeo but history and the writer tell us that all Italian will suffer the expulsion. Exile
will be applied in Libya as happened under the Roman Empire law according to which, “exile
allows individuals and the state flexibility in evading capital punishment after legal processes
have established guilt. During the Republic a citizen can escape the death penalty by flight”
(Edwards 17). Colonel Qaddafi will intimate all Italians to leave because, due to their
responsibility in the atrocities of colonization, they would not have been safe anymore, as had
happened to the Jewish community three years prior.
The exile from the Italian identity space is clearly a choice for Sammartano because, as
he clarifies in his preface, what he means to express in his novel is that “lo sbilanciamento
politico che lo [the book] caratterizza, non è dettato da un obsoleto, testardo, ideologico
schieramento, bensì da una visione più autenticamente sociale” (7)205 rather than, his suffering
for his identity formation. This, then, is the reason why the author, after many years, decides to
write a novel: to repossess his identity, at least ideologically, but above all to recount a social
division between Italians and Arabs never expressed in such a detailed way. The latter is indeed
the desire that comes through this novel and makes it the perfect literary tool to express the
social dimension that has never been expressed from the perspective of history and that a memoir
or a diary would have also failed to transmit, as it would have focused solely on the author.
Sammartano aims to resuscitate a collective remembering among the members of the Circle of
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The political imbalance that the [book] characterizes, is not dictated by an obsolete, stubborn, factious
ideology, but by a more authentic social vision
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St. Francis—not of historical facts, but of social life, of how it was to grow up as postcolonial
subjects on the side of the former colonizer. Specifically, the author aims to highlight the social
divisions that are not discussed in historical books or in testimonies. The latter, indeed, limit their
discussion of the relationship between Italians and native Libyans as good people who were
working for them on the colonists’ farms mostly during the colonial period or in the postcolonial
period as acquaintances or employees of Italian business as I am going to analyze in next
chapter.
This novel, while maintaining the freedom of recounting a story linked to someone’s
biography, has the unique characteristic among the novels discussed so far, of being based on
real persons rather than fictional. This establishes a relationship with reality that is closer than in
other novels and allows it to be read as a testimony of the social reality that it recounts. Indeed,
here, the novelistic part is more in the recounting of facts, a style which is that of the novel rather
than that of a memoir or a diary; however, the facts, the sentiments and the emotions expressed
are always real as the author affirmed in his personal interview. The legacy from the colonial
period inflicted the trauma of exile upon Sammartano a trauma that permeated all sectors of his
private and social life. He will obviously stop seeing Leila and also lose contact with Nuri. All
this community of Italian-Libyans will then be dispersed in this forced diaspora across the Italian
peninsula and the rest of the other countries in Europe, USA and Australia. The association of
the Circle of St. Francesco gives them illusory moments of being together again and maintains
the memory of those happy years together.
The character of Amedeo’s grandmother expresses how trauma, even when unspoken,
can be still heard by the listener and may generate important reactions, as when Amedeo realizes
the link between colonial history and the postcolonial subject. Amedeo bears witness to his
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grandmother’s trauma while he is building his identity and this expresses the intergenerational
nature of historical trauma. Specifically, the grandmother’s trauma, who had been a settler
herself, illustrates the experiences of those who understood what it meant to be a colonist and did
not agree with it however, because of the conditions of extreme poverty, they did not have the
option of moving back to Italy and so the grandmother, as a settler, became also “prisoner” of the
colonial system. Amedeo’s trauma is instead transhistorical because it cannot be relegated to any
particular event (LaCapra 700). It is colonial history, which generated both type of trauma for
Amedeo and the grandmother, as well as for all Italians of Libya who will be traumatized in one
way or the other by the expulsion from Libya.
The identity process inflicts a trauma on Amedeo because he cannot share it with anyone
at the beginning but, eventually, he will be at ease with it until the date of the coup d’état.
Sammartano is the first writer who describes the division of the Italian community from the
Libyan one and the consequent cultural unproductivity of the liminal space. He is the first writer
amongst the Italians-Libyan writers to openly condemn colonialism and give testimony of this
transnational space in which he has been living since he was born.
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Chapter 4
The Trauma of the Forced Repatriation of the Italians of Libya
Continuing along chronology of the historical vicissitudes experienced by the Italians of
Libya, this chapter focuses on the final vicissitude which saw the former settlers and their
descendants being expelled from Libya and obliged to leave all their possessions and economic
means and forced to return to Italy a country which was no longer their home. I will be
discussing three different types of texts by a range of authors, because they each illustrate in
unique ways how all former Italian settlers have been traumatized in this postcolonial reality.
This trauma stems from the colonial offense to understand it in a historic perspective, as well as
from the lack of a Libyan policy for decolonization from Italy. The nature of this trauma can be
best characterized from a perspective that examines the neo-colonial dynamics, both in Libya
and in Italy. This chapter is specifically organized in two parts: the first one analyzes the life of
the Italians of Libya and the related traumas experienced during the one-year period from
September 1st, 1969 (Qaddafi’s coup d’état) and October 30th, 1970 the deadline within which all
Italians had to leave the Libyan territory. The second part of the chapter shows the arrival of
these settlers in Italy and their effort to start a life again, particularly among those who had
moved to Libya very young, or to start a new life, as is the case for the offspring born and raised
in Libya. I will highlight how their identity formation often takes place within a power dynamic,
both before being expelled and once arrived in Italy.
Specifically, the first part of this chapter focuses on the trauma of forced repatriation that
the Italian-Libyan experienced while still in Libya. Italians had been the colonizers of Libya
since 1911, these families, after the end of the colonization, added up to about 29,000 colonists. I
closely examine this passage of leaving the life they had during thirty-two years of intense
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colonial settlement and of returning to the country whose nationality they held but which could
not be considered their real country, as most of their offspring had been born and raised in
Libya.206 Luciana Capretti’s book Ghibli is a novel however inspired from the stories of the
family of the author as she clarifies in the epilogue of the book “Questo libro è nato da una
imagine, un uomo che torna a casa, dopo trent’anni all’estero, in pantaloncini da bagno e
canottiera. Mio zio. È nato anche dai ricordi di una donna cui miseria fascismo guerra
emigrazione hanno dato coraggio e voglia di vivere. Mia madre. Il romanzo è dedicato a loro”
(207).207 It is important to highlight how the link to the novel is not only the real history of her
family, included herself as she was born in Tripoli and in early age was expelled from Libya with
her entire family, but also to the entire Italian-Libyan community indeed, in the prologue of the
book she mentions that “[il romanzo] si è arricchito delle testimonianze e dei ricordi di tanti: li
ringrazio tutti, ma non li cito per rispettarne l’anonimato” (207).208 The novelistic style here
becomes the literary tool to respect the anonymity of the witnesses and we can state that this
novel is a conflation of testimonies and biographies, which recount this peculiar experience,
lived by these people. Luciana Capretti’s novel Ghibli (2004) is the first book ever published on
this topic of the settlers’ experience in Libya and its analysis, as well as that of the collection of
testimonies gathered in Luisa Pachera’s book Tripoli 1970 (2010) will highlight how the
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In examining this life, I begin not with the start of colonization in 1911, but with beginning of massive
flux of colonists organized by the fascist regime, which arrived in 1938 and in 1939. Needless to say, the
colonial settlement had started already in 1912 a year after the colonization, as recounted by Sammartano
in the portrayal of his grandparents discussed in the previous chapter but, this was still a tentative way of
populating the colony.
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This book was born of an image, a man who returns home, after thirty years abroad, in shorts and a
tank top. My uncle. It was also born from the memories of a woman whose misery fascism fuerra
emigrazione gave courage and desire to live. My mother. The novel is dedicated to them.
208
[The novel] was enriched by the testimonies and memories of many: I thank them all, but I do not
quote them to respect their anonymity
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testimonies gathered in this book, and the stories of the novel Ghibli bear witness to the
collective trauma of the settlers of Libya. Particularly, I will highlight how this trauma has
definitively affected these people who will be incapable of overcoming it and will have to learn
to live with it.
The second part focuses, in contrast, on the return of the 20,000 rural settlers to Italy after
Qaddafi’s coup d’état through the analysis of Francesco Mennuni’s novel I Ventimila: Ritorno in
Italia (2006).209 As the majority of the Italian settlers were rural people—farmers who took
possession of land through the colonial offense that occurred on the sandy Libyan territory and
made it flourish—this section of this chapter will focus exactly on this social category which is
also the most neglected in the testimonies collected by Luisa Pachera in Tripoli 1970 and in the
novel Ghibli.210 Generally speaking, this category is least represented in the cultural production
of the former settlers as well as of the history related to the Italian postcolonial past in Libya.
This novel, then, is important because it shows how the rural Italians of Libya will struggle to
restart their life in what was, apparently, their own country, as they were Italian citizens. Indeed,
they were not welcome by the Italian state or by society. I also examine their bitter experience of
finding out that there is, once again, no future for the Italian rural class because a new civil
society began to change the social organization of Italy and because working the land no longer
guaranteed a stable economic future. So, to the trauma of the expulsion from Libya, and the
trauma of forced repatriation to a hostile land, the social class of rural farmers will wind up
forcing all their offspring to a second migration elsewhere.
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The 20,000: return to Italy
In Ghibli we have just two pages (146 and 147) which discuss about the experience of Cason. Still this
is a very marginal representation of the rural settlers who remained in this industry.
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4.1 The Trauma of Leaving Libya
Tripoli 1970 – Allontanati dalla nostra vita (cut off from our life), published in 2010 by Luisa
Pachera, is a collection of testimonies of the 1970 exodus of the Italian settlers from Libya.
Luciana Capretti’s novel Ghibli (2004) deals with the very same topic and, as mentioned earlier,
is based on author’s family story with interviews the writer did, so the novelistic stories recount
the testimonies received by other members of the Italian-Libyan community. With this in mind
the characters of the novel Ghibli represent real vicissitudes of real people because simply
hidden by a different name and mixed with other Italian-Libyan community members stories to
protect their anonymity. In light of all this, the combined analysis of these two books will
provide us with an in depth understanding of this traumatic events related to exodus or forced
repatriation, which are difficult to describe because they are linked to the loss of the settlers’
lives, as implied in the subtitle of Tripoli 1970, “cut off from our lives.” This loss cannot be
replaced and, as I will argue, it generates individual traumas but, I find more important to
highlight how these two books are different in their genres, but bear witness to a stronger
collective trauma, which will last forever. This particular trauma will be demonstrated in its
manifestation through the unique timeline that both Ghibli and Tripoli 1970 follow. Moreover, I
also focus on how the presentation of the testimonies in anonymity in both books weakens their
historical legitimacy because of the anonymity of the witness. Ultimately, I will demonstrate
how this traumatic experience has forever changed the life of these people, who are still alive at
the time of writing this dissertation.
In 2011, I received as a gift a copy of the book Tripoli 1970 from Ms. Stella Fichera
whose testimony is included in the book. The dedication in the first page of this book says:
“Grazie mille per aver dedicato studi e tempo alla nostra storia” (thank you so much for
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dedicating study and time to our history). Needless to say, I cherished this book, not only
because this lady, whom I did not know directly, gave it to me as a kind gesture when I was
about to move abroad for my graduate school, determined to turn this into my dissertation project
but, more importantly, because her words express that their story, the story of the Italians of
Libya, needs more study and needs to be better acknowledged. Consequently, I add, this story
should become part of the History of the Italian colonization.
September 1st 1969, the first day of Qaddafi’s coup d’état, marks the beginning of, as I
argue, the process of de-neocolonization. This means that the coup d’état voiced the disapproval
of the strong bond that King Idris maintained with the U.S. and the UK. He let these countries
invest in Libya, where a large quantity of oil was discovered, in exchange for funds to develop
the country. Libyan nationalists viewed the economic bond with the West as a real subjugation,
which was worsened in their eyes by the October 1957 agreement with the Italian Government.
This agreement allowed the Italian settlers to remain with the colonial properties in the Libyan
territory, while Italy had given all the state properties to Libya and paid about 5 billion Liras, the
old Italian currency, to compensate for the damages of the colonial period (Del Boca 1988, 444445). This agreement, however, will not stop Qaddafi from pursuing his plan of having strictly
Libyan Arab Muslim citizens in his home country. After the massacres of the Jews (discussed in
Chapter 2), it was the Italians’ turn to have all their property seized and to be expelled by decree.
Qaddafi’s decision, however, aimed to expel all Italians without distinction between
those who participated in the colonization, including of course the rural settlers, and those who,
as in the case of Claudio Favara, one of the main characters of the novel Ghibli, that in Tripoli
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was “dove era nato e dove era straniero” (Capretti 25).211 In other words the colonel wanted to
avoid the possibility of a relationship between Italy and Libya in which the former could claim
any kind of right to the latter. Now, it is interesting to note how in the postcolonial history of
Libya there has been an inversion of colonial historical facts, by which I mean that a neocolonization of the country happened before a real decolonization from the Italians. With King
Idris’ monarchy, the Italian presence remained and was not only numerous but also had a
colonial attitude, as I stated in the previous chapter. For the Libyan nationalists, Qaddafi’s coup
d’état assumed the double role of eradicating colonial roots and of decolonizing the country for
real while at the same time de-neocolonizing it, by setting it free from western influences. This
inversion of these postcolonial facts, in which neo-colonialism happens before decolonization,
are accounted for by Irma Taddia’s discussion of the attitude towards colonialism across the
Horn of Africa when she compares the colonial history of Britain and France to Italy’s and
asserts that the latter was characterized by an “absence of the ideology of decolonization”
(Taddeo 210). Indeed, the Italian government did not want to accept that to decolonize a country
involves both political and an economical acts of liberation; this is why the nationalists were not
willing to leave the farms and the business in the hands of the Italians, as they sought to banish
any form of subjugation from the former colonizer. This inversion of the usual postcolonial
processes also explains the particular timeline that Ghibli, as a novel based on historical facts,
follows.
Silvia Camilotti notes that Ghibli “copre un arco di tempo che inizia e finisce nello
stesso mese – l’agosto del 1970 – e racconta le vicende dell’estate di quell’anno con una
digressione al settembre 1969; la scansione temporale è evidenziata nei titoli di ciascuno dei
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Where he was born and where he was a foreigner.
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cinque capitoli, di cui il primo e l’ultimo hanno la medesima titolatura, Agosto 1970” (151).212
This is an important detail that Camilotti noted, however, it is not a digression per se that the
author decides to follow, as the timeline, I argue, is that of a traumatic memory. The novel
begins in the present, which is also the end of the novel (August 1970) and then where memory
is not involved: Makmud a native Arab Libyan obtained the jewellery store where he worked
during the postcolonial period and belonged to, one of the main characters, Santo Attardi an
Italian citizen. Attardi arrives to Ostia, Italy (close to Rome on the coast) and still cannot forget
what has happened to him; it is such an overwhelming experience that “nessuno al bar riuscì mai
a fargliela raccontare la sua storia” (Capretti 11).213 This does not mean that Attardi could not or
did not remember his traumatic past but “era stanco e non voleva ricordare” (Capretti 12).214 He
wanted to protect himself from recalling those traumatic memories of when he was arrested,
interrogated, and beaten by the Libyan rebel soldiers of the coup d’état regarding the accusation
of money laundering and of all the vicissitudes experienced before leaving the country and
escaping by boat to Lampedusa with his friend Cassaro.
The relationship with memory and traumatic memory is also highlighted with another
character the native Arab man Ismail. He was blinded due to a bomb explosion during the
colonial offense and while this is certainly an extreme traumatic event in itself, Ismail considers
it as a blessing because his loss of sight prevented him from the suffering that he would have felt
upon witnessing the capitulation and execution of his idol Omar al-Muktar.215 The loss of sight
prevents him from seeing the present and the future but, again, like Attardi, with memory,
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Covers a period of time that begins and ends in the same month (August 1970) and tells the story of
the summer of that year with a digression in September 1969; the temporal span is highlighted in the titles
of each of the five chapters, of which the first and the last have the same title, “August 1970.”
213
Nobody has ever succeeded in making him tell his story
214
He was tired and did not want to remember
215
The chief of the Libyan resistance who fought the Italians for nearly twenty years
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“ancora si vedeva il passato” (Capretti 22).216 Now we have the confirmation that this memory is
in fact a traumatic memory, which affects all traumatized people that in this novel shows in
portraying both, colonized and colonizer, indigenous Libyan and Italians of Libya. However, the
novel mostly focuses on the settlers’ experience and consequent trauma(s) (as does this
dissertation) looking then at a different aspect generally examined. The trauma, through
traumatic memory, haunts the traumatized as LaCapra states (2014, 89) and, specifically, I argue,
that this irruption of traumatic memories is what dictates the timeline of the novel.
After Attardi’s arrival in Rome, the traumatic memory begins and extends to April 1970
when he was arrested and violently beaten in relation to accusations of money laundering:
“pensavi di continuare a derubare questo paese, non hai capito che re Idris non c’è più, che i bei
tempi per voi sfruttatori colonialisti sono finiti, che ci dovete ridare tutto quello che ci avete
portato via!” (Capretti 38).217 The arrest is a traumatic fact of course but, as the words above
show, the atmosphere of the expulsion is the real trauma to which the mind of Attardi gravitates
in this random timeline. The Italians had to get ready to have all their possessions and lands
confiscated and to leave their life behind in Libya. That was the real trauma, not only for Attardi
but, as we will see, for all the characters, particularly for all the Italian settlers in Libya.
The coup d’état is, necessarily, the other traumatic stage towards which the book moves
because, as Capretti writes, “Era iniziato tutto, o finito tutto, il 1 settembre 1969” (51).218 This is
clearly a reference to the trauma that caused so much pain for so many people. It is important to
state immediately that my use of “many people” is not limited to the Italians, just as Capretti’s
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One can still see the past
You thought of continuing to rob this country, you did not understand that King Idris is gone, that the
good times for you colonialist exploiters are over, that you have to give back everything you have taken
away from us
218
Everything had begun, or all ended, on September 1, 1969
217
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novel does not refer exclusively to them, even if they obviously were the main target of the
confiscation decree. Capretti also includes, with the character of Davide Harbib, the very few
Jews who had still not left the country after the third massacre of 1967. With the insurrection of
the nationalists, Davide Harbib is the first to receive the guards early in the morning, who accuse
him of jeopardizing the safety of Libya through his relationship with Israel. Him and his family
suffer violence from the soldiers. Harbib supposedly dies because, when threatened by the guard,
he walks back into the balcony until he falls into the street. All of this happened during the first
month of the coup d’état but intimidation, violence, and confiscation of property continued in the
same manner in the following months for the Italians.
At this point, the book’s timeline that so far went backwards from August 1970, to April
1970 and then September 1969 now jumps from September 1969 to May 1970 and then recounts
June, July, and August 1970. The timeline in this second part from May to August 1970 becomes
chronological and linear; it follows an order, as the order of the memory becomes narrative while
still recounting the trauma suffered. What is the difference between traumatic memory of the
first part of the book and the narrative memory of this second part? Traumatic memory is the
memory that haunts the traumatized (LaCapra 2014, 89), and this is why the order cannot be
chronologic, as it is dictated by the irrationality of trauma. The narrative memory, in this case, is
always traumatic, as it will recount other difficult moments that will impact the life of these
Italians from Libya however, it is important to note that the traumatized person can choose the
access to this narrative memory even if recounts traumatic events. LaCapra states that when a
person can control their access to the traumatic memories, this is a clear sign of working through
the trauma (2014, 90) but, as I argue, in this context the trauma of the expulsion will never end
because these people, especially those born and raised in Libya, will never be able, for socio-
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political and economic reasons, to move back to the former colony and, above all, to recover
what they had: their life. This loss is a historical trauma (LaCapra 1999), which causes the
traumatic memories to haunt them. However, they have learned to live with this traumatic
situation and have taken distance from it at the same time. So, we are in the presence of a trauma
that persists and combined with the awareness that what has been lost cannot be recuperated.
This accounts for the coexistence of the two kinds of memories together traumatic and narrative,
as is the case in Ghibli. I identify the permanent situation of these settlers of Libya as a hybrid
stage of trauma between working through trauma and continuing to be affected by it.
It is very interesting that Luisa Pachera, the journalist who edited the collection of the
testimonies of the book Tripoli 1970 – allontanati dalla nostra vita (cut off form our lives), used
the same structure to order the testimonies she collected: the testimonies start from the present to
express how the former settlers feel in giving their testimonies in regards to their Libyan past,
specifically among those who were able to pay short visits to Libya after the expulsion and to see
(or not) some of those places where they used to live. Because of these visits to Libya, memory
is again central and it is that memory that gives a controlled access to the traumatic past, which
follows the present in each text. This is why Ileana C., a witness in the book, says that: “Negli
anni che sono seguiti ho pensato più volte di tornare a far visita a questi amici, il mio passaporto
Egiziano me lo avrebbe permesso ma non l’ho mai fatto per paura di rovinare uno dei ricordi più
belli della mia giovinezza. Poi mi hanno chiesto di recarmi a Tripoli … e ho capito che era
giunto il momento di affrontare quell’aspetto del mio passato (Pachera 16).219 Ileana C. talks
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In the years that followed I thought several times of returning to visit these friends, my Egyptian
passport would have allowed me to do so, but I never did it for fear of ruining one of the most beautiful
memories of my youth. When I was asked to go to Tripoli ... and I realized it was time to deal with that
aspect of my past
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about the memory of the good friendship with their neighbours; as the father of this family could
speak Italian, there was a good, solid understanding between them, and she managed to become
friends with everyone in that family regardless of the language barrier. As she left Libya to get
married, she was not personally affected by Qaddafi’s decree of expulsion, however, she did fall
prey to the collective trauma that inevitably affected all settlers. She tried to protect herself from
precisely this trauma by not returning to Libya, as this would have led her to internalize all that
happened to her community, the Italians of Libya, during the promulgation of the expulsion
decree and after with its application. This does not mean that she did not know of this—of course
she did—but to hear about it has different effect from seeing personally the results of a story, in
this case the expulsion of the Italians. Visiting Tripoli necessarily transforms the story of exodus
into a reality so by coming to terms with the past of her community, she faced the fear of ruining
her happy memories and realize, above all, that her Libya, the Italian or italophone Libya does
not exist anymore.
It is interesting to see how in Tripoli 1970, while recounting the individual memories of
each witness, the editor Pachera, has noticeably selected parts of those memories to achieve
different goals in different parts of the book. In the second part for example, she attempts to
leave out the trauma because, in this section she clearly aimed to depict how the settlers used to
live before the expulsion. However, in some instances she could not “edit out” the traumatic
parts; this is the case when Raffaele I. says “Avevo 19 anni e una grande sicurezza dentro di me
... sono stato fortunato perché ho trovato un magazziniere che ha capito la mia forza di volontà...
grazie a lui ho ordinato l’attrezzatura ... e ho aperto la mia officina. Era il 16 agosto 1969, due
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settimane prima del colpo di stato” (Pachera 47).220 The last sentence expresses the traumatic
aspect that implies the loss of what he had been able to create, with the luck he had in finding
someone who saw potential in him and financed his initiative to open a garage. All of the
sudden, in an inverted proportional effect, all the positive threads of this testimony become
traumatic. The more positive it is, the more traumatic it becomes because it evokes at once the
luck of meeting the right person who believed in him and financed him, which makes greater the
achievement, but also the loss. Indeed, I argue, this loss cannot be substituted. In another
testimony Giovanni S. also evokes the business he had created by purchasing a truck, which was
certainly an investment, and by buying a trailer with his brother-in-law: “abbiamo lavorato
giorno e notte per pagare il nostro autotreno e sul più bello ci hanno portato via tutto” (Pachera
41).221 The loss, again, represents the trauma that cannot be separated from the memories of
success and achievement that these settlers have of Libya. There are other cases I could show
that are similar to the two examples above, but the most important point here is that in Tripoli
1970 Pachera included parts of the testimonies and, in doing so, necessarily modified them.
However, as I have demonstrated above, the trauma is still there in many testimonies and we can
safely say that if these memories had not been edited selectively the traumatic aspects would
have come out in a more evident way just like they did in Ghibli.
The last section of Tripoli 1970 is dedicated to the coup d’état, it specifically focuses on
the preparations among settlers to leave everything behind. Here, the criterion through which
Pachera chooses her interviews is the pain experienced and expressed by settlers. This pain is
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I was 19 years old and I was a very confident boy ...I was lucky because I found a warehouse worker
who understood my determination ... thanks to him I ordered the equipment ... and I opened my repair
shop. This was on was August 16, 1969, two weeks before the coup d'état.
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We worked day and night to pay for our tractor trailer and while it seemed to be a perfect investment
all of the sudden, they took everything away
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accounted for in the second part of Ghibli, which, as aforementioned, is recounted in a
chronological order from May to August 1970. This similarity between the last part of Tripoli
1970 and the second (and last) part of Ghibli is not a coincidence as both books focus on the
same community, the settlers of Libya, but also because they both bear witness to the collective
trauma of this same community. The scope of Ghibli is summarized in an interview in which
Capretti states that Ghibli “è diventato un romanzo corale, dove nessun personaggio prende il
sopravvento” (Comberiati 2007, 24).222 All the characters, former settlers, share the same story.
Santo Attardi, Cassaro, Claudio and his wife Nilde and their children, the lawyer Peluso, and
others, first of all face the shock of acknowledging the goal of Qaddafi’s coup d’état, about
which they learn through a radio broadcasting as Capretti puts it in the novel:
Nella ferma convinzione del popolo libico che sia giunto il momento di
recuperare la ricchezza dei suoi figli e dei suoi avi usurpata durante il dispotico
governo italiano, che ha oppresso il paese in un periodo oscuro della sua gloriosa
storia in cui l’uccisione, la dispersione e l’aggressione delle cose sacre è stata
l’unica base per occupare i beni del popolo da parte dei colonialisti italiani e
controllarne le risorse, il consiglio del commando della rivoluzione decreta che
siano restituiti al popolo tutti i beni immobili degli italiani con tutto quello che vi
è piantato, installazioni e macchinari, mezzi di trasporto, animali e tutti gli altri
accessori.223 (Capretti 141)
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It has become a choral novel, where no character takes over the others
In the firm conviction of the Libyan people that the time has come to recover the wealth of its sons and
its ancestors, which was usurped during the despotic Italian government that oppressed the country in a
dark period of its glorious history in which the killing, the dispersion, and the aggression of sacred things
was the only basis for the Italian colonists to occupy the assets of the people by and to control their
resources. The council of the revolution’s commando decrees that all the real estate of the Italians must be
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The shock reveals immediately a trauma to which each of the characters reacts differently.
Claudio “sentiva montare la rabbia l’incredulità, lo smarrimento, montare come un’onda calda
insieme al sangue che cominciava a sobbollire … rimase annichilito” (Capretti 142).224 Nilde
was not at home and heard a great chaos from her neighbour’s place, subsequently learning that
Mr. Jannotti had had a heart attack and was on the floor. She runs back home and finds Claudio,
her husband, in panic. The reaction of Peluso the attorney contrasts with the latter: he very
quietly opens the door to the young soldiers of the revolutionary army and quietly smokes a
cigarette while he listens to them. The soldiers inform him that all his properties had to be
inventoried so that they could be seized upon his departure from Libya. He politely replied that
he could not understand a word of Arabic and that if they wanted to do business with him they
had to contact his assistant and driver, and also friend, Ahmad Amass.
These three different reactions show three different stages of individual trauma. Caruth
states that “in its most general definition trauma describes and overwhelming experience of
sudden or catastrophic events in which the response to the event occurs in the often delayed,
uncontrolled repetitive appearance of hallucinations and other intrusive phenomena” (1996, 11).
For Mr. Jannotti, who has a heart attack, the trauma is too “catastrophic” and it has an immediate
impact on the subject; for Claudio the trauma is caused because it is a sudden overwhelming
experience that, while traumatic, is perceived as less catastrophic because, due to strong pressure
from his wife, they had decided already to leave Libya. Now, the difference is that they will not

returned to the people with all that is planted there, installations and machinery, means of transport,
animals, and all other accessories
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He felt anger rage, disbelief, mounting like a warm wave of blood that was beginning to simmer ... he
was annihilated
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be able to sell any properties. The reader might think that the reaction of the attorney Peluso
reveals an absence of trauma because of the apparently calm behaviour he has with the soldiers
but this is just an impression. For the attorney Peluso the announcement broadcasted on the radio
was not a sudden event because already “il colpo di stato lo aveva costretto al riposo, non poteva
più esercitare e passava gran parte della mattina a leggere il ‘Giornale di Tripoli’ un quotidiano
italo-libico che non aveva mai, in verità, molto apprezzato” (Capretti 71).225 So a few months
before the unpleasant visit of the young revolutionary soldiers he had necessarily been thinking
about his future. The fact that the narrator highlights that he was reading the Italian-Libyan
newspaper denotes an interest in understanding what was happening to him and his community
and also attests to the fact that he recognized himself as part of this community, the ItalianLibyan community. The latter was different from the native Arab community, but also different
from the Italian peninsular community because they had been living in a different country with a
different mix of cultures and languages and, above all, a country which was no longer politically
linked to Italy. Peluso did not like that newspaper exactly because it meant that he belonged to a
transnational community because its members politically belonging to Italy kept living in a
foreign country which was the former colony so they were maintaining necessarily links with
both countries.226 However, the attorney Peluso felt like none of the two countries on which his
future depended was helping him and his community. The Italian-Libyans perceived that Italy
had never taken any initiative to enter into talks to dialogue with Qaddafi: “speravamo che
l’Italia intervenisse e facesse rispettare il trattato bilaterale del 1956, invece siamo stati ancora
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the coup d’état had forced him to rest, he could no longer exercise the profession of lawyer, and spent
most of the morning reading the 'Giornale di Tripoli' an Italian-Libyan newspaper that he had never much
appreciated
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For the definition of transnational I adopt please see Basch, Linda G., et al. Nations Unbound:
Transnational Projects, Postcolonial Predicaments, and Deterritorialized Nation-States. Gordon and
Breach, 1994. I discuss it in my previous chapter.
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una volta abbandonati, come sempre è successo dal dopoguerra in poi. Eravamo molto
preoccupati ci sentivamo soli e avevamo la sensazione che il nostro paese d’origine mal ci
sopportasse” (Stella F. - Pachera 114).227 The sense of abandonment from Italy is repeated in
many other direct testimonies as well as the disappointment from the Italian government. The
Italian-Libyans, felt alone on both sides of the Mediterranean.
Returning to Caruth’s definition of trauma she speaks about the belated response of the
trauma through “hallucinations” or “other intrusive phenomena” and these in the novel Ghibli
are not shown because the novel focuses on the year-long period that begins with the coup d’état
of September 1969 to the deadline on which the Italian had to leave Libya September 1970.
However, the belated response to trauma will, unfortunately, arrive for all traumatized subjects
but in a specific stage after the exodus. This is when the trauma has developed its extension and
can start haunting the traumatized subject. As the excerpts above show, the testimonies spoken in
2010 have the emphasis of the narration of something, which seems to have happened recently
and not in 1970. We can, then, considering all the collection of testimonies in Tripoli 1970, show
that the trauma of this experience (including the re-adaptation in Italy) will stay for at least long
time, more often, for good. This is a trauma that once started develops in precise stages: after the
announcement of the expulsion of Libya and through the year of preparation, and with the
leaving of Libya concurrently to their arrival in Italy.
After the trauma caused by the radio announcement, in the novel Ghibli, the trauma sinks
deeper in the flesh of all the settlers because in order to leave Libya, they must receive a
certificate, which states that they do not possess anything. This certificate was issued only after
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We hoped that Italy would intervene and enforce the bilateral treaty of 1956, but we were once again
abandoned, as has always happened since the post-war period. We were very worried, we felt lonely, and
we had the feeling that our country of origin could not stand us
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the inspection that, the attorney Peluso and many other characters received from the nationalist
revolutionary army. These inspections were carried out in each apartment, farm, shop, or in any
kind of business and property. After this inspection the guard drew up an inventory, which was
completed so that all the goods ceased to be the property of the Italian owner, who was
henceforth allowed to use the apartment in which they were living until they left Libya. This
means that the community is as affected by this collective trauma as every individual involved.
Erikson characterizes collective trauma as “a blow to the basic tissue of social life that damages
the bonds attaching people together and impairs the prevailing sense of communality” (187).
These characters I have mentioned above are representative of many others who, while they
might have less space, all represent the society in their different social roles and relationship with
one another.
In Ghibli, for example, Mr. Terracina is in extreme difficulty and the attorney Peluso
helps him. This moment corresponds to a threshold in which the decree of expulsion had not
been yet communicated, so the attorney Peluso could help him, as he was in a superior social
class and ethnicity. Indeed, Mr. Terracina was an Italian Jew and after the last massacre in 1967
he probably managed to stay because he was an Italian citizen and could ponder his future
without rushing out of Libya like all the other Jews had been obligated to do. However, he had
sent his family out of the country. After the coup d’état in that revolutionary climate Mr.
Terracina was suspected of being a spy of Israel so “Terracina era circondato. Soldati ragazzini
lo scortavano fuori dal commando attraverso la piazza, braccia alzate, qualche calcio, molto
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scherno perché lo vedessero tutti e tutti capissero chi comandava, ora” (Capretti 72).228 Here is
important to state that Mr. Terracina was not a close friend of the attorney “di lui sapeva per
certo che era un lavoratore, onesto, con famiglia, che si era fatto da solo” (Capretti 78).
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However, despite the danger of being seen with him and consequently also being suspected of
being an affiliate of Israel—which after the Arab defeat of the Six Day War would have been
extremely dangerous—the attorney takes the risk of dropping him off at the American base
where he had a military friend who eventually hides him in a cello case and ships him to Malta.
But the expulsion decree changed everything for the entire community of former
colonists. It not only placed everyone at the same social level, it also prevented any member of
the Italian-Libyan community from offering any help within, simply because everybody had to
deal with preparing the necessary paperwork to declare everything they had and receive the
certificate attesting that they had no more possessions. Here we see how the singular stories of
Ghibli and the testimonies of Tripoli 1970 bear witness to the collective trauma of this
community because everyone is aware that the community, just like the support that the attorney
Peluso provided to Mr. Terracina, no longer exists. For this reason, I understand and agree with
Comberiati when he claims that “manca nel romanzo, ed è forse il dato più eclatante, un’analisi
delle relazioni fra le sorti dei singoli individui e la violenza coloniale che di fatto ne è artifice”
(Comberiati 2013, 164).230 However, I view this absence of analysis linking the fates of the
individuals with the colonial violence in a very positive sense. Because the interweaving of all
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Terracina was surrounded. Young soldiers escorted him out of the commando through the square, arms
raised, some kicking, the soldiers were very mocking because everyone saw him and everyone understood
who was in charge, now
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What he knew about him was that for sure he was a worker, honest, with a family and, that he had
worked hard to achieve all he had.
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What is missing in the novel, and this is perhaps the most striking fact, is an analysis of the relations
between the fate of individuals and the colonial violence that is the cause of all this.
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these individual stories, apparently not linked to one another, corroborates the perception of this
episode in the history of the Italian-Libyan community in this specific moment: the year spent in
preparation of their expulsion from Libya. This perception is only related to the individual
situation of each character and I argue that this individual trauma is related to the nostalgia of the
country and the economic loss that all former settlers suffered. Indeed, the A.I.R.L. (Italian
Association of the Repatriated from Libya) was created in 1972 with the purpose of claiming
compensation from the Italian nation-state for economic losses.231 But the trauma inflicted by the
legacy of colonialism is more encompassing than nostalgia and the economic aspect, as I have
elucidated in this first part of this chapter related to that year-long period (September 1969 to
August 1970,) suspended in-between a shocking present and an uncertain future. I refer, now, to
the importance of the collective trauma, the dispersion of that community through a diaspora.
Briefly—and this is what eludes Comberiati in his approach to Ghibli—it is up to the reader to
trace the link between colonial heritage and the suffering inflicted on the settlers through the
characters’ stories.
Tripoli 1970 also interweaves individual stories, so we can understand better the role of
those individual memories that represent, again, this collective trauma rather than just cases of
individual traumas, as one might deduce from a superficial reading of the text. The diaspora of
this community represents the collective trauma after the exodus—a division, which is certainly
physical because everyone who arrives to Italy goes to different cities and seeks help from
relatives or friends, but many will have to resort to refugees’ camps. However, there is also an
ideological division where people will find courage in associating with groups like the
Association of Repatriated from Libya or the Association of the Circolo di San Francesco, or
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For more information see the official site of the organization www.airl.it
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will, instead, share their own testimonies through websites or simply decide to keep everything
to themselves. This process corresponds to “a gradual realization that the community no longer
exists as an effective source of support and that an important part of the self has disappeared”
(Erikson 187) so the social fabric has been forever compromised, a damage that is reinforced, I
argue, in the way the testimonies appear as anonymous. Indeed, Pachera decided to only give the
name and the first letter of the family name of each of the witnesses in some cases but, as she
also writes in the preface, she often did not have the time to even take and consequently add the
name of the witness. A testimony without an author means that this person is not represented in
her/his past. This is why the testimony of traumatic events should not be anonymous, and even if
the witnesses request anonymity, they should be encouraged to allow revealing their name. For
the sake of precision, Pachera scatters some close-up photos of people throughout the book.
While it is obvious to assume that these are photos of some of the witnesses that participated in
the testimonies collection the way they are portrait in relation to the testimonies given is casual
and does not create any link not only to the photo itself but also to the expression of those photos
that go from very serious to thoughtful but also from smiling to distracted expressions. This is to
say that if the inclusion of these close ups was that to make more personable the anonymity
promised to the participants for the reader we can state that those photos make the entire book
even more anonymous as any person’s photo could be in that book and they do not add anything
for the reader’s understanding of the feelings and traumas of the testimonies. In other words, this
anonymity of Tripoli 1970 as a collection of testimonies while offering very important
information also may weaken the reader experience and induce to think what we are reading is
just a story rather than history to be acknowledged and to legitimate these vicissitudes to these
people. This, indeed, is the only way in which we can make these people exist in their past, and
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their past in this present, in other words to historicize their story, to better soothe their loss and to
further discredit the colonial offence.

4.2 Postcolonial exile in Italy
In 1970, the 20,000 Italian settlers arriving from Libya could not imagine that their return to Italy
would be so problematic. They had to reinvent a new life from scratch. The settlers’ families
who wished to continue to farm needed land to cultivate, as they did in 1938 when they moved
from Italy to Libya. On this very topic, Francesco Mennuni published a novel in 2006 titled I
Ventimila: ritorno in Italia (The 20,000: return to Italy), in which he wrote, in a note after the
main text, at the end of the book, that “Questo è un romanzo sociale. Salvo il paesaggio e gli usi
e i costumi del luogo, i personaggi le vicende personali sono frutto della fantasia dell’autore.
Ogni riferimento a fatti o persone viventi o scomparse è del tutto casuale” (373).232 While this
proves that this is the first novel considered in this dissertation that, apparently, has no
connection to the author’s life, we cannot avoid mentioning that Mennuni in an endorsement on
the back cover share salient facts of his biography stating that he immigrated with his family to
Libya when he was three and then was obligated to join Mussolini’s boarding school (see chapter
one) and was reunited with his family after 5 long years. He then returned to Corato in Apulia
(South of Italy), where the novel is set. While the author belongs to a settler family himself, he
wrote this book as a tribute to the refugees of Libya who were farmers, just as his father was, as
the dedication to the novel attests “A mio padre contadino, uomo di sani principi morali e
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This is a social novel. Except for the landscape and the customs and uses of the place, the characters
and personal stories are the result of the author's imagination. Every reference to facts or to living or
missing persons is completely random
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spirituali” (7).233 An endorsement on the front cover has a small preface which includes a
reference to the “panorama,” the landscape that represents an indissoluble link with Libya.
While Corato is a small village in the interior of Apulia the book points out that “il mare
da Corato non si vede … salendo sul crinale del Tratturo appare come un lungo nastro azzurro
appeso al cielo” (Mennuni12).234 This is not a mere description of the territory; rather, it makes
explicit how meaningful the closeness to this element, the Mediterranean Sea, is for these people
who came from the sea both physically and also originally. Indeed these people had moved in
1938 to Libya from Apulia and in both cases, including during this return, the sea has always
been there for them along the coast. This is why they need it, as it belongs to them and “il mare i
coratini se lo cercano a Trani…Barletta, Margherita di Savoia, a Risceglie” (Mennuni 13).235 The
sea is endowed here with the same meaning that the ghibli wind has in the novel discussed in the
previous section, as it is an element of the land that necessarily associate all these people. People
of different countries made of the same “aroma” that is unique to the flora of the Mediterranean
basin. Both Ghibli and this novel, I Ventimila, constantly refer to the climate: the hot wind, fresh
air, red sky, and so on, to remind the reader that, even if borders separates and creates differences
these refugees are still in the same area—they just crossed over to the other side. These common
characteristics are evoked in the description of the break that the main character of I Ventimila,
Filippo Patruno, one of the farmers repatriated from Libya, takes: “entrò in cucina, pervasa
dall’odore di tè alla menta, e sedette a tavola su cui erano pronte la tazza piena e, più discosto, un
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To my father, a farmer, a man of sound moral and spiritual principles
The sea cannot be seen from Corato... climbing on the ridge of the Tratturo it looks like a long blue
ribbon hanging from the sky
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The coratini find the sea in Trani ... Barletta, Margherita di Savoia, in Risceglie
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cestino colmo di taralli al finocchio” (Mennuni 61).236 Patruno’s Mediterranenaness stems from
his experience as a settler (in which he is representative of all refugees) as well as his Apulia’s
origin, particularly in the customs and traditions he acquired by living in both places. The hot
mint tea is not an Italian tradition, although the climate in the south of Italy is mild all year with
a very hot and humid summer like in the North of Africa (even if there it gets even hotter)
Italians prefer ice tea during the summer or any other cool drink. This Mediterraneaness is then
expressed as a transcultural characteristic, which according to Ortiz we can summarize here as
the mix of two or more cultures (102-103) which come from countries in the Mediterranean
basin. In this case the Italian culture (specifically from Apulia) and the Libyan culture. The
taralli fennel is a typical product from Apulia and is certainly not eaten among the Arabs of
North Africa, let alone with their mint tea.237 If this cultural mix is important, it is because it
attests to the existence of this new transnational culture that the Italian-Libyans perpetuate even
in their country of origin. Together, the landscape, people and their new culture represent a
transnational community, that of the Italian-Libyan refugees. In this section I specifically focus
on the rural refugees as the most neglected part of the Italians of Libya community.
According to Oxfordreference.com the genre of “social novel” is “A phrase used to
describe mid-19th-century fiction, which examined specific abuses and hardships which affected
the working classes. These included many of the topics, which were simultaneously being
exposed by non-fictional writers on social issues (WEB).238 This novel must necessarily include
a reference to a period and to the social condition of a disadvantaged group of people just like the
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He went into the kitchen, suffused by the smell of mint tea, and sat down at the table on which the full
cup was ready and, farther away, a basket full of fennel taralli
237
Tarallo is a salty or sweet ring-shaped biscuit typical of Apulia and the South of Italy
238
See http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100515376
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rural settlers, which, however, corresponded to reality. So, if the novel cannot be, certainly,
considered having biographical link with the author, it is possible to consider it as bearing
witness to a real situation to which the author must have been personally exposed because he was
told of or personally witnessed these stories of the countryside of Corato, Apulia. Their story has
never been recounted in history. These people, the rural settlers, who remained as such after the
settling experience in Libya have been ignored so far.239 This social novel, then, is of particular
interest because it necessarily involves this postcolonial reality of the return, indeed, it represents
not only the farming sector in Italy in the second half of the twentieth century but specifically
these farmers, rural settlers who became refugees of Libya, and the difficult life they had to face
once returned to their “homeland.” What kind of welcome they received from the state and
mainland Italians? How did other farmers perceive them? How were they affected by post-war
changes in Italian society and economy? And how did they experience trauma in the short and
long term?
The exile that afflicts these rural settlers is evident from the beginning of the book when
Filippo Patruno, the main character of the novel, attends the funeral for one of the Libyan settlers
and notices the strange glances that he attracts from other people. When he returns home, he says
to his wife: “M’è parso di vedere nei loro occhi una certa ostilità nei nostri confronti, come
persone venute a rompere le uova nel paniere, stranieri nel loro paese. Penso che ci sopportano
mal volentieri; sarebbero contenti se ce ne ritornassimo in Libia” (Mennuni 21).240 This exile is
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Important to note that in 2015 a historiography titled “I dimenticati” about the settlers of Libya was
published however, having a strictly historical methodology the space left for the testimonies of these
former settlers and then refugees is minimal. Those few testimonies considered were taken from Tripoli
1970 and were not analyzed simply accounted.
240
Their eyes seemed to show some hostility towards us, as if we had arrived to upset their plans, as if we
were strangers in their country. I think they can hardly stand us; they would be happy if we went back to
Libya
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different from the one I spoke about in the previous section about the life the settlers had left in
Libya, which continues to disturb them; it is indeed a second exile because now they feel
undesired in the land that should have welcomed them back home. The Italian state should have
welcomed these farmers by looking after them, as they had previously moved to the former
colony to improve their life and, in doing so, showed dedication to the country’s colonial goals at
the time, and made many sacrifices (as discussed in Chapter one). However, as these settlers
were forced to return to Italy, they should have been helped by their “homeland” to recreate a life
for themselves and their families.241
Mennuni recounts that the allocation of land for these settlers was of public interest so, at
the time, it was a politically controversial topic. However, the politicians used this topic to obtain
votes during the election campaigns and, once the campaign was over, this problematic case
disappeared from discussion until the next election period. Meanwhile, in the countryside of
Corato, two factions had been created, the Refugees and the “Quotisti.” The latter was claiming
their right to buy the small portions (quotas) of land, as they were the heirs of those who had
entered into a contract with the Catholic Church many years ago, and the diocesan administration
received continually a minimal rent for those lands. The problem in Corato occurred because, for
a long time, the Corato Town Hall did not consider the proposal from the political party
Democrazia Cristiana to give to the former settlers the lands N. 1972 and N.1973, small quotas
of which overlapped with portions of lands claimed by the Quotisti. The situation becomes more
complicated because, on one hand, the Cooperativa Nuova Terra (Cooperative New Earth),
which represented the refugees association, had built without formal approval 10 colonial houses
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It is important to recall from chapter one that those rural settlers who had moved to Libya in 1938 and
1939 were not aware of what it meant to be a colonist and, that they moved simply for economic reasons.
They needed a land to cultivate and survive. For more information see section 1.2 of this dissertation.
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with a mortgage debt from Ente Fondiaria (Land Agency) and, on the other, the Quotisti had not
renewed or updated the contract they had from the Catholic Church under their names (Mennuni
147-148; 22; 35). In other words everyone was acting based on promises but none of these
claims or plans had official approvals.
The classification of these settlers of Libya as “profughi” once they returned to Italy has
crucial implications that can be teased out by examining the meaning of this word and the way
that it was used. The Treccani online dictionary defines “profugo” as a “Persona costretta ad
abbandonare la sua terra, il suo paese, la sua patria in seguito a eventi bellici, a persecuzioni
politiche o razziali, oppure a cataclismi come eruzioni vulcaniche, terremoti, alluvioni.”242 This
definition is vague because “their land” and “their country” may refer to, but does not necessarily
include, a political form of belonging to the person’s country (let’s think, for example, of the
case of the Jews in Chapter 2 and of the first section of this chapter to the Italian-Libyans who
were not Libyan citizens). This is obviously pivotal to understand whether the term (“profughi”)
used to classify the former settlers was appropriate to their case not merely in a political sense
but, more importantly, in the way that it presented them to the citizens of the Italian metropolis,
in our specific case, to the Italian citizens of Corato in Apulia. The problem posed by the term
“profugo” is more complex. Indeed, Raffaella Setti, on the website of accademia della crusca243
states in her article about the respective uses in the Italian language of the words migranti,
profughi and rifugiati, that migrante (migrant) is too general because designates different
conditions (often economic) that prompt persons to move, and that, whereas profugo and
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A person forced to abandon their land, their country, his homeland/motherland as a result of war,
political or racial persecution, or cataclysms such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, floods.
http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/profugo
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“In both Italy and worldwide, the Accademia della Crusca is among the leading institutions in the field
of
research
on
the
Italian
language.”
For
more
information
see
http://www.accademiadellacrusca.it/en/accademia
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rifugiato were used indiscriminately as synonyms in the past, “attualmente solo rifugiato
[emphasis is not mine] trova corrispondenza nelle altre lingue europee e rimanda a uno status
[emphasis is not mine] riconosciuto dal diritto internazionale” (accademia della crusca).244 This
is corroborated by the simple and important fact that the translation of profugo and rifugiato into
English is always “refugee.” Thus, because profugo is no longer the official term, to really
understand the use of it we must consider the definition of rifugiato. This definition according to
the Treccani dictionary is “individuo che, già appartenente per cittadinanza a uno stato, è
accolto, in seguito a vicende politiche, nel territorio di un altro stato e diviene oggetto di norme
internazionali intese ad assicurarne la protezione” (Treccani – all emphases are mine).245 Now
the definition of profugo is crystal clear and we can safely state that the word profugo used
exactly in the meaning of refugee in English results in categorizing these former settlers in an
inappropriate way because it presents them to the citizens of Corato as if they were not Italian
citizens and were therefore asking a foreign country for assistance.
What is very interesting is that I Ventimila: Ritorno in Italia, being a social novel,
represents the social class of the refugee farmers from Libya and specifically highlights how they
had been victims of a new social structure which saw the formation of a new bourgeoisie, well
distanced from the farmers: “Il borghese era diventato il prototipo dell’uomo civile: ben vestito,
ben calzato se ne andava a zonzo per le strade asfaltate. Il contadino, invece, sempre affamato e
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Currently only refugee finds correspondence in other European languages and refers to a status
recognized by international law. http://www.accademiadellacrusca.it/it/lingua-italiana/consulenzalinguistica/domande-risposte/migranti-profughi-rifugiati-anche-parole-mig
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An individual who, already belonging to a state by citizenship, is accepted, as a result of political
events, in the territory of another state and becomes the object of international norms aimed at ensuring its
protection. http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/rifugiato
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mal vestito, era felice di camminare a piedi nudi nella terra, come un animale” (Mennuni 59).246
In Libya during the Italian rural colonization the farmers represented the bourgeoisie but, after
the Second World War, this role started fading because people were moving to Tripoli or
Benghazi to seek out employment or open their business. Obviously, the end of the Italian
colonization and the take over of the British Military Administration and the subsequent King
Idris’ monarchy linked, as mentioned in the previous section, to the Western powers investment
so these are both cause and effect of such a process. In Italy the situation was worse. The
bourgeois and the farmer clearly belonged to a different space, which was so because they had a
different social role. To understand their social role we must consider that the novel is set in
Italy, a recent former metropolis, a country that saw in the colonial offense (in this case of Libya
but also of the Horn of Africa, Dodecanese Islands and Albania) a legitimate way to expand its
power by subjugating the local population considered inferior under the western perspective.
Indeed, if the bourgeois was the civil man, the farmer, clearly its opposite, was not civil or
westernized and was thus inferior.
In light of this, we have to recall the observation made by Frantz Fanon when he says that
in a postcolonial setting the native community of intellectuals envies the colonizer’s world and
the power they have, and that this generates in them the yearning to take the place of the
colonizer in their country, which has been the colonized one (1963, 123). This desire amounts to
substituting the colonizer bourgeoisie with the native intellectuals, which would turn the latter
into a new native bourgeoisie. The latter will become, then, the new leader of the country where
the colonial system seems to have been ousted but in actualiy continue to exist and, indeed, it is
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The bourgeois had become the prototype of the civilian man: well dressed, wearing good shoes, s/he
wandered through the paved streets. The farmer, however, always hungry and sloppily dressed, was
happy to walk barefoot in the earth, like an animal.
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called neo-colonialism. In the novel I Ventimila this same process of neo-colonization happened
in Italy with the forced repatriation of the farmers, which Mennuni describes in the novel. The
latter are indeed a social class, which was “ripudiati dal volgo e dalla borghesia, costituivano le
fondamenta dello stato” (Mennuni 216).247 The farmers were, then, very important because they
constituted the only social class which was still working the land, and which was in extinction. In
fact, many people were actually leaving farming activities to move elsewhere in the hope of
finding employment in the factories (for examples in the 70s FIAT factory of Turin was
appealing to many Italian youth from the south).
How is it possible that a neo-colonial structure developed within the former metropolis,
rather than in the former colonized country and, above all, among citizens of the same country?
To answer this question we need to consider again how the word refugee implies not only that
refugees are different from the people of the host country, in this case the faction of Quotisti, but
also that they are inferior to the Italians from mainland. This inferiority means that the refugees
from Libya are not perceived as human in the eyes of the hosting citizens, so they are
dehumanized. The theory of dehumanization was coined and studied in psychology of
immigration (and in other social sciences) in relation to immigrants in general and in particular
to refugees. Many psychologists have worked on this topic from different perspectives. As Esses
et al. have summarized it, dehumanization “involves the denial of full humanness to others, and
their exclusion from the human species” (Esses 522). In psychology, this theory examines how
the immigrants and the refugees are defined as non-human by the citizens of the country in
which they arrive. In relation to contemporary immigration through Libya in all the
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Repudiated by the vulgar and the bourgeoisie, they constituted the foundations of the state.
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Mediterranean, dehumanization can be understood as considering the Other who comes from
another country as not having the right to the same kind of help or assistance simply because
they come from a different nation. An example is the typical refugee camps that are commonly
used today. We have to recall, as already stated in Chapter 1, that these camps were set up as a
temporary lodging for all 13,000 children from Mussolini’s boarding schools who needed to be
reunited with their families—who had remained in Libya—needed to transit from there. Refugee
camps were also set up after the exodus of the 1970 from Libya for those 20,000 former settlers
(refugees) who did not know where to go. These camps were not all terrible—some of them were
better than others—however, their overcrowding (often with poor hygiene) and an obvious lack
of privacy, especially for families, ended up dehumanizing the refugees (and it continues to
dehumanize today’s refugees who cross the Mediterranean).248
It should be clarified, however, that in the I Ventimila the Quotisti faction did not
dehumanize the faction of Refugees because they also recognized their need to have their own
land to cultivate and on which to live decently. The refugees also understood the Quotisti’s
position, as their survival was often premised on that land too. Indeed, Filippo Patruno (refugee
and the main character of the novel) who has strong clashes in several instances with Mrs.
Loiacono (Quotista), a widow with 4 offspring, who claims a portion of land in the same field
where he is temporarily working as sharecropper, referring to her thinks to himself: “Quanti figli
ha uno, due, tre, quattro; ma come fa a nutrirli? Sono pelle e ossa . . . Ma io cosa c’entro? Perché
devo fare opera di misericordia? A me non tocca! . . . pensassero loro come far vivere quelle
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Palumbo describes his experience in the refugee camp at Cinecittà in his attempt to return to Libya in
his memoir Italian Days Arabian Nights. Iole Mezzavilla Ferrara does so too in her memoir Dalla Buona
Terra alla Sabbia d’Africa. The documentary Profughi a Cinecittà is also very informative in its analysis
of the historical moment of the two memoirs.
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creature. Loro hanno acceso questo fuoco fra i poveri e loro lo spegnessero. Anch’io ho bisogno;
pure io sono povero e ho i figli da curare” (Mennuni 71).249 Through these words we corroborate
the humanity of the main character, but at the same time we can clearly perceive the real
problem: both factions, Refugees and Quotisti, belong to the proletariat. It is “loro” (they), that
Patruno clearly accuses in the quotation above, who are taking advantage of this situation, using
the refugees’ faction for their own interests: having people who still cultivate the land and share
the profits and at the same time secure votes for their political goals. Who are these people to
whom the quotation refers?
The narrator writes: “La nuova società civile . . . aveva cambiato direzione schifando la
vita semplice dei contadini, diventati all’improvviso individui poco desiderabili, da manovrare
soltanto in sede di votazione” (Mennuni 60).250 This new civil society only relates with the
farmers through the new bourgeoisie, which is new because of this new organization of the
society and which, as Fanon explained, is made of people of the “native country.” In the case of
the novel it is a bourgeoisie from Libya, specifically, of Italian-Libyans. It aims to manipulate
the Refugees’ faction and obtain as many benefits as possible from this political case. This
bourgeoisie is made of other refugees who skillfully used their knowledge of their community
and of Italy’s recent social economic structure, as Mennuni explains through the character of
Cataldo Cavuoto who represents this new bourgeoisie.
Cataldo Cavuoto is the son of a settler in Cyrenaica. Mennuni dedicates an entire chapter
to Cavuoto’s life, portraying him as a person who has always been very skilled at seizing
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How many children has she one, two, three, four; but how does she feed them? They are skin and bone
... But what have I got to do with it? Why do I have to be merciful? It is not my business! ... they must
think of how to make those creatures live. They lit this fire among the poor and they must exstinguish it. I
am in need too; I am also poor and I have to take care of children.
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The new civil society ... had changed direction, loathing the simple life of the peasants, who suddenly
became unwanted individuals, to be manipulated only during elections.
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opportunities to make money and climb the social ladder. Cataldo Cavuoto, indeed, did not
become a farmer like his father but, rather, after other working experiences on his return to Italy
after the Second World War, became president of the New Earth Cooperative.251 The new
bourgeoisie assumed, then, an important role, as they were the link between the institutions and
these rural settlers who forcibly returned to Italy. Stoler, indeed, points out that colonialism was
not a bourgeois project. Rather, it was a project that required the importing and the making of the
bourgeoisie (53). This time the bourgeoisie had been imported from the former colony to neocolonize the farmers (refugees) in order to ensure the economic wealth of this new society. The
latter was looking for people to cultivate the fields abandoned by the other peasants who had
departed to the industries of the north. The new society wished to control the working conditions
of these new hires so as to profit from their agricultural labour.
The faction of Quotisti, however, could not understand this neo-colonial dynamic taking
shape in Italy at the time, they viewed the claim on lands on the part of the former settlers of
Libya, as an attempt (without being aware of the new bourgeoisie) to colonize again the Italian
countryside just as they had done, about, thirty years prior in Libya. The area of Corato where all
these refugees settled was named exactly like the colonial village in which they lived in
Cyrenaica: Beda Littorio. This reinforces the idea unconsciously instilled with the term
“refugee,” as mentioned above, which ignores these refugees’ Italian nationality and demarcates
them as belonging to Libya rather than to Italy. It is true that they were trying to reproduce in
Apulia the lifestyle they had in Libya because, in addition to the land, the Refugees faction was
hoping that the political leader and/or the Catholic Church would also build “la chiesa e l’ufficio
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This was the association of all farmers who were refugees from Libya and they shared their earnings
with this cooperative, which provided them with jobs while waiting for the much-awaited portion of land.
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della Cooperativa, lo spaccio e l’ambulatorio” (Mennuni 85).252 Indeed, these were the same
buildings that were present in each colonial village in Libya except that instead of the “office of
the Cooperative,” there was the Casa del Fascio (house of Fascism). The link with Fascism,
which subjugated them as settlers, as I have discussed in chapter one, becomes obvious, except
that, now it was the Cooperative who was playing that role with a more economic scope by
continuously asking the farmers money for its social goals, taking part of their earnings for the
same purpose and controlling their votes during elections, which amounted to using them.
Whereas the refugees were hoping to have the same village lifestyle that they had in the village
of Libya, it is important to highlight that this sense of belonging to Libya, (specifically to
Cyrenaica), rather than to Italy, was not related to the national identification they had or even felt
(if, for example, we think of Sammartano in the previous chapter) but rather to where they saw
their future as rural settlers, in other words, where they had a farm to cultivate and sustain those
families with dignity.
The Quotisti corroborate the attempt, I have argued so far, at neo-colonization process,
however, without understanding the real process itself. Indeed, the Quotisti turned the Refugees
into a faction of victims, by accusing them of being “incoscienti … colonizzare una terra di
contadini da secoli” (Mennuni 177).253 These are moments in which the second exile, that of
being forcibly in Italy, a hostile land, finds the same reaction among all of the characters of the
Refugees faction. Filippo Patruno feels overwhelmed in various instances with the problems
given by the widow Loiacono, as the narrator describes; “Filippo era terribilmente depresso: non
era mai stato d’accordo a togliere la terra a della povera gente e sosteneva la colonizzazione in
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The church and the office of the Cooperative, the shop and the clinic
Thoughtless ... to colonize a land of farmers for centuries
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un altro luogo, dove i campi fossero più fertili e, soprattutto, liberi da ogni vincolo giuridico.
Nelle assemblee della Cooperativa, però si era sempre trovato solo in questa battaglia” (Mennuni
237).254 This depression comes from the stress accumulated from the first exile, which obligated
them to leave everything behind in Libya, and the second exile within Italy. But, more
importantly, from a political situation that even if it was, apparently, helping him and the other
refugees, because the Cooperative should provide them the land they needed, was also damaging
other proletarians, the Quotisti. This was certainly an overwhelming situation that had lasted for
about 10 years when the novel begins and that obviously traumatized Filippo Patruno as well as
the other refugees, because no matter how much he worked, he could not find stability for
himself and his family.
It is also very interesting to note when the narrator says, in the excerpt above, that Filippo
Patruno “supported colonization in another location.” This sentence, short and clear as it is,
might lead one to falsely believe that these refugees from Libya were indeed colonists, people of
imperialistic ideas and were nearly hoping to be sent from Italy to another location abroad.
However, this colonization or, as I have highlighted, the neo-colonization project is relegated to
the agricultural field and as such, rather than being political, it is an attempt at economic
colonization on the part of the bourgeoisie. In other words, what Filippo Patruno means is that
they need to be in a fertile land—no matter where—rather than making the proletarians class
fight simply because the interests of the two factions (Refugees and Quotisti) were overlapping
because the bourgeoisie had organized it in this way. All this creates stress for all refugees and
intensifies the trauma stemming from a past, a present and a future that it is completely different
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Filippo was terribly depressed: he had never agreed to remove the land from poor people and
supported colonization in another place, where the fields were more fertile and, above all, free from any
legal bond. In the Cooperative's assemblies, however, he had always been alone in this battle
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to what they had imagined after having settled in Libya in 1938. A present and a future that
accentuate the loss of their Libyan past.
It is emblematic that while eating all together after a hard working day in the “ebbrezza
del vino . . . Beppe Quatela [another refugee] sfogò un pò di nostalgia . . . decantò i vasti poderi,
con la fertilissima terra, le sterminate pasture sulle colline del Gebel . . . mentre, raccontava le
lacrime gli correvano nelle rughe profonde delle guance” (Mennuni 207).255 As this nostalgia is
certainly important because it is often present in the novel, we should consider its meaning and
its role. Patricia M.E. Lorcin differentiates colonial nostalgia from imperialistic nostalgia. The
latter “is associated with the loss of empire, that is to say the decline of national grandeur and the
international power politics connected to economic and political hegemony” (97). This is
certainly not the type of nostalgia experienced among these rural settlers simply because if they
were looking for political hegemony and also shared the Italian imperialistic ideals, they would
have left right after the Paris treaty in 1947 when Italy formally renounced to all colonies. The
colonial nostalgia experienced among the rural settlers is, instead, in the words of Lorcin,
“associated with the loss of sociocultural standing, or to be more precise, the lifestyle” (97). This
is indeed the meaning of this nostalgia that is felt by Beppe Quatela and shared by all the
refugees. However, whereas I agree with Lorcin’s concept, I must add that the settlers’
sentiments towards their lifestyle in Libya must, certainly, be understood in relation to the
positive economic conditions that made this lifestyle possible. Indeed, these settlers were now
also suffering because they were clearly attributed a lower social status in Italy than when they
were in Libya: “loro [the people in the Cooperative] fanno le cose sottomano come se fossimo
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Thrill of the wine ... Beppe Quatela [another refugee] vented a bit of nostalgia ... vaunted the vast
farms, with the fertile land, the endless pastures on the hills of the Gebel ... while he spoke of them, the
tears ran in the deep wrinkles of the cheeks
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minchioni” (Mennuni 125).256 This last word “minchioni” (dupes), that appears in a few
instances, expresses that they understand that they are being fooled but also perceive their
limitations in not being able to prove this. Mennuni uses the vulgar term “minchioni” to
corroborate the Italian farmers from Libya social inferiority and remind the reader that these
people had not studied and had not done anything else in their life beyond cultivating the land, so
they are naïve when compared to the manipulation of the Cooperative.
The nostalgia, is experienced when they access the memory of what they had and of what
they have lost. The feeling of loss thus continues and will not disappear over the time; because,
as we can now understand, the role of nostalgia is to manifest the trauma that continues to be
experienced through the memory that continuously haunts them. Here, it is important to highlight
that the trauma is the loss itself, not that of the colonial Village of Beda Littoria and then of
Libya, but that of a land to cultivate and a colonial home (like the ones described in detail in
Chapter 1), as well as economic stability and the respect implicit in being recognized as hardworking people who are simply trying to maintain themselves and their families. In light of all
this, against any nationalist Fascist ideology, we can now state that the rural Italian-Libyans
settlers were transnational subjects living in a transnational space because they were not
interested in a national or political belonging but simply in their economic welfare and that of
their family. They wanted to separate themselves from those accusations of being usurpers of
people’s land, both in their Libyan past and in their Italian present.
When the vicissitudes to receive the land stretch on and become murkier in their practice,
which highly discourages Patruno and all the other refugees, the new bourgeoisie’s project of
neo-colonization falls apart. Little by little, the community of refugees disintegrates, hit by
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They, do things openly as if we were dupes
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another collective trauma that of losing hope for their case and, consequently, of the lack of
recognition of the community from the Italian nation-state. Indeed, these families’ offspring
begin to emigrate, hoping to find a more secure economy elsewhere and, above all, in another
industry:
La pena della lontananza dei figli veniva alleviata dalla consapevolezza che il
prossimo soffriva quanto lei: comare Luisa Caterino si straziava l’anima per i due
figli emigrati negli Sati Uniti; la disperazione aveva preso anche la comare Rosa
Piccione quando erano partiti i quattro figli per Brooklyn e lo stesso dolore aveva
colpito la comare Giuseppina Pisicchio, per i tre figli in Brasile, e il compare
Pasquale Levrieri, per i due suoi figli in Argentina. Giuseppe Quatela ebbe un
colpo quando gli portarono la notizia della morte del figlio muratore, caduto da
un’impalcatura a Milano.257 (Mennuni 253)
This exodus due to economic reasons, which constitutes yet another experience of diaspora,
should be understood as more than the emigration of the young members of a community, as has
happened and continues to happen in many small villages around the Italian peninsula and
beyond. This is the inverted process of rural colonization that the Fascist regime had organized to
maintain the families united. The social structure of the rural family was, indeed, disaggregating
because of the poor economy, which affected the entire rural community of the Italian settlers
from Libya. This disaggregation of the community, which in the novel happens through
migration for extreme poor economic reasons, is well conveyed in Erikson’s explanation: “‘I’
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The punishment of the distance of the children was alleviated by the awareness that everyone suffered
as much as she did: Mrs. Luisa Caterino was desperate for her two sons who had emigrated to the United
States; despair had also overtaken the comare Rosa Piccione when her four children left for Brooklyn
and, the same pain had struck Mrs. Giuseppina Pisicchio, for her three children in Brazil, and Mr.
Pasquale Levrieri, for his two sons in Argentina. Giuseppe Quatela had a shock when they brought him
the news of the death of his son who, working as a bricklayer, had fallen from a scaffolding in Milan
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continues to exist though damaged and maybe even permanently changed. ‘You’ continue to
exist though distant and hard to relate to. But ‘we’ no longer exist as a connected pair or as a
linked cells in a larger communal body” (187). In the case of the novel, the unity of the families
is broken, as is their identification as members of the same society, which had bound together the
former rural settlers from Libya.
However, this emigration represents also a very distinctive facet of the new society,
namely, how young people’s values differ from those of the previous generation, a shift that
Mennuni portrays in the love story between Pasquale and Maria. The young man and woman
love each other and they both would like to spend the rest of the life together. Pasquale is a hard
worker of the land who has no fear of the future; he knows that he will be able, in one way or
another, to provide sufficient economic means to sustain Maria and their future children. Even if
Maria is in love with Pasquale in the most visceral way, she very rationally decides to accept the
marriage proposal of an American man that her father finds perfect for her because he can offer a
stable economic future. On the last day of the harvest, at the dinner that the owner of the land
was offering to all the workers, Pasquale provokes Maria telling her that people are speaking
about her union with this American man. When she agrees and does not deny it, Pasquale
immediately replies “Il tuo amore è un affare, una convenienza, il mio è un amore vero”
(Mennuni 281).258 He is certain that what he was telling her was not only correct but that it
would have shaken her because he knew that she truly loved him. He was right; Maria did love
him but she explained to him in a conceited way “Ma sei cieco? Non ti rendi conto? È forse vita
questa che facciamo? Oggi giorno stenti, ogni istante ansie: tremare per il timore di una
grandinata; tremare per un periodo asciutto, tremare per i geli primaverili e poi, finalmente
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Your love is a business, it is convenient, mine is real love
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quando papà vende il prodotto non glielo pagano quanto vale quei furfanti. E tu vuoi che ci
uniamo per tirare su una famiglia di morti di fame? Non sia mai e poi mai!” (Mennuni 281).259
She refused the poor economic conditions of farming but also that society which subjugated
them and would have made them live in constant stress, which would cause further traumas. She
renounces to her love, a difficult decision, to free herself and her descendants from that anxious
future. She hopes to leave behind the trauma of being repatriated and of being refused and used
by the Italian society.
It is emblematic how the novel begins with Filippo Patruno that attends a funeral of a
refugee who was still waiting for his land and concludes with Filippo Patruno’s death and the
situation for the land still unresolved. It is a circle that closes where nothing can change unless
important decisions like Maria’s are made, in which she subverts her destiny. I Ventimila:
Ritorno in Italia represents a different literature, in comparison to the other works considered so
far (memoir and novel based with a strict link to the author’s biography). Its social commitment
to representing these rural refugees of Libya should earn it an important role among works of the
expression of this Italian–Libyan literature.

4.3 Conclusions
The trauma of forced repatriation must be considered in the two phases analyzed in this chapter:
after Qaddafi’s coup d’état before leaving Libya, and when the settlers left Libya and arrived in
Italy, their country of origin. Capretti’s novel highlights that the trauma stems from the colonial
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Are you blind? Do you not realize? Is this way of living worth calling “life”? Everyday is a hard day,
every instant filled with anxieties: trembling with the fear of a hailstorm; trembling at every dry spell,
every spring frost and then, finally when dad sells the product those villains do not pay him as much as
the products are worth. And you want us to get together to create a starving family? No way, never!
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system and, as mentioned in the previous chapter, from the transition from the Italian colonial
power to a neo-colonial monarchy without a real process of decolonization. Indeed, Qaddafi’s
coup d’état played a double role of decolonization and of de-neo-colonization. The expulsion
from Libya inevitably affected all Italian-Libyans, creating a strong traumatic memory that still
haunts the former settlers.
The use of a random chronology in the first part of Ghibli corroborates the traumatic
memory evoked in the first part of the novel. The latter also leaves space for a narrative memory
that is more detached from the facts and allows the reader to learn important details of this
traumatic experience. We can state than the Italian-Libyans are affected by this trauma for good
and in different ways that, as LaCapra stated, range from the condition of being traumatized to
working through the trauma, and as I added here, also to a stage in between of the two. This is
because it will never be possible for the Italian-Libyans to recuperate what they have lost: their
life. However, this understanding that this life is forever lost allows them to take some distance
from their story by talking about this trauma and/or (for very few of them) traveling to visit
Libya again. So, the suffering that they voice in their traumatic story constitutes a stage of their
working through the trauma in which they are not fully haunted by the past but have yet to work
through it.
The most important features of the narratives of these traumatic stories, both in Ghibli
and with the collection of testimonies gathered in Tripoli 1970, confirmed that while the texts are
different in their genre (one is a collection of memory and the other, a novel inspired by true
stories), they allow me to ultimately demonstrate that they both bear witness to a collective
trauma corroborated by the intertwining of the stories of the different characters in the novel and
the collection of testimonies in the book. Each of these follow exactly the same pattern: first,
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they present the relationship with the memory of Libya, and then, the traumatic experience that,
in Tripoli 1970, cannot be hidden, as I demonstrated, and becomes embedded in the trauma
inflicted.
The exodus to mainland Italy will unfortunately not end the suffering for the Italians of
Libya as they will continue to occupy a transnational space even if they are back to what
supposedly is their homeland. The refugees from Libya will not be politically recognized as
Libyans but once in Italy, their country of origin will not recognize them socially as citizens even
if they are. This will push those refugees into a second diasporic position once arrived and—this
part of their experience is rarely represented—the rural community of the settlers originating
from the massive flux of 1938 and 1939 will be dismantled by the creation of a new industrial
society. Mennuni’s novel I Ventimila: Ritorno in Italia bears witness to this marginalization of
an already marginal community. The new society will take advantage of these same people, just
as in all the other stages of the postcolonial settlers’ experience, because of an absent Italian
government that was incapable of guaranteeing help to the settlers either, whether in Libya or in
Italy.
This community of the Italians of Libya is dispersed by the diaspora but remains united
in its strong bond with the Mediterranean territory, which includes Libya and Italy and finds
them in a transnational space where only who share this same space can understand the
peculiarity of their experience and the individual and collective trauma that they have suffered.
Ghibli, Tripoli 1970 and I Ventimila corroborate in their own way the collective trauma that
destroyed the bond that united these members as part of a community. Many of them have given
up on representing themselves as Italians of Libya or Italian-Libyans because this identity was
denied to them by the refusal to legitimate their historical vicissitudes. They could have kept this
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identity alive, but only by paying the high price of being considered refugees. The collective
trauma exemplifies how the colonial offense generated suffering during the previous century.
Historians have ignored this suffering, thus silencing these people in their pain as if all their
history, their marred life, had never existed. To historicize and legitimate the settlers’ history
would help soothe their trauma but it also would require that Italy take responsibility for the
colonial action that certainly traumatized the colonized as well as its own citizens.
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Conclusions
Postcolonial Trauma in the Mediterranean
This study has demonstrated that the contemporary literary production of the former
Italian settlers from Libya constitutes a body of literature that was generated by the traumatic
experiences to which the settlers were subjected. This corpus of literature begins in the second
half of the twentieth century and continues to be produced up to the present. It plays the
important role of testimony because it remains the only possibility for getting to know how the
Fascist regime, with the colonial offence to Libya, has deeply traumatized not only the
indigenous Libyan people but also the settlers. This literature must be considered both through
the singular perspective of each literary piece and as a whole transnational and transcultural
product of the Mediterranean, because it is part of the history that linked all of the countries in
this geo-cultural space.
The term postcolonial trauma is used in this study as a hypernym to refer to all the kinds
of traumas that have been suffered by the settlers, traumas which have all originated from the
colonial period in Libya and its legacy. Indeed, this literature, when read as a whole highlights
how each author shows, in their unique way, that the former settlers have been deprived of their
original identity and, consequently, traumatized by different historical events. As I state in
Chapter One, some of these events have not yet been legitimated by history while other
historiographical studies ignore the testimonies of the former settlers and, in doing so, do not
include all kinds of traumas inflicted not only to individuals but, more importantly, to a
community. As I have demonstrated, all these traumas forced the Italian-Libyans into a
transnational space. The latter is where their identity was changed, generating a community, a
minority, which is victim of this specific historical period in this Mediterranean area.
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In order to highlight the complementarity of all the different kinds of traumas elucidated
throughout the four chapters and their unique transnational traits, it has been fundamental to
develop a comparative knowledge of the manifestations of individual and collective trauma
throughout this study. As Natalie Melas stated “the term ‘comparative knowledge’ suggests that
comparison might not be the end or object of knowledge but intrinsic to its processes” (199-200).
Indeed, following this approach now allows me to outline another type of comparative
knowledge among all the different traumatized subjects, and the related historical events, to
ultimately argue, in order to respond to Romeo and Comberiati, that this literary production can
be considered a minor literature in the terms with which Deleuze and Guattari defined it.
However, I consider that this literature can be qualified as “minor” because it is involved in a
process of producing “minor identities,” represented in the texts’ characters. I refer to these
characters (or protagonist in the case of chapter one) as minor identities because their traumatic
past have not been recognized so far, simply because they were looked at first from the colonial
perspective, and then, as Italian. In other words, due to the neglect of the important fact that the
colonial offence causes damages also to the former metropolis’ citizens, this literature’s
condition as a minor literature was also obscured. Now in responding to my main research
questions brought up in my introduction, I will consider as a whole the writers examined in this
dissertation, to discuss how the concept of identity is connected to these writers’ minor literature
and how this literature should be understood as a process of constructing the collective
remembering of this community. Because this construction is currently in process the most
important characteristic, which I find pivotal here, is the understanding of the Italian-Libyan
literature as a minor literature in a process of becoming, as I will stress at the end of these
conclusions.
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The two French scholars Deleuze and Guattari describe as minor literature “not the
literature of a minor language but the literature a minority makes in a major language” (16). So
the identity of these writers, which has been a focus of this dissertation, is pivotal in order to
establish the former settlers as Italian-Libyan writers. Hall stated that the (cultural) identity is in
continuous becoming and this understanding of cultural identity represents the strict link with the
literature these Italian-Libyan writers produce. An individual can identify her/himself in a
specific way and redefine this identification as they see fit. However, identity, Hall continues, is
also an external process as it involves the way one is perceived by others. All the identities I
have elucidated in each chapter have highlighted the tension between the identity to which each
of the character or protagonist feels that they belong and the one, which has been imposed by
political powers or the society of that period. Indeed, as I noted in Chapter One, when Arnese
and Palumbo, together with all the other 13,000 Italian-Libyan children deported to Mussolini’s
boarding schools, were in Libya, the offspring of the local indigenous perceived them as Italians
but as soon as they were displaced to Italy, they were recognized as Libyans. This shift in
identification was not a way to simply distinguish these children from others, rather it was a way
to demarcate children from Libya, from other colonies, from families emigrated abroad or
children from Italy’s mainland.
The identity of Libyans (as Youth of the Lictor from Libya) was imposed by the Fascist
regime. While I have elucidated this clearly within the works analyzed it may be useful to
consider in this instance also the documentary Vacanze di Guerra, particularly the testimonies of
Mrs. Maria Gilardino who recalls one of the many songs which were part of the Fascist
indoctrination for the Youth of the Lictor. This song said “Se non ci conoscete guardateci le
mani noi siamo tripolini siam figli di italiani … se non ci conoscete guardateci nel petto noi
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siamo tripolini portateci rispetto” (18:13 – 18:27).260 The identity of these children was thus
determined when they entered Mussolini’s boarding schools in Italy, which function as such
because these schools lasted throughout the Second World War and even up to 8 years. They
became “organized children” “Tripolini” (from Tripoli – a name still used among the members
of the Italian-Libyan community) and were dedicated to hard work “guardateci le mani” (look at
our hands) and, for this reason, were worthy of being respected. However, we have seen that
neither these children or the settlers families were actually respected. This is evident in the
premature, imposed separation but also in the different cases of physical and verbal abuse
inflicted on the children. This experience, which is both an individual and a collective
experience, has forever changed the identity of these children (who are today elderly people).
This identity, unfortunately, is linked to the traumatic experience they suffered because the
trauma—that clearly lasts after the cause for it has ceased—has changed these children forever.
Even Arnese defines herself and all the other children as Italian-Libyans in the title of her book.
This definition she uses in the book is not related to her nationality. The identity that Arnese
presents in her book is more similar to an inner identity that was forged by the traumatic
experience; this is why it emerges naturally and unconsciously in remembering, as well as in the
attempt to construct this collective remembering, of all the traumatic events.
Magiar’s novel illustrates the opposite way of imposing an identity, namely, by not
granting a citizenship to his stateless community, the Sephardi Jews, who had been living in
Libya since their expulsion from Spain in 1492. By “citizenship,” I refer here to a form of
political belonging to the country in other words, receiving a passport. While Hayìm and his
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If you do not know us look at our hands we are tripolini we are sons of Italians ... if you do not know
us look at us in the chest we are tripolini, bring us respect
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community desired any passport that could have given them the freedom to travel and basic
rights as a citizen of a country, the passport was, and continues to be, the same element that
imprisons Amedeo’s identity. Again Amedeo’s situation is different from Hayìm’s because the
former had a passport, though it did not reflect his sentiments for the country in which he was
born and raised: Libya. Amedeo wanted to change the way he was perceived by the indigenous
Libyan community to get closer to them because that was the identity space in which he felt that
he naturally belonged regardless of the fact he was born in a settler family. Mennuni’s novel, I
Ventimila, also includes an imposition of identity when the characters are classified as not
belonging to Italy upon being named refugees when they are returning (forcibly) to their country
of origin of which they still hold the citizenship. Mr. Luciano M., one of the witnesses of Tripoli
1970, states in regard to this strong sense of identity created by the settlers’ experience that “Il
fatto strano era che noi ci sentivamo libici e italiani senza essere né l’una né l’altra cosa.
Eravamo tutto e niente” (Pachera 82).261 This shows the destabilization brought on by the
realization that, as settlers, they belonged to two countries; Libya, because they were born and
raised there, and Italy, because they had the nationality and had heard the stories that their
parents recounted about their place of origin. But with the coup d’état and the expulsion,
corroborated by the way they were treated in Italy—as refugees rather than as citizens—, the
Italian-Libyans realize that they belong to a transnational space. First, they had been confined to
this space due to their experience as colonists but now that the colonial experience and their life
in Libya have ended they understand that they belong neither to Italy nor to Libya. They
continue to inhabit a transnational space. In the attempt to protect themselves from the traumas
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The strange fact is that we felt Libyan and Italian without being either one or the other. We were
everything and nothing
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of the past most of them tried to forget and hide their belonging to a past that is hardly recounted
by history and/or taught in schools.
It is also worth noting that in the above testimony, Mr. Luciano M. first listed the
adjective “libici” (Libyans) and then “italiani” (Italians). This is meaningful because it shows
that this transnational space is so separated from the Italian identity that an individual’s ethnic
origin is not necessarily more important than the one taken from the “host” country. Indeed, the
majority of the settlers’ offspring were actually born and raised in Libya and, for their
generation, this blurs the difference between the host country and the country of origin within
this transnational community. This is not because the Italian-Libyans, born and raised in Libya,
do not know the meaning of what is their host country or their country of origin; rather, it is
possibly the fear of exclusion from the Italian community (which is their political nationality)
that leads them to say that Italy is their country now. In this aspect, Amedeo is, indeed, quite
unique in his sentiments. However, through most Italian-Libyans novel and interviews, their
feelings for Libya will always be very strong and this is why Tripoli 1970 is full of references to
the beauty that Tripoli had for them with their palm trees and the long sea shore. Although they
love Italy, living there will always be different from living in their homeland, Libya. So the roles
of original and host country are inverted when compared to what these categories meant for the
first settlers who spent probably between thirty to fifty years there (many were deceased in
Libya) but were born in Italy. This is what blurs the boundaries between the Italian and Libyan
territories in their mind, accentuating the transnationality of the space in which they live. The
experience of leaving the former Italian fourth shore unites them because the traumas inflicted
crystallized that irretrievable loss. This is the reason why they represent a minority, which
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produces a minor literature in order to reach their ultimate goal of constructing their collective
remembering.
Beyond the general definition that Deleuze and Guattari offer, they also state three
primary characteristics of a minor literature, which stem from Kafka’s work about the literature
written by Prague’s Jews in German. These three characteristics are present in Italian-Libyan
literature, thus demonstrating the fact that it is a minor literature, precisely because it is produced
from deeply intimate experiences and specifically in its traumatic, political, and collective
dimensions. The first characteristic they state “involves all the ways in which the language is
effected by a strong co-efficient of deterritorialization” (Deleuze and Guattari 16). This means
that, in this case, the Italian language used in this minor literature does not belong to them as a
symbol of the former colonizer country, Italy, but rather it represents a “deterritorialized”
language because it is an expression of a specific literature that does not regard Italy per se but,
rather, focuses on the transnational space in which these Italian-Libyans have been enclosed.
While the Italian language is “deterritorialized” in regards to the former metropolis, it is also
“reterritorialized” in this transnational space. This “reterritorialization” marks the passage from
an exclusively cultural space of Italians to the creation of a new minor culture (and by minor,
now I mean shared by few) within this new transnational space, as I have highlighted with this
study.
This literature represents the “impossibility of writing,” “the impossibility of not
writing,” and “the impossibility of writing otherwise” (Deleuze and Guattari 16) because the
Italian-Libyans, or Italian from Libya, necessarily represent the traumas that were inflicted upon
the settlers and that identify them and, then, their literature. “The impossibility of writing” refers,
in this literature, to the majority of those Italian-Libyans who have been silenced by the trauma,
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in other words, as I have elucidated throughout this research study, many people were incapable
of writing, talking, and recounting it and all these writers did so after a long time due to the
traumatic past that they had to be willing to face in order to write. This is, as I have indicated in
chapter Two, a way of protecting oneself from facing the trauma, which is an “overwhelming
experience of sudden or catastrophic events” (Caruth 1996, 11). “The impossibility of not
writing” shows, instead, the urge of some Italian-Libyans, including the authors in this study, to,
after many years, speak up and recount what has happened from the perspective of the different
stages of working through the trauma. Arnese is an example of this process of working through
the trauma, as her book gives expression to two voices: one, which relives the traumatic moment,
and the other, through which she has understood another interpretation of the trauma(s) suffered.
Palumbo, also a child of Mussolini’s boarding school, shows signs of working through the
trauma but writes in different instances about a foggy memory which denotes, instead, that the
self wants to protect him from the traumas suffered. He understands that this is generated from
the extreme fear that he experienced, and I add, that this fear still possesses him in recalling
some moments. Magiar’s book is, instead, the result of a psychoanalytical path and is, indeed,
the proof that he is working through the traumatic experience of living as a young Jew in Libya
and being exposed to ongoing violence. Among all the writers examined here, Sammartano is the
one who continues to suffer his situation of being permanently exiled from Libya, the homeland
in which, like Magiar, he was born and raised. However, Magiar left when he was 10, whereas
Sammartano lived there up until he was 19. It is important to stress here that the trauma(s)
inflicted on these writers are proof that this literature cannot be “written otherwise” (Deleuze and
Guattari 16), as the trauma is precisely the origin of the urge to (not-) write. This aspect is
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relevant beyond the writers that I chose to consider, and applies to most of the production of the
Italian-Libyans.262
All the characters of Ghibli and I Ventimila, together with Tripoli 1970, add voices of the
collectivity that is also present in all the other writers mentioned above. Together, they illustrate
the collective dimension of trauma. The strong collective voice does not exclude individual ones,
as I noted in many instances of this work; rather, it moves this literature towards a strong
political role, which is the second primary characteristic highlighted by Deleuze and Guattari for
a minor literature. We can feel the strong political mission of these writings in their variety of
perspectives and genres: from memoir to testimonial literature in Arnese’s writing, the suffering
of individual and collective trauma to which Magiar bears witness for himself and for his entire
Sephardi community, to Ghibli and I Ventimila, which don’t feature real main characters but in a
real collective perspective give more space to some characters all belonging to different social
roles of Italian settlers including also Italian Jews who stayed despite the fear of the massacres.
Following this line of collectivity, Tripoli 1970 is not interested in individual matters, which are
separate from the belonging to community. However, every single author’s story (through their
writings) or pure testimony (in Tripoli 1970) is complementary to the others not only within the
single book but also within the history of all the settlers. This complementarity is illustrated in a
variety of examples: Mennuni, from the last chapter, was himself one of the children that was
forcibly recruited into Mussolini’s boarding school during the fascist period; in the postcolonial
period Magiar attended an Italian Catholic school in Tripoli, just as Sammartano, and both of
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It is enough to look at the titles present in the website of the Association of the Repatriates of Libya to
have an idea of this literary production (of different degrees of literary sophistication) but also of the
major thematic which, very often, is the recounting of traumas suffered during this period.
www.airl.it/libri
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them discuss what it was like to live in a multiethnic and multicultural Libya from two different
ethnic perspectives; Capretti left Libya as a young child so she bears witness to the stories of her
family and many friends (tripolini – from Tripoli) which is exactly what Tripoli 1970 registers.
These connections contribute to that “comparative knowledge” that allows us to fully understand
the community of Italian-Libyans and its minor literature.
While Sammartano might be interpreted as the most political text analyzed in this study,
however, all the literature presented here is strongly political because all individual characters
always referred to their community in terms of collective trauma. As I have elucidated in
different instances, according to Erikson, from the point of view of this trauma, the community
no longer sustains its members. This happens in every single chapter but my discussion of the
double diaspora that many settlers are obligated to suffer, and in particular, most of the rural
settlers described in I Ventimila, highlights how a marginal part of this minority is now extinct.
The aforementioned connections among all writers, and this literature they produced, make
explicit this political thread that, again, weaves and unifies this literature as part of the same
body, a transnational body.
While all the texts examined in this work refer to the main character(s)’ identity and
vicissitudes, they also focus on collective identity and, also, illustrate the marginal members of
this community. Even in Sammartano’s novel, surprisingly, a collective sphere involves him as
bearing witness to other settlers, another marginal part of this minority, who were so traumatized
by the colonial action that they did not share Italy’s imperialistic ideas, both during or after the
colonial period (depending on which generation of settlers was involved). In this perspective we
can see how important it is that Amedeo (main character of the novel) bears witness to his
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grandmother’s trauma, which emerges representing another collectivity, the colonial one,
different from Amedeo’s, from the Italian and than the Libyan identity space.
These marginal representations within the minority of the Italian-Libyans reinforce also
the third characteristic that the two French scholars highlighted: the presence of a “collective
value” (Deleuze and Guattari 17). The latter is also linked to the political commitment that I have
just described. It defines the imperative for Italian-Libyan literature to address topics that have a
strong importance for the entire community. In other words, if in its political traits this literary
expression addresses the collective and the individual trauma (which are closely related), this
third characteristic involves that which has value for the entire community as something that
caused trauma and still makes most of them suffer (otherwise the production of this literature
would have ceased). What has caused the settlers’ trauma in the historical perspective was the
colonial offense but, in this same perspective, what perpetuates it in the present is the fact of
being forgotten by history or of not being considered in their trauma and then in their depth of
their existence because their past is not legitimated.
In light of all this I argue that the Italian-Libyan minor literature and its community have
a strong connection with the concept of space. Indeed, it is the transnational space that
determined its creation and linked this community not only to two locations (rather than
countries), Libya and Italy, but to the Mediterranean area. This link with the Mediterranean is
certainly geographical, but abovel all historical. The geography pertains the elements that are
present across the Mediterranean region. The sea and the ghibli wind, that in Italy is known as
scirocco (but is the same hot wind which bears sand from the Sahara desert) and, the general
Mediterranean vegetation, become part of this space. The latter, then, exists pragmatically
beyond borders and is a transnational Mediterranean space. But there is also a deeper
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Mediterranean thread to this community, which is shown through the strong link to history.
Hayìm and Amedeo represent this strong link because of the reference to the history of their
respective communities (Sephardi Jew, and Italian settler community), which has necessarily
shaped them both in their individuality and as members of this community. In Hayìm, this link
with history produces a historical trauma, as I mentioned in Chapter Two, because the
community has been stateless since 1492, when the Holy Inquisition expelled the Sephardi Jews
from Spain. The colonial action could have stopped this statelessness by granting them
citizenship but Italy did not do it because of obvious Fascist ideologies. Amedeo, on the
contrary, has never received Libyan citizenship, he is then affected by a transhistorical trauma, to
recall LaCapra, because it is not caused by a specific historical event (700). This means that the
exact moment of this political separation of Amedeo from Libya cannot be determined and/or
recounted with a specific reference. History, or better its interpretation, represents the way
Amedeo recalls his ancestors in the visit to the ruins of Leptis Magna, understanding those ruins
as originating from a “Mediterranean empire” rather than Romans which separates him from the
Fascist propaganda that preceded the conquest of Libya. This propaganda necessarily links the
Libyan colonial offense to the history of the Mediterranean. While Fascist propaganda interprets
Mediterranean history in a manipulative way, it is one of the links between the classical and this
modern Mediterranean era.
This Mediterraneanness expresses, then, a transculturality, which is present in different
degrees in the words examined here. When we refer here to the “transcultural,” we use the
meaning intended by Fernando Ortiz, who first coined the concept:
the different phases of the process of transition from one culture to another culture
this does not mean merely in acquiring another culture, which is what the English
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word acculturation really implies, but the process also necessarily involves the
loss or uprooting of a previous culture . . . it carries the idea of the consequent
creation of new cultural phenomena which could be called neoculturation (Ortiz
102-103).
However, Ortiz describes how this relationship takes shape in the postcolonial territory of Cuba.
As the works studied here involve the territory of the former metropolis, and because they
present the settlers’ perspective, Ortiz’s term must be looked at from a different angle. ItalianLibyan transculturality begins with the first wave of rural settlers and with their understanding
that they (the former settlers) were not being respected, and ultimately were traumatized. As I
have demonstrated in each chapter all the settlers were outcast in their own land. This has
allowed them to “uproot” themselves from their previous Italian culture, particularly the Fascist
ideology, which had been instilled in them solely because their economic necessity linked them
to the Fascist regime through the initiative of colonization.263 This set the bases, during the
colonial period, for a transnational and transcultural space in which to continue to develop this
new identity also after the independence of Libya in 1947. Magiar presents another deep
transcultural trait, a Mediterranean element, which is evidenced in the understanding of the
culturally Islamic concept of destiny maktùb and the Jewish mazhàl. All the writers examined in
this study feature in their work these transcultural/Mediterranean traits which are also expressed
in cultural food habits that do not belong to Italy. The fact that Patruno drinks mint tea with
fennel taralli is important because it proves that the Italian-Libyans are transnational and
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With this I refer to the fact that, as I have shown in Chapter One and in Chapter Three, before the
settlers moved to Libya, they were not aware of what it meant to be a colonists and, rather, were pushed
to accept relocating from Italy to Libya because of the extremely poor economic conditions of Italy
between the two wars. However, to join the colonists’ movement they had to embrace Fascism and show
that they were Fascist supporters, even if they could not understand the Fascist political philosophy.
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transcultural, and illustrates that this is their real culture—it is the culture that they take with
them regardless of the fact that they were forced to leave Libya. Consequently it is a new culture
that they enjoy, as Ms. Stella F. recounts in Tripoli 1970:
dalla preparazione del tè si ricavavano tre bevande diverse, ognuna ricca di
caratteristiche particolari e rivolta a persona con gusti differenti. Il primo tè era
molto forte e amaro, non piaceva a tutti … dalle stesse foglie veniva poi ricavato
un secondo tè che era di gusto meno preciso del primo. Infine si procedeva con la
terza bollitura che dava origine al tè più leggero che era servito con le noccioline
tostate.264 (Pachera 45-46)
The description of this tradition denotes the full adoption of this part of the Arab culture, while
expressing pride in the preparation; indeed, the tea itself is important, as is the ritual of its
preparation, and its social dimension clearly differentiates it from the much quicker Italian
espresso ritual.
In this study, I have aimed to put forward a new approach to Italian-Libyan literature,
representing the settlers experience, which is currently missing in the panorama of Italian
postcolonial literature or migration literature. In light of all that has been said, we can state that
this literature bears witness to a postcolonial trauma in the Mediterranean, a trauma that is
perpetuated by the lack of acknowledgment of their experience. This inevitably reminds us, in
reference to Laub’s work, how testimony is not simply the recounting of someone’s experience
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From the preparation of the tea three different drinks were obtained, each one full of special
characteristics and addressed to people with different tastes. The first tea was very strong and bitter, not
everyone liked it . . . from the same leaves a second tea was then made which had a weaker taste than the
first. Finally we proceeded with the third boiling which gave rise to the lighter tea that was served with
toasted peanuts.
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in first person but is also the bearing witness, as I have elucidated in chapters two, three, and
four. Bearing witness is somewhat more important because it gives the possibility for a voice to
speak that for different reasons had been unheard.
Julia Emberley states that “testimonies are not only repository of forgotten memories of
trauma they are also remnants desire that are productive of aspirations that are articulated and
spoken out loud, of needs that call out to be met” (2). Considering this perspective, then, the
transnational space that this literature represents has to be thought of as a concept that not only
questions the idea of the Italian nation from within but, rather, a way through which these people
have been traumatized and silenced in their trauma. But this literature is then also the tool to not
simply try (often inconsciously) to overcome the trauma by destroying the silence imposed by
the official history; it becomes a way to construct collective remembering. This is, indeed, what
Arnese aims to do when she starts including the witnessing of all the people who contact her.
Interestingly enough she could not imagine such a reaction but as soon as she perceives this need
from the other former children interned in Mussolini’s boarding schools she embeds their, and
her, desire (to call back to Emberley) to change her memoir in the construction of the collective
remembering of all these children including those who never returned from their “holiday” or
saw their family again (Arnese 2014: 5). Collective remembering must be differentiated from the
concept of collective memory, collective remembering refers to people that are still alive, rather
to a memory that is further back in the past. This strengthens the desire to reconstruct the
remembering compared to the desire to reconstruct a collective memory, because there is still the
possibility of, together with other people who are alive, mutually confirming the remembering in
the attempt of historicizing it just like I pointed out in the case of Arnese’s book. The desire of
this construction is also the urge that pushes Magiar to seek a psychoanalytical path to
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understand his own past as well as the past of his community not analyzed in historiographies.
This is why the particular structure of Magiar’s novel has a wealth of historical references as he
is bearing witness to the Sephardi community collectively traumatized and then strongly affected
in its unity. The same desire is always latent in Sammartano and stays with this writer until the
moment he retires from his working life to share, through his novel, his feelings for a past that he
lived and has looked at differently. It is of paramount importance to clarify the relationship
between the desire that all these writers have and the trauma(s) that all these writers suffered.
Trauma and desire are indeed linked through history as they both stem from the same
tragic events, however, the trauma is fought to be overcome through this literature, or at least
soothed, while the desire to construct this collective remembering of these people lives thanks to
this literature. The latter, I wish to emphasize, can express this desire through different genres.
This is why, in my last chapter, I purposely showed this link between Ghibli, Tripoli 1970 and I
Ventimila. However, this is also corroborated by looking at all the works in their entirety.
Looking at all the publications considered in this work we understand that the desire of sharing
memories and creating this collective remembering is continuously alive and, indeed, this is the
scope of this “minor literature.” Deleuze and Guattari indeed, talk of minor literature “as a way
of thinking new modes of becoming … a becoming towards others, a becoming towards
difference and a becoming through new questions” (Colebrook 12). These writers all express this
change towards the paradigm of Italian national identity that the colonial past has imposed,
causing them traumas in a way or another.
However, much more can be researched on this topic across different fields. It can be
fruitful to explore other cultural production by the refugees of Libya from perspectives other than
trauma studies, to see what positive memories remain and reinforce the link that the Italian-
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Libyans have with this past. Some of these memories are obviously included in this study but
they are not its focus. An interdisciplinary research, for example, from the fields of
anthropology, sociology, and history, as well as literary studies, may yield a much better
understanding of how that period is lived today in relation to mostly positive memories. In this
regard there are many testimonies on Internet from other Italian-Libyans who continues to bear
witness to the positive side of living as a settler in a Fascist colony. To this end, I would like to
draw attention to the memories of Mrs. Maria Genta published in blog form. The characteristic
of these memories, as the blogger states, is precisely that “Maria ha detto di aver rimosso dalla
sua memoria tutti i ricordi dolorosi della sua giovinezza. Ecco perché la sua avvincente storia,
che ho suddiviso in vari capitoli, è priva di qualsiasi critica.”265 While this testimony proves,
once again, that trauma is the matrix of this literature, there is this new “positive” memory that
need to be discovered from under the trauma.
Other research to be conducted can examine the more transnational traits of this literature
and then compare this transnational literature with the French literature of the pieds noirs of
European origin including the Sephardi communities of the Maghreb. This study would be
extremely interesting as it could be carried out using a dually comparative approach. The first
would aim to produce a comparative knowledge of these literatures and the second—a more
classical comparative method—would establish how the pieds noirs’ identity differs from that of
the Italian-Libyans which do not refer to their identity so openly, even if they show and know
that they belong to this singular experience which has marked their life permanently.
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Maria said she had removed all the painful memories of her youth. This is why her compelling story,
which I have divided into several chapters, is devoid of any criticism
https://altritempiraccontati.blogspot.com/2009/05/la-mia-vita-tripoli-fino-al-colpo-di.html
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